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AMERICAN
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follows :

are as

equipped it in

their

Farm

The Stockholders have built

own

a

first-class manner, mainly with

I

money.

2d. They have built their road through

Chicago

into

annum, and

earning

are
are

paying

$10,000

over

large and

per mile per

regular dividends.

facture of iron,

Repairing.

well

as

Chicago, in the

market in

to eighteen years of age, used to doing
chores and light work
SIXTEEN
farm. Apply at office
on a

PORTLAND PACKING CO.,
Franklin Street
Between Fore and Commercial.
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Copper-Smith Wanted.
GOOD Copper-smith
ment by applying at

Jan

uses.

Hoarders Wauled.
ROOMS and

good board at
GOOD
ja3dtfNo 13 Myrtle street.

no

enterprises,

required,

is

argument

in most

as

new

A

GOOD RENT of 5

WEBSTER,

Successors of H. H.

Massey & Co.,

General Commission
ROOM
Board of Trade

Merchants,

ja26*2m

Richardson, Hill & Co.,
Boston.
sold,

for Bonds and all first-class securities
executed on commission.
eod6m
dec22

ORDERS

H.

Ac Oo.

Peyret
IMPORTERS

FRENCH

OF

WINES,

Wholesale & Retail
948 CONGUENN WTKEET.

noTiem

W.

Bonne' and Hat

Fainter,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Offioe at Schumacher Bros, 6 Deering Block
A CARD—In thanking my former customers and
friends for the
they have bestowed upon
me tor the last fl teen years. 1 have the pleasure in
them
Mr.
W. L. KEUKKtor
to
recommending
a continuance of the same, feeling confident that be
is able to please all who tnav give him a call in his
CHAS. S. SCHUMACHER.
line.

Carpenters

WHITNEY A- MEANS, Pearl Street, opposite Park.

Cloaks

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
cor. Exchange and FedEATON,

Exchange Street.
U. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street.

holstering

Nos. 31 d- 33 Free Street,

Mattress is,

Lounge*)

to order.

boxed

neAtly

done.

Furni-

oc25-,6‘jr T&Stf

HUNT & JEWETT\
Wholesale

Marble,

Oflce31* tONliRIM STREET,
Yard 43 PREBLE STREET.
keep
good as?orlment of Italian
and American Marble, and will receive orders to
cuf to size all kinds of Monumental stock, at prices
that will not tail to be satisfactory to all marble workon

SHALL

hand

a

VIP.

SHEfilDAH &

QRIITITHsi

PLASTERERS,

*0. « SOOTH ST.,
PORTLAND, MB.
UT Prompt attention t aid to all kimlsot .fobbing

line.apr22<Hf

301 Csngreu Street.
Howard Watch Company.

N. E.
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application
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SWAN &

BARRETT, Bankers,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

A

Wanted.
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W. B. SHATTUCK & CO, Bankers
GENERAL AGENTS,
23
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Fsinitalists
BRICK Block to

rent,7 known
A
the
Block, situate in Pittston
Sr P.
the Kennebec River.

IS

now contains two stores each 28x55,
loft abovb 40x55 and two offices 14x16 ft each, the
third story is a Hall full size of building.
Said Block is well adapted for
purposes or for a Com and Flour Store and Mill which
is much needed to supply our town trade, as well as
a large surrounding country
trade, is well situated,
being only 100 feet from a good w harf where large
Schooners may discharge ana receive cargoes. Also is
iear the Maine Central R. R. Depot In
Gardiner, as
well as the Steamers running to Bhston. Will rent
whole or part of Block as parties may desire.
Rent
ow.
An excellent chance for a Shoe Factory. For
further particulars apply to Mrs. Harriet Jewett,
Pittston, Me., or to Ira D. Stnrgis, President of the
Kennebec Land and Lumber Co.
Pittston, January 18th,
jan24 d2w
%

1872._

a

throughout. Lease, low rent, and but small capital required. Good run of busiuess; sold on account
Df removal of owuer. Address
LOCK BOX 6?,
Lawrence, Mass.

Capital & Surplus,

Capital

of Boston.
$250,000

$500,000

ranged and set up in the best
Jobbing promptly attended to.

of New York.

Surplus,

$950,000

GEO. W. SAVAGE, President.

Plumbers.
JAMES MILLER, No. Ot Federal Street.
Erery description of Water Fixtures ar-

Hoffman, of New York.
Capital

Ac

manner.

SMALL supply of this invaluable remedy for
Cancer, Scrofula, Rheumatism, Salt
Rheum, Ulcer* and all Rloed Diseases, just
received from Ecuador. Price of the bark, with full
iirections, $3 per pound; sent to all parts.
DR. WM. C. DOWNS,
Address.
No. C Exchange Place Providence R. I.
ja5dtf

A

Surplus,

$250,000

“mHE Portland Dry Dock and Ware-House Co.”
X have leased their Docks and other properv in
Cape Elizabeth to James E. Simpson for one year
from Jan. 1, 1871, to Jan. 1, 1872, and during said
time the Company will not be responsible for any
ilebts contracted in their name or on their account,
unless authorized or approved bv the President of
the company.
CHAS. A. LAMBARD,
President P. D. Dock and Ware-house Co.
By his Attorney, L. D. M. SWEAT,
Portland, January 28th, 1871
jn30tf

lin Sts.

*

Real Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange
Stmt*
CEO. R. DAVIS &

C... No. 301 l-'J Cob-

gre*» Strrrt.

Orient,

The undersigned having assumed the sole proprietorship of the United States Hotel, would announce
to his friends and the public, that on and after
JANUARY 1st, 1S7J3.
in accordance with the spirit of the times, ‘‘Retrenchment and Economy.” he will reduce his rates to

“TWO DOLLARS A DAY’’
To the toansient travelling public, with no reduction
of fare,{attendance and
No effort will be spaced for the comfort and con-

of Hartford.

New Cash Capital,

These companies

PEARSON, No. '}'i Temple Si., near
CongrenB. All kind, of Silver and Plated
Ware Repaired.

Silver and Plated Ware.
LOWELL, 301 Congree. Street.

ARNER

mess

in Maine.
Ordeal”

“Fiery

among the best now doing busThose that have passed
through the

are now

Stair

Builder^

first

r»ATIONAL and ORIENT

recently organized
Traders.

die Street.
J. W. Ac H. H.

MCDUFFEE,

Cor.

Middle

Ac l/uiou Sts.

condition

Capitals.

for

bv fire.

Companies,

Builders and others, wanting
Merchants,
large lines with reliable offices, may be accommodated
with us at moderate rates. Dwelling* and
Farm Properly, insured for one, three or four
years, on highly favorable terms.
ja5isd3w

Wood!

D and SOFT WOOD Tor sale at
v.’ln street. Also Dry Edging!*.

No. 43 Lin

WM. HUSE.

N. CUSHMAN.

_D.

are

SliipiKxl by R.

R.

or

Vessel in Bulk

or

sired.

KNIGHT
Jan.

A
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Bbls.,

as

de-

W1IIDDEN.

No. 3 Mackerel in Bond!
FOR

EXPORT!
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THOMAS BLOCK.”
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CURTIS

BY

SMITH, GAGE & CO.,

3ST, O.

This is

MOLASSES.
SALE

A

DAVIS,

159 Commercial It.

and

truly

It has something for every member of the household
—father,mother, boys, and girls, young men and
young women, all find something of Interest. Admirable contributed and editorial articles discussing
all the great topics of the day; fresh information on
unhackneyed subjects; much matter of a high and
pure religious tone; a Domestic Department, choice
Poems, Household Stories, and Chat for the little
ones, one of the chief attractions being Mrs. H. B.
Stowe's fascinating Tales.
The terms of subscription to this paj>cr are: For
one year, only $3,00.
This will entitle the subscriber
to the paper and to the above pair of beautiful Oil
Chroraos. The Christian Union, Illustrated Holiday Number, (28 pp.), will be be sent free to all who

challenge the Medical faculty to produce any-

thing

better.

TRY
dc23d&w

w52

or

registered

next

column, headed"Why?"

“WIDE AWAKE

a 810.00 pair of
Chromoa—subjects LIFE SIZE.—exquisite/ac similes of original Oil Paintings, GIVEN
A WA V to every subscriber to

are

BURR,

No 399

Congress

st., Thursday afternoon, (Feb. 1st.,) at 3 o’clock.

Jan30-3t

RELIGIOUS,

WEEKLY

money!

LOCAL AGENTS WANTED!
men
Intelligent
If
wish

and

and Domestic

years ago,

Literary,

Re-

FRIDAY MORNING, FEB. 2, 1872.

Weekly, started twc
American

namely,

wanted everywhere.
you
good territory, send early for circular and
terms! J. B. FORD & CO., 27 Park "Place. N. V.: 11
Bromfleld st., Boston, Mass.; 285 W. MadiRon st.,
Chicago, 111.
Jan25t4w

“THE SINGER”

THE CHRISTIAN UNION, j
j
should have

so

suddenly achieved

that makes all newspaper

a

success

wonder?

men

SEWING MACHINE.
views of the fact that "various opinions do exist.
as to which is the best"
Sewing Machine, do not
allow yourself to be
governed by any one’s opiuion,
but call and examine “TIIK SIHT«5ER” and
witness its operation, and we have not the shadow of
a doubt, that you will not
pronounee it for all purposes the very best Family Sewing Machine

IN

extant.

the time to secure one of these farfamed and
justly celebrated Singer Sewing Machine n« a
CbriHtmaa Gift to your Wife, Sister or Lady
J
Now is

Friend.
With

"singer" in the house, always ready to
comply with any reasonable demand, there is no good
reason why you
may not have a "Merry Christmas"
and a
"Happy New Year", each day oi which shall
a

331 CONGRESS STREET.
you have already a Sewing Machine, call and

If
see
Combination” adapted to all kinds
-of Machines. It will cord, ruffle,
in piping cord,
lay
turn a wide hem, and make the french fold, with the
utmost ease and exactness.
A full assortment of Needlas, Thread and the various Sewing Machine Helps and
attachments, con-

stantly

on

hand.

Machines sold

Monthly Instalments.
fiyMachine Stitching and Stamping for Braiding
and Embroidery doue to order. All Machines sold
on

WHEELOCK &

SARGENT,

Sole Agents for Portland and
Vicinity.

no30
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WE

take account of stock,
previous
shall sell our Stock of

we

at

lower prices than

ever.

to

which time

Hata, Capa, Fun
CO.,
Opp.PwtO.ke

MAHER &

!M.tHbl

to

Chicago

*

bill, which is as follows:
A bill to relieve American-built steamers
and
vessels from imp >rt duties laid upon materials
and articles entering iuto their construction
repair, and use.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives of the United States of America in
Congress assembled. That all import duties
hereafter collected on materials entering into
the construction of vessels and steamers built
in the United States shall be returned to the
builders thereof, under regulations to be established for such purpose by the Secretary of the
Treasury; and all articles of foreign product
needed for subsistence on American vessels and
steamers engaged in foreign trade, or in the use
or repair ot American vessels and
steamers,
may be withdrawn from bunded warehouses
free of duty.
Mr. Hale. The measure introduced
by me,
and on which I seek a direct vote of this
is
House, very important, and at first blush
complaint might be made because I have
brought it here on the call of the States without submitting it to the
investigation of a
committee. Several reasons have moved me.
First, the importance of the subject. During the last ten years we have legislated for almost every industrial interest in the
country.
American commerce and American shipbuilding alone have received no help at the
hands of Congress; yet in magnitude
they exceed any other. The employment given in
the building f ships and the
money earned
iu the sailing of our own ships put the subject, s# far as magnitude goes, in the first
rank.

Interior

said, “Probably no man on this continent sways sc
many minds, or is doing so much to
shape religious
thought for the next half century.” Iii* vigorous pen
in Editorials and Star
Papers, and Mr. Elltnwood’e
fumed verbatim rejorts of his
helpful Leeture-Koom
Tails in Plymouth
Church, are an attraction to
thousands of readers, who
always want to know what
lie thinks on religious themes and
the topics of the
times.

He is alBO

assisted by

able editorial staff.
,!V Hicr.Hi“*
ROW, Independent in Political Dlscussini, and
devoted to Morals, Reform, Home and
Foreign News
—both of Church matters and the world at
large,
cm

2(1. »«iJ,iCi1V!,K.CTABIAI'r

Literature, Science, Art, Music, Agriculture, Trade,
Finance, etc., etc., with contributions from eminent
miters

country,

of all denominations—in all parts of the

3d.VvlTvuHAS
Member
er\

HOJIRTHIRG

FOR

of the

Household—lather,
mother, boys
girls, young men and women, al!
fiud something of interest. Admirable
contributed
and editorial articles
discussing all the great topics of
the day; fresh information on
unhackneyed subjects,
much matter of a high and pure
religious tone ;a DomesDepartment, choice Prwma nrt..w„)„-.Li
Chat for the little ones; one of its chief attractions being Mrs. H. B. Stowe's
fascinating Tales.

tic

and

4th
iT
-rhi.other
nor

anything

and is

a®MIT» no medical or
possibly objectionable advertisements
to offend the purest

therefore

a

favorite/ami/y

or

most

physicians.“i“a

confidential.
References: Wm, Read, M. D., (late Citv Phv,I)avia Thayer, M. D.; John Skinner. M. K;
C. F. FolRom, M. D.; S. L. Dutton, M.D., Boston*
Nathan French, M. D., Malden Centre, Muss.
janl3 eod 3m

Mb. Speakeb: Before
addressing the
House ,1 ask the Clerk to read the bill
upon
which I am to speak. It is the same as the
one introduced
by me last March, and then
referred at my request to the Committee on

question.
The Clerk read the

W AKD BEBCHER
1st
.?*5!yKV
asti.talU
Editor, of whom the

■

fastidious,

paper.

IU
Twenty-Four Page*,
fith
T
ill'll.Large
Quarto, pasted at the back and trimmed at the edges,is so convenient for
reading,binding,
and jwrservation as to be a great
special merit iu its
favor, apart from its superior literary attraction.

me
uecmie aim prostration oi
this interest is undisputed. We have but little left of the carrying trade of the world,
which, twelve years ago, we bid fair to moA 8TOKB* WORK OF ART i.
nopolize. Our ship-yards are silent. The
fifh
VUU«qiv£}( AWAY TO EVERY SUBSCRIBER AND
earnings of American vessels engaged in forthe Subscription Price is
eign trade in 1869 were $37,848, 303 less than
in 1861, and the decrease in the last three
years has been yet more alarming. In 1860
Three Dollars Per Year.
there were employed in
ship-building in the
various ship-yards in this country about thirty thousand mechanics. These men had
spent years in learning their trade, and had
SPECIAL
learned it well, and were proud of it and of
the work of their hands. Thousands of them
have been obliged to turn their attention to
branches of industry new to thorn, and to
seek employment in other vocations. The
transient stimulus which certain kinds of
building, received during the years of the war
!
through the building of ships for the Government directly, or to take the place of those
I TWO CHARMING AND POPULAR WORKS
1•
OF AR T.
that had been sold to the Government, has
hftig since ceased to be felt. I turn to the
•‘Wide Awake and Fast Asleep.”
figures upon this subject, not only to show
how
a falling interest was lor the moment
TWO EXQUISITE FRENCH OIL
CHROMOS, sustained
by this unnatural source of supply,
THE SUBJECTS OF WHICH ARE LIFEbut to show how inevitably the Government
turned to our American ship-builders at work
SIZE, AND CANNOT FAIL TO PLEASE
in private yards, in its hour of peril by sea as
well as by land, and how promptly and well
ALL WHO LOVE ART OR CHILthat appeal was answered. What I am about
DREN,
to quote also shows the dependence of the
Government upon the merchant marine for
Are GIVEN AWAY to every subscriber for
1872, its
seamen.
The chief of tonnage in the
whether it be a New Subscription or a Renewal!
Treasury Department, in his official report
These Chromos are u> cheap colored prints, but are
made to the Secretary of the Treasury, and by
splendid copies of Oil Paintings, by an eminent Enhim transmitted to Congress, one year ago,
glish artist, fully equal for their size (10Jxl2J) to any
makes the following statements:
chromo evei published. The subjects are life
“During the war of the rebellion the value of
size. The pair, by a fortunate
which
arrangement
vessels built in the navy-yards was $12,756,606,
one of the partners of this bouse was able to make in ! and in
private establishments $30,461,755, or
Paris during the late Beige, with the proprietors of seventy per cent, of the ship-building was done
the pictures, are furnished at a rate
entirely excep- in private establishments. Two marine engines
tional, So that, although thousands of them have
only were built in the navy-yards, (both of
which were built at the Washington navy-yard
been sold in America and at 910, still are and will
whereas there were 175 built outside. It also
be sold at that price by the picture trade
generally, appears that eighty-four and a half per cent, of
they can be given to subscribers.
the entire work of building vessels and engines
for the Navy Department was done at private
establishments. In addition to the vessels thus
A MOSAIC.
supplied to the Navy Department, 343 were
either built for or purchased by the War DeWHAT THE PRESS SAYS:
partment, (all built at private establishments,)
Two very good chromos are “Wide Awake" and
whose total tonnage was 100,583 tons, and ag“Fast Asleep," [1] which have few rivals In the margrcgaie value was
5y<,i2o; Donnies, 3,003 vesket for attractiveness [2]—fresh, sweet and blooming
sels were chartered as Government transports.
child faces, [3] executed with true French skill
[4] The tonnage of the United States Navy in 1865,
built in the navy-yards before or during the
We have rarely seen anything prettier than the two
war, amounted to 280,517 tons, whereas the topictures, which, [5] both in color and sentiment are
tal force added from the merchant marine durreally beautiful [6]—-worthy of a place in costly homes ing the war amounted to 1,175,132
tons, or four
[7] Unlike nine pictures out of ten that cost a good
huudred and nineteen per cent, of the entire
deal more, one can look at them day after day and
marine force built by the Government. The value
of work done for theNavy during the late war in
not tire of them [5]. We have often stopped amid
the bustle of Broadway to look at
them, and never the building of vessels and marine engines
to $64,317,778, of which eighty per
amounted
without feeling happier and better [7]. They cannot
c nt. was done at private establishments.
Beuui 10 piease an wuo love art or children
[8].
all
the
vessels built by the War Departsides,
[11 Independent, N. Y, [21 Evening Mail, N. Y. [31
ment during the war were built at private esAldine, N. Y. [4] Springfield Republican. [51 Ad- tablishments.”
vance, Chicago. [6] Harper’s Weekly, N. Y. [7] Illustrated Christian Weekly, N. Y. [8] Christian at
The Secretary’s report adds further:
Work, N. Y.
“But the Government is no less dependent
a subscriber writes to the Publishers:
upon the merchant for seamen than for ships.
“The chromos far surpass in beauty and style
In 1861 the forces of the Navy embraced but
anythat
I
thing
expected. A Neighbor of mine bought
7,600 men to meet the necessities or the war,
the same Chromos in Xew York a few months
which
number had increased to 51,500 in 1865.
ago,
Beside which, there were employed by the War
and paid ten dollars for them. Please accept
my
Department 24,000 seamen upon transports,
thanks for them.
making the total marine forces 75,500 men, or
Enlargement & Change of Form.
about ten times the force employed iu 1861. It
•After the first of January the paper will be printseems to be
impossible for the Government,
ed on a still larger sheet, folded in twenty-four large
under an economical administration of the
at
the
back
and
trimmed
at
quarto pages, pasted
the
Navy Department, to maintain in time of peace,
the skilled labor, the requisite machinery, or
sides,—& decided advantage in convenience for reading possessed by no other religious weekly published. the ships necessary to meet the possible exigencies of war. The education of constant labor is necessary iu order to maintain in any
country a large force of mechanics skilled in
Mrs. HARRIET REECHER STOW
the manufacture of ships and marine engines,
•
WILL WRITE EXCLUSIVELY
and this can be accomplished only through the
for the Christian Union duriug the
year 1872, with
ordinary demands of a prosperous merchant
the exception of one short story all
for
ready engaged
marine. The naval architects and mechanics
another periodical.
employed in our navy-yards have acquired their
practical education at private establishments.”
Thirdly, the consideration of the subject is
The Illustrated Holiday Number
not new to men’s minds.
•
The American
OF
ship-builder has not been so obtrusive in his
THE CHRISTIAN UNION,
complaints, and has not besieged Congress
(28 pages) will be sent
after the fashion of certain “suffering inter-'
ests,” that have clamored for more protection
whenever* the discussion of a tariff bill has
to all who now subscribe for the year 1872.
come up in Congress,
He has been a modest
The Terms of Subscription
“sufferer,” when compared with the iron and
coal-men of Pennsylvania, the copper and
are as follows
salt-men of Michigan, thebroken-down Onondaga salt-men, the proprietors of the Bessemer-steel patent, or
the manufacturers of
This will entitle the subscriber to the paper by mail
Massachusetts and Connecticut.
All these
and to the above pair of beautiful Oil Chromos, delivindustries, taking advantage of the anti-Britable at the publication office. If the subscriber will
ish sentiment wnich was so general and so
add ten cents [$3.10] for expenses of wrapping, mailstrong during the late w'ar, have been upheld
ing, etc., the Chromos will be sent free, by mail', and and protected by legislation, while my friend
and constituent, the
if the subscriber prefers to send still 25 cents more,
Maine wooden-ship
or $3,35 altogether, the copies so mailed will be
builder, has been told to mind his own busiand
make
it profitable if he could, and
strongly mounted on card-board, sized and vamfshed ness,
has seen his trade die out under this frown
all ready for framing. This is the method we recomof
the
Government.
mend as the most satisfactory and the one which
Still, the ruin brought
upon this great interest has very largely atnearly all our subscribers order.
tracted public attention, and there are few
Send money in postal orders, drafts, or registered
men who have their country’s prosperity at
letters, direct to the Publishers, and you will receive
heart who have not given thought to the subyour papers immediately and regularly. The Chroject. The press of the country has discussed
mos will be mailed as rapidly as possible to subscribit. Innumerable essays and pamphlets have
ers in the order of their names on the
cription
been published, some of which have, I suplist.
pose, been read. Members of Congress have
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED ^3
interested themselves in the matter.
It has
a subject of discussion on this floor at
Dy Specimen Copies of the Christian been session
for
the
last
six
every
years.
During
Union will be mailed free of postage to any the whole of the Forty-First Congress there

Only

Attractions for 1872 !
OIVEY AWAY

2

3

4

FREE

ONE YEAR ONEY

address

on

receipt of

$3

“JO/U

six cents

by

VI

bill tor relief which he reported from the committee, and which ought to have passeil this
House, but did not. The President sent a
special message to the last Congress calling
for favorable action, showing that he had
studied the subject, and saw the necessity
for relief.
I may assume, then, that the

To the Legislature of Maine.
undersigned petition that they be allowed to

locate and construct
THE
Railway,
steam-or
from their

to be operated
quarry in North Yarand Pownal. through
some portion of said towns, or some of them in a
southerly course to Cousin’s Point in Yarmouth,—the
w'hole distance being about two miles.
And as <lutv bound will ever prav.
NEW YORK GRANITE COMPANY.
By W. L. PUTNAM, Att’y.
a

country demands some legislation.
Fourthly, the bill I have introduced is brief
and simple in its provisions. It provides for
a rebate of all duties on materials entering
into the construction, repair, and use of
American-built vessels, whether wood, composite, or iron, and that all stores needed in

Dec. 19,1871.

STATE OF MAINE:—FIFTY-FIRST LEGISLATURE.
It is ordered that a hearing on the above petition be
had on the 9th
day of February A. D., 1872, at 2J o’
clock P. M.. and that notice thereof be given by publication in the Portland Press and Argus, daily, for at

their use may be taken from bonded warehouses free of duty.
It presents a simple
question, upon which I think every member
of this House must have an opinion formed.
I believe the remedy proposed will be to a
great degree effectual It is comprehensive,
applying to all kinds of vessels, My own constituents are more immediately Interested in
Before the war we
wooden-ship building.
built for the whole world, and the world has
need
for
us.
There
are regions of openyet
ing commerce in the far East where just such
ships as were formerly built at Robbinston,

week prior to said hearing.
By order of
on ltailroailH. Wavs anil Rrldo'ea.
S. T. HINKS, Chairman.
jan27-lw
one

Committee

Notice
wife. Eliza S.
without

Hanson, has left
just cause, this is
to forbid all persons harboring or trusting her on my
account, as I shall pay no debts of her contracting
from this date.
Buxton, Jan, 30, 1872.
THEODORE H. HANSON,
fet-d3t*
By J. M. Marshall,
my
WHEREAS,
my bed and board

Millbridge, Ellsworth, Bucksport, Belfast,
Camden, and Rockland, in the district which
I have the honor to represent on this floor,
We have the yards all in readiare needed.
ness; we have a body of men whose cunning
and ingenuity are unequaled; we have the
material at our own door, and can transport
it at a cost which will not cripple our enterprise ; but we are paying duties that bow us
down and paralyze us in the competition with
British and provincial mechanics. A single

Attorney.

The Dr. Hall Treadle
The most important improvement

UVvJillV

navigation interests,” at the head of
which was my colleague, [Mr. Lynch,] who
gave much valuable time to its duties, and
who in a very able report and in able speeches upon this floor, enforced, the merits of a
our

J* B. FORD A CO., Publishers,
27 Park Place, New Yark.
jan25t4w

least

VUV

ever

made

n

Sewing Machines,

j
1

Commerce, and was again introduced by me
on Monday last, when I moved
the previous

REASONS WHY!

by
horses,
mouth, Yarmouth, Freeport

IMPROVED

Ship Building.

SPEECn OF HON. EUGENE HALE.

women

or

are

cause

LITERARY,

NEWSPAPER. Agents having great success! One
took 1,000 names in 3 months; another 600 in 6 weeks;
another 118 in one week; one 47 in one day, and many
others
equally well, making from $5 and $10 to $40
per day. Takes on sight! An old agent who knows,
"I
think it the best business for canvassers ever
says:
offered. Sorry I did not engage sooner." Pays better than any book agency. A rare chance to make

Board and Nursing, for Ladies about to be
confined,
who require
treatment, (except for contagious or
venereal diseases,) uuder the
eliarge of their own phycan
be found by addressing Mrs. M. S. Ware,
Riclan,
Ferdinand st., Boston. All communications

IT!
3m

Notice,

“THOMAS BLOCK.”

drafts

Publishers.

Specimen copies of the paper will be mailed free
of postage to any address on receipt of six cents
by
J. B. Ford & Co., Publishers, 27 Park Place, New
York. For full particulars see advertisement in the

and Cold*.

the ladies of Portlaud, who
interested in
&CO., ALL
of Homoeopathy,
the
requested to meet
at the residence of Dr. C. H.

92 COMMERCIAL ST.,

subscribe for the year 1872.
money in postal orders,

Medicine yet offered to the
Public for the cure of

BY

GAGE

has matter of interest for every
young and old. For the

household,

year 1872, Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe will
write exclsively for the Christian Uni#n.

the beat

rough, Croup, Asthma
We

DIFFERENT GRADES.

Jan31-2w

subscriber to The Christian Union an unsectarlan, literary, religious, and domestic weeklv
newspaper, edited by Henry Ward Beecher.
The pair by a fortunate arrangement which one of
the partners of this house was able to make in Paris
during the last siege, with the proprietors of the pictures, are furnished to Mr. Beecher‘s publishers at a
rate entirely exceptional. The
subjects are Life-Size.
As to the Christian Union, the
great success of
that paper has been a marvel in the
history of jounalism, and the scholarly, and critical New York Nation
call it
not only the ablest and best, but also the
most popular of American religious periodicals."
This paper, hereafter will be printed on a still larger sheet, folded in twenty-four pages, pasted at the
back and trimmed at the egdes, a decided advantage

and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.

MRS. DINSMORE’S
COUGH AND CROUP BALSAM !

PORTO RICO
-and-

atttractivc-

add a new voice to the already mip'ht v clinrnu of
es, tnat are sounding the praises of ‘‘The Siuger”
of which you will find a full assortment at

FOR SALE BY

&MITH,

before Sat-

mtuillb UUUBC.

prepared to supply dealers and consumers
WEwith fresh
gronne (N. S.) Land Plaster.

SAGE CHEESE.

FOR

Wood!

rate

or damage
are new

92 COMMERCIAL ST*,

_

HA

in

complete indemnity against loss

FOR 8ALE

ENGLISH and FRENCH
SCHOOL, 430
CoBgrru Street.

imn

Portland Plaster Mills !

A. CHOICE HOT !

Schools.

V/*

Ground Land Plaster

are

with clean

in.

£uvnio

CHAS. T. WEBSTER, President.

The

SllvPr Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.

tut

dc29tf_

$500,000

beauty and

to every

United States Hotel!

hospitalities.

M. F. HODGES, President.

of whose real

Stowe’s graceful sketch can give but an
imperfect idea—so pleasing are they to all who love
art or children—have always sold In the
picture stores
for 310, and the original publisher has never been
able to supply the great demand for them even at
that price. And yet, although thousands of them
have been sold in America at that high rate, they are
now within the reach of all, for
they are

NOTICE.

» CUinutu

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.
FEENY, Cor. Cumberland and Frank-

Asleep”

Mrs.

Great

~

of Hartford.

International,
4c

The charming pair of chroms„“Wide Awake" and
“Fast

Eep2dtl is

REDUCTION OF PRICES!

DAVIS Ac CO., No. SO Middle Street.
J. 11. laAMSON, 1 <YJ Middle
St*, cor. Cross.

Blessings upon chromo-lithography, by which the
succesful painting of a master can be reproduced indefinitely, and can enter thousands of homes with its educating, quickening, reforming influences!
It is not alone into the
dwellings of the great and
wealthy that we follow this pretty pair with anticipations of delight. We see them in the
cottages of the
poor, in the log cabin ofthe backwoodsman, brightening
the toil of the hard-worked wife and
mother, and
receiving the almost adoring wonder of children who
have never seen pictures before.
God bless the darlings—send the little comforters
fist and far!

HENRY WARD BEECHER’S

$1,400,000

HOWARD, President.

MARK

Street.

the adornment of a nursery.
two pictures are
imrtraits
There is a realistic faithfulness and truth about
them
that forbids the idea of their
being fancy heads.
They will remind many parents of little ones either
here or in heaven. Dickens says somewhere of his
lortralture of little Nell that ho has had letters from
the farthest regions of the earth
shaking of children
who resemble her—so dear, and so
early taken 1 He
who paints one child well, paints
thonsonds, and
speaks to the tenderest feelings of innumerable hearts.
Of course there is a pleasure in
possessing an original paintlug; but when the question lies between
an
original at five hundred dollars and a chromo which
can scarcely bo
distinguished from it, at ten dollars—
particularly when one has not five hundred to spare—
the choice is not very difficult. As to these two
exquisite chromos, only a critical examination can distinguish between the copies and the originals, which
sold for many hundreds—which is
certainly more
than can be said of the best copies of most
pictures
painted by hand.

SEED!

CUNDURANGO.

SWEETSIR, President.

National,

L. LOTHROP A CO., Ns. 153 Ex-

the sitting room would
they be an attractive and
fitting embellishment, but they are a charming jmir
for
or

Co(’s

viz;

_.

_janl8-lm

KENDALL A WHITNEY.

Office. No. 491-2 Exchange Street.

hmmv

because it is
subject
But these pictures, besides their
constant charm for
grown folks, are such as children can
understand and
tore. Our little “Wide Awake” and
“Fast Asleep"
would give many a pleasant hour
of companionable
amusement and Intercourse to the little
people akin
to them in age. The
pictures that children’s eyes rest
on as they are
dropping off to sleep, or as they awake
in the morning, seem to them like
living friends. All
sorts of childish dreams and fancies make
of the pictured face a real companion. Not
only In the parlor
a

letters direct to the

BUSHELS New T'moihy Seed; also
\J Clover and Red Top for s’alo by

Now representing the following first-class Companies

a

Send

SALE.—A Boarding House in thriving city
FOR
Boston. Good situation, and nicely furnished

that the

end

more lasting than
any other,
of which uo one ever tires..

now

1843.

New’ Cash Capital,

Strips.

tho Jewett
end of the G.

as

near

Bridge on
The lower floor

General Insurance Agency,

Exchange,

A. 8.

P.

Ittmtinn

SEED,

Nassau Street, New York.

D. H.

Weather

roamm

nominations,

Reliable Insurance.

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and

For this

stale

possessed by no other religions weekly published. It
contains contributions from eminent writers of all de-

experienced Cook at No. 74 State Street.

near

TO

SMALL A KNIGHT,No. 154 Exchange
Street.

change

Rent Wanted.
SMALL genteel and convenient Rent of six or
seven rooms.
Communications addressed to
Ltent, Box 803 will receive prompt attention.
Nov 30dtf

RAKE CHANCE !

to

Capital & Surplus,

Portland Savings Bunk.
or

none

HENRY KELLOGG, President.

tf_

0Q

the

event

Masons and Builders.
REDLON, 333 1-3 Csngreu St.

Watches, Jewelry, &c.
J. AMBROSE MERRILL, No. 130 Mid.

S,ore PorSale.
vat Tx„S'K,‘:
? jStock In a neighboring city. Terms
la „i.7, AddreM
A
A., Bar Mills P. O.
Inn?'
jnltr

with

as

Phoenix, of Hartford.

LAW.

FORT FAIRFIELD.

They are attended

safe.

Organ and Melodeon Manufacturers.

GEO.

Board Circular.
A. C. BARKER.
131 Commercial st.

Manufacturing

hesitate to recommend these Bonds

uncertainties of projected enterprises, and the

Carpet-Bags.

H. F. L1BBV, 1» 1-4 Union Street,
Bp
Blair*.

COUNSELLOR AT

interest being payable in gold in

and

ESTABLISHED

LOWELL,
for

WILLIAM A. EVANS,

__Oyl

unusually

SHERRV, s. 9 Clapp’. Rlock,
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

STUOOO& MASTIC) WORKERS,

first of April and October,

the

on

J. F.

Dealers in

Italian & American

for $1,000 each, have forty years to

W. I>. Little &

Toilet Articles.

a

HATCH.

run a

Portland Sept ,2, 1871.

Hair Goods

En-

ameled Chairs, See.
kinds of repairing
and ma*ted.

principal

We do not

Photographers.

Parlob Suitb, LouNens, Spbihb Bkdb,

|Cjr\\ll

both

Up-

Furnitnre and Upholstering.
DAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
All kind. ofUphsl. ring and Repairing

MANCFACTtTRBK OF

Bed

are

done to order.

DURAN A JOHNSON, 171 Middle and
116 Federal Streets#

Patent

The Bonds

run, and bear interest at the rate of 7 per cent, pei

OR

Post Office,

No 152 middle Street.

HOOPER,
UPHOLSTERER

want them should make im-

custom cannot

enjoyment

member of the

eral Streets.
Old

FIRST-CLASS MAN to
A
Apply to
Jaa 29-d& w2w

the amount remaining unsold is only

as

BENJ. ADABS,

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and

H.

small

done to order.

Agents

(PORTLAND, ITIE.

so

the market.

payment of the interest, and the final payment of

WALTER COREY A CO., Arcnde, No.
18 Free Street.
N. TARROX, Nos. 158 and 160 Fore St.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds

ARNER

Copying and enlarging done to order
All the new styles, Berlins, Bembrants, Mcda’lion.
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card.and the retouched
card, bv which new process we get rid of freckles
moles, wrinkles, and all imtiertections of the Biin.
Call and judge for yourselves.
CfMolfo-Ciood work at Moderate PricAim to Please.
ra.
may 21)

seldom in

New York.

Dentists.
JOflIAH HEALD, Ns. 105 Middle Street.
DR. H. R. JOHNSON, No 13 1-3 Free St.
PACKARD A HARDY, Fluent R lock
cor. Csngreu. and Exchange Sts.

PHOTOGRAPHER,

gleDoaough

That

annum, payable

Dye-House.
Velvet

$18,500 per mile.

$1,018,000, parties who

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

3. H. LARSON,

J.

about

are

W, H. H.

mediate application.

nnd Bnilders.

F. SYmONDS, India St.
dyed and finished.

ja27d*_

Wanted.

The amount of the mortgage is very moderate,

amount,

8th.

131

Middle Street#

patronage

jy!3dtf

No.

LADIES’ small size Gold

It at 35 Free at.

percent, above its in-

finished lines, so certain to pay and for

upon

Bleachery.

CO., Bleachers,

than 50

7th. While Itailroad Bonds may be plenty, those

an

HOOPER Ac

L.KEILEB,

Fresco

Street.

more

wither,

on

Case Watch
A The finder will be suitably Hunting
rewarded by leaving

liabilities.

being onlj

Wm. A. Ql’INCY, Boom 11, Printer’s
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL & SHACHFORD, No. 35 Plum

and

DEPOSITS received, subject to check at sight,
interest on daily balances credited monthly.
COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons and
Dividends made with promptness on all points.
ADVANCES made on approved ollaterals.

terest
6th.

SAWYER A

The portion of the road opened for busiuess

wall,

GIVEN AWAY

call

Lost!

last year, earned

Street.

8

BUSINESS PAPER Bought and
Corporation Loans negotiated.

5th.

St.

Book Binders.
ILL.

Especial attention given to the purchase and shipment of Com, Flour. Grain and Provisions, for eastern parties.
Refer to 1st Nat’l Bank, Chicago; W. H.
Small, Bangor.
a
A. W. Webster.
Thos. E. Bennett,

BANKERS,
Sears Building,

Bakers.
COBB, No. 13 Pearl

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, FOGG A BREED, No.93 middle

IX,
Building,

CHICAGO,

3

W. C.

or

“S”., Press Office.

build it.

BENNETT &

Address

rooms.

janietf

show that the Company is able to

to

cannot

infinite variety.”

WANTED,

The road is done, well equipped, and
earning

money, and

chlld-he*d8,

upon the

death may have
dealt with them.
Nothing ,.leases more at first sight or gives pleasure
than Poetical pictures of
children. “The little
whom Jc8l“ 8etH in the midst of
T
every family
,la a
joy that grows not old and fades not.

ness

find steady employ-

oan

PORTLAND COMPANY’S WORKS.
29-dlw

a

manu-

Wanted

of

of the

one

brated Block Coal Mines, whose products have

large and increasing

Boy

class road,

first

a

Druggist.

BOY to learn the business; must
bring good refereuces.
between
3 and 5 P. M.
Apply
febld3t

'•

ft

WANTED !
-AT-

OPERATION.

Leading Points

The

BOY

per mile.

COMPLETED

SCCCESSPITL

Agency for Sewing Machines,

sale and to let.

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS.

4th.

w. S. DYER, No. 138 middle ML, over H.
H. Hay’s.
All kinds of machines fo

no2'

our

j Chicago, Danville

3d. They have built the shortest road to the cele-

CO., m 1-J Middle St.

ATWELL A

n

dlm-eodllm&wCw

Advertising: Ag:ents.

tf

as SOUTH CANAL STREET,
C. F. Davis Chicago.
PIiif»a<pn
R. W. Gao ,206State st..Boston, vllllu^oi

DIRECTORYr

John D. Jones, Pres dent.
Chakleb Dennis, V o )-Preeideat.

_

richest portions of the State, where all the old roads
4

BUSINESS

186 MIDDLE STREES, UpStalrs.
Order Slate at F. F. Hale’s, Comer of Free

APHAN, Secretar'.

I-

JAMES A. TENNEY.

Emery st.
aug25

H

JOHN W. MUN 6ER, Correspondent,
Office, 166 For© Street,* Por *Mnd.

and

I?OK SALE—Ou Lewis street, near Pine. Frescoed
L and piped lor Sebago. Apply cn the
premsses,

N. B.

ure

4

hang

Undoubtedly these

than $13,000,000.00

are more

J1’ Moo*bi2<1,Vlco-Preat.
Hewlett.
3<1 Vioe-Preat.

Issue only

JRRRIS,

New House

FRESCO PAINTER

Mo.

B.

bury, Jr., Hon. Nathan Webb, Hon. John Lynch,

GEORGE D. JOST,

Commission

TUCKER,

ou

Houses, Lois end Farsus for Sales
He would refer parties abroad to the
following
named gentlemen oj this city: Hen. Geo. F. Sliepley, Hon.A.W H. Clapp, lion, benjamin Kings-

E. P. Pay-son.

GAGE &

A.

Conductor

jalOeodtf

dec27eod3m

and Cross Streets.

iurnitnre.

without

or

C'omp’j

The Profit, of the Company wren to the niuured, and are divided
nnnually, npon
Premium* terminated duriu" the yenr, certificate* for which are
i..aed, bearing in
ereet nutil redeemed.

r-rrt

Street.

Exchange

Edward Payson,

__The undersigned offers for sale the “New
House,” situated in the pleasant
tj| Hampshire
prosperous city of Dover, N. H.
The
}JOL* and
hotel is in good repair; well furnished; deA£5?Jligbtfully located, with fine shade trees and
attractive grounds, and has excellent stabling.
Will

Insurance

the

J. D.

*1

“Age

--

THE

*

Its

Sts., Portland, Me.

Its Assets for the Security of its Policies

For Sale.
genteel, modem-built Brick House No. 1
recently
Place,
Deering
occupied by Judge Walton. Apply to GEO. M. HARDING.

Real Estate and Loan Agent

PAYSON & PAYSON,
Attorneys

siut, at a very small expense, and In connection with
; Wareeouse on Commercial street. A business of 100
to 200 thousand dollars can be done to a good
profit,
by any active business man, with a moderate capital.
Terms favorable. Apply to EDWARD H. BURG1N
Cor. Market and Milk Sts., P. O. Box 716.
jal6tf

4

Ko. 18 Pemberton Sqr., Boston, Mass.
Refers to Hon. E. R. Hoar; Hon. Nathan Clifford,
Judge of the Supreme Court, U. S.; Hon. George F.
Shepley, Judge of the Circuit Court. U. S.; Hon. D.
W. Gooch, and Hon. Ginery Twichell.
jn8-6m

^
WEST, Sec.

SI Wall st., comer of William, New York.
Insures Against Marine and Inland Navigation Risks
And will issue Policies making Loss payable in England.

Sereeu-

Hotel Property for Sale.

Counsellor

B. D.

the vtlvet grass, she is not resting
only pausing; from her
blight glances to the tips ol
ner tiny
fingers she is wide awake.
But now the
merry iJay is over, and our pet nestles
younder on the
sofa-cushion, tired at last in earnest.
Slowly the lids tall, and the
lingering smile die. out;
ut the flush In
cheek and lip remains, like the
glow
r sunset.
The gathered buttercups and daisies
we loosely held
by the fair little hand; no shadows,
en °
reain land, disturb the
sweet brow’s perfect
peace. She is fast
asleep.
In other
words, two chromos

reason

iTHE press. ;

upon

TWOMBLY. Agent.

(ORGANIZED IN 1842.)

jan25 2w*

U. TALBOT,

and

AT

Mutual

paid to collecting.

•(Late Assistant Attorney General, IT. S.)

_

*- *•

fur GHmlkur

CLOUDMAN,

$758,098.75.

_

FALMOUTH FOKEM1DE.
late improvements, Elevators,
WITH
ing. Blowing and Boltim?’. Also

148 EXCHANGE ST.

& Fore

was a very
good little girl, who, by rea
goodness, knew where to find strawbcrriei
u the winter.
In the Bame way less perfect
people
blessed by the generous lalries of
memory and imagination, may sit, as I do now, in the miilst of
failing
leaves and
whistling winds, aud call back the gnvr
grasses and summer sun. I see
yonder In the glen,
the darling of our
house, the gold gleam in her brown
nair, a chain of dairies in her
hand,and in her eyes the
roughish meditation of a
kitten, weary for an instant
only or its play, and
thinking slyly of anotuer spring,
rown back

In which every mother sees
g of her own dear ones, never
grown old, and
•ever lost to
her, however time or

ATLANTIC

all

J.

L. 8.

ligious,

of her

some

Cy~Policy Holders in the Lorillard Fire Insurance Co., will please
call for their Return Premiums which are now ready.

MILL,

—AT—

Office hours; 9 to 10 A. M., and 2 to 3 P. M.
*eod3m
jan23
PORTRAIT 3?-AINTER.

Exchange

TUB

-DIaaI.

1872,

■»
n
n.
| J*
B* iiii’vwriwr
BEraETT> Prest.

FOR SALE.

OFFICE AND RESIDENCE,

ASSETS Jan. 1,

MONTGOMERY, Sec.
L- 8. TWOMBLY, Agent.
j

GOOD BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

removed from Lewiston, and resumed the practice of his profession in Portland.

\T/v

$282,221.02

Ja31eodlm

1872.

JOHN H, MATT, Sec.

Amazon Ins. Co., Cincinnati.

GEO. W.

Corner

$539,692.18.

■

L. S. TWOMBLY, Agent.

JAMES A AN NORDEN, Piwt.

GAIN ROBINSON.

Huntsville, Illinois, January 30th,

EDMUND DKIGGS, Prest.

N. Y.

Co.,

Ins.

ASSETS JAN. 1, 1872,

BOND, Sec.

New York.

ASSETS JAN. 1, 1872.

call upon L. KIDDER, Portland, Maine, who has a
plan of the premises in his possession, and will give
any information necessary.

J. B. Hamici., Jr.

P.'FE^EKDM |

Dr. J.

Exchange Ins. Co.,

abundance.

MERCHANTS !

$800,000.00.
CHAS. K.

8. TWOMBLY, Agent.

_L.

The house is 24x30,
food cellar with cistern; ice.
milk, coal and smoke houses. Said farm is offered
for sale on account of the ill health of the
owner, who
is desirous of removing further south. Purchaser can
have privilege of taking stock, crops, and farm imFor more particulars
plements at market prices.

Gregg.

AND

lOS Walnut SI.,
H. L. Gregg,
jan23-ly

J. D. STAPLES, Prest.

strawberries, gooseberries, elderberries, raspberries
blackberries,aud currants. The orchard contains 1U0
bearing apple treeH, and 100 trees just commencing ; 25 old iK.>ach trees and 200 young trees; niue different kinds of cherry and plum trees; also
grapes in

BROKERS,

COMMISSION

ASSETS JAN. 1, 1872,

For Sale.
situnted in Huntsville, Schuyler County, Illinois. within a lnileR of the Depot, and a
new ruilroiul in being built within three miles
of said
farm. It contains 240 acres, surrounded with
good
fences, consisting of Hedge, Rail and Board; and in
divided into Coru and Grass Fields, Pasture and
Wood Land.
There is also a fine garden, from which arc raised

(Formerly Warren <& Gregg.)

Successors to Warren &

$8,000,000.00

What is the

Uncle Tom’t Cabin," "My W{fr and
I,’

Once there

And offers the best Security to those seeking Insurance in the
following
first-class Companies:

ON

Author of

son

TWOMBLY,

EXCHANGE AND FORE

New High Ktreet, No. 79; very nice, and convement; gas throughout the house; perfect drainI
Sebagn water; everything in perfect order.
One-half remain on mortgage, if desired, for a long
term of years; will be sold at a
bargain, or rented, M

CHAS. A. WARREN,

H. L. GREGG &

I

Has Removed to the Corner of

~

PHILADELPHIA.

INSURANCE.

REMOVAL!

New House for Sale or Rent.

WHY?

BV HARRIET BEECHER 8T0WK.

nrr

wi.2nf“l

BUSINESS CARDS.

SHIP

PACES ON THE WALL.

etc.

prepared ta loan money In ,nm,
from 9100 lo any amaaul
desired, on flrsi
claw, mortgage, in
Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Westbrook, or Deering. Parties desirous ot buildiug can also be accommodated with loans.
CiEO. H. RATH A CO.,

I

CO.
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oi^.{hSf,th,pruce'
i'n
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weight

tb®
of
iron we put in,
tieenailed
and coal-tarred all over;
u
have
dez,
^*,^he.M<!n'
hackmatack
trenails and cost about thirtv-eieht h locl“*

while wf1’fU<o
e,,?! v7?j

dollar

They get hist

I Sfltri

"u'h vessel!,
d“;.
they “lid
with iyeCOuM
their opportuuiteis, for less than
as

they do
Everything that they put into a vessel in
building, or on board in sailing, is duty free I
paid seven and a quarter cents for chains; they
offer them to me here for three
cents, and almost everything in the same
proportion. It it
of no use for us to build vessels to
compete
against such fearful odds.”
Give us the relief asked for in this bill
and
we can live.
Practical and sensible men testilled to this before the
special committee
three years ago, and things aie now in
many
regards more favorable than then. The difference in the purchiising power of our
money
is not so great as then. We can
get labor

cheaper, and four days of our labor are nearly
or quite as good as six
days of the foreign laborer. Our ingenuity is greater, our natural
facilities are greater, but we must have the
load which the present tariff
imposes lifted, or
we cannot
breathe, much less work to advantage.

So much for wooden
vessels; and the day
has not yet come when the white
sail is to be
banished from the sea. No doubt iron has
loomed up in the last tilteen
years, but we
have listened too
acquiescently to the talk of

the British

iron-ship builder that the day of
wooden ships is at an end.
I recognize the
advantage of the iron ship in short voyages,
where regularity of transit can be
maintained,
and for many of the great products of the
earth; but wood is to yet assert itself as no
mean rival of its weightier
competitor, and

for certain voyages and cargoes iron can nevcompete with it. The wooden sailing vessel offsets its free nrntivp-nAw-p ,1...
,•
the heavens, against the greater
speed and
regularity and longer life attained by the irou
steamer, or indeed the wooden steam-vessel.
And the comparison is not so
entirely in favor
of one side as many
gentlemen may suppose.
I have lately heard of a
passage made by a
wooden sailing vessel owned by a
gentleman
interested
in
largely
navigation, and living in
my own district, from the upper part of Chili
on the
Pacific, to Falmouth, Kngland, in seventy-two days. I do not think steam and
iron could very much improve on that.
Iron ships are to-day favorites with commercial men undoubtedly, but
they have their
weaknesses and demerits. The cost of maand
fuel is great.
chinery
They will not
stand the storm like wool. Mr. Wetmore
told the special committee in I860 that two or
three irou vessels were wrecked off Newfoundland to one w ooden vessel. The
gentleman
from New York [Mr.
Brooks] stated on this
floor a few days since that in the East, where
h% has lately traveled, the fine symmetrical
fast-sailing wooden vessels that we have always built here were constantly needed.
I
hope to live to see the day when both wood
and iron will have their fitting place in importance upon the seas of the world, and I
certainly do not expect that that established
fitness will exclude either wood or iron.
But the bill which I am speaking for is
equally helpful to the iron and the wooden
shipbuilder; and who can doubt that we
should build for the world of both materials ?
The abolition of duties would give us
cheap
irou from abroad, and would
compel the
Americau iron manufacturer to sell his product at such reasonable price as would
put it
in fair competition with the
foreign article.
It is, I believe, considerably better material
than the iron brought from England, and this
difference would always give it the preference
at a fairly-increased price, with the American
builder. With this fair held opened, I should
look with interest to the experiment of constructing iron ships that in excellence and
cheapness would vie with those built to-day
upon the Clyde. Our enterprise would, admittedly, start under disadvantages. The
British builder has the field; he has the skilled and practised mechanic; he has the power of doing a thing for the least
money,
which comes from long practice in the best
and shortest way of doing that thing.
But
for the thirty years preceding I860 we conbeat
him
in the building of wooden
stantly
ships—a trade that he had followed for centuries. Our ships looked better, sailed faster,
and carried better cargoes. We can to-day
set the same God-given faculty at work on
iron vessels. Mr. Stiminers, an experienced
man in building both iron and wooden vessels, says that when the change comes the
olu wooden-shipbuilders will be found building the iron ships. The iron ships needed in
our war were built in our own yards by our
own mechanics.
A Green Point ship-builder
tried haviug British workmen from the British yards, and kept eleven of them three
weeks. I never knew anybody else who tried
the experiment. Indeed, I am by no means
a skeptic as to the State of Maine building
our vessels with profit.
We brought pine and
oak from the tar South up to ISfiO, and with
them laid the keels and constructed the finest
ships in the world in our own yards, and the
men who did it are to-day alive, with the
same ready brain and willing head that they
worked with twelve years ago. But if we
cannot build there of iron, you can do it
in New York and New Jersey and DefeS'S™
and Pennsylvania and Maryland and
Virginia, and in every port on our western lakes and
the
upon
great rivers of the West.
Now, my friend from New York, [Mr. Cox,l
who is a pure and undefiled free-trader, wants
to amend my bill so that foreign-built vessels
may be bought by our own citizens and
brought here and put under our flag, receiving American registers. He is a little inclined to complain that as a Democrat, and
representing his party, he alone should be
credited with an honest effort to revive American commerce, and he sometimes bemoans
the condition of the American ship-builder
on the coast of my own State.
That shipbuilder may well distrust the advocacy of the
gentleman from New York, or the sympathy
of any party whom he represents. For with
the adoption of the amendment by him proposed I should bid good-bye, for many' years
certainly, to the hope of seeing our shipbuilding again prosperous. And that is what
the country needs, a large increase of our
American built, cjinmercial marine, with the
corresponding stimulus given to all branches
of mechanical industry which are allied to
commercial enterprise.
The advocates of
free ships would destroy all hope of this.
The refuse ships from abroad would be sold
cheap. Every sale there would stimulate the
work in their yards, and the American shipbuilder would never see the day when he
could afford to start in the competition with
his rival, whose machinery, material, and labor are already in prosperous operation.
Beside, we run counter to the experience
ot other nations in selecting such a time as
the present to throw open our doors to forGreat Britain, which is
eign built vessels.
set before us as an example of the prosperity
which comes from free trade in ships, jealously guarded her navigation interests, until, by
long years of protection, she had so stimulated and fostered them that she could afford to
compete with the world in ship-building, but
she never took a time to do this when war
had deranged her industries and her empire
on the seas had been encroached upon by rivals who had grown rich in the peace that
permitted them to furnish safe transportation
to the products of the world.
Whoever will
study the commercial history of England, the
origin and continuance of her navigation
laws, will see this plainly.
Then, again, war set us back deplorably in
our commerce, and war may reestablish us.
In case of hostilities breaking out in Europe,
(a contingency not improbable in the light of
all teachings of the past, in which Great Britain might be involved,) the bulk of her commercial marine would be shilled, under nominal sales, to relatives, partners, and agents
living here, and the spectacle be presented of
that nation engaged in war with some other
maritime Power, and yet doing the carrying
trade of the globe, and receiving and spending
or

tho norniiure rtf flint tenrl/i

nrliiln

i.lw.ail.l V,..

in utter helplessness, with the
power of repairing the injury which was inflicted upon us during our great effort to put
down the rebellion by sea and land taken
away from us by mu- own folly.
Therefore I have declined to allow the
amendment of the gentleman from New York,
and have steadily refused to complicate the
bill with any new features. The proposition
involved in it Is simple. If it carries, I believe relief will come; If it fails, 1 want to
know how it died, and that it has been killed
directly, If it is referred to the Committee
of Ways and Means, in accordance with the
motion of the gentleman from Massachusetts,
[Mr. Dawes,] I want his committee to consider it on its merits, unincumbered by other

looking

on

propositions.

But,if my premises are correct,

there Is no need for reference, and the House
should come at once to a vote upon the passage of the bill.

Anecdote

of

Wiofai.i,.—A Texas

corre-

spondent sends the following, saying it has
not appeared in print. Mr. Louis T. Wigfall.
one of the leading secessionists of Texas and

the South, felt after Lee's surrender, somennrt l,ab.r Marin*
what embarrassed as to his corporeal safety in
Invention.
He
Which can be applied to all kinds of Sewing Maa land then in possession of his enemies.
chines now in use. The points therefore are, greater
and traveled on
speed, less labor, and entire escape from those tlis- town in New’ Brunswick built more than left Richmond in disguise,
eases which have afflicted females when
for Texas. Dick Taylor had
employed on
I could have muleback, alone,
Sewing Machines, and accomplishing a much larger thirty new vessels in 1871.
all the ferries and crossamount of work in the same time than will anv other
matched that in Maine twelve years ago, but also surrendered, and
Treadle now In use. Every Hall Treadle warranted I not
in the whole State." We cannot
in the hands of the Federal forces.
to-day
were
ings
to give entire satisfaction. All persons are invited to *
stand the competition under the heavy tarift"
no other course but to
call and see the oi>eration of this invention at the
Wigfall could pursue
duties that we pay. A gentleman from Belhimself to be put across the Mississippi by
Sole Agency, No. 12 Market Square,
fast, writing Irom St. John, Netv Brunswick, risk
He was
a detachment of Union soldiers.
than a year ago, says:
j less
GEO. C. HOBBS’
well disguised. Observing that no allusion
“Since I have been here I have looked alxmt
made
to
was
himself, and wishing to know, If
; some, especially at the ship-yards.
Sewing machine Repair Shop.
I ftnd there
! am about twenty vessels now building here.
(Over Gilson’s Apothecary.)
possible, how the wind blew, he began a genAbout
half
several
are
(sevand
and
eral
tirade
N. B.—All kinds of Sewing Machines repaired,
double-deeked,
against the leading Confederate,
en I think) above one thousand tons.
every Job warranted equal to any in New England.
winding
up by inquiring what would be done
after
the
inBEWARE OF IMITATIONS?
The English Government Ux>ks
_nov21tf
with that scamp Wigfall if they should catch
terest of its shipping. A vessel of the Mendez
him. The soldiers replied, they supposed
for
size, (say five hundred and lifty-six tons,) will
they would hang him. “Yes, they would do
cost here about twenty-one or twenty-two thouat one end of
sand dollars at most, all ready for sea, and gets j exactly right, and I would pull
A NEW MILCH COW’ and Calf, woven years old
his mule
a rate in the English Lloyds of eight years, the 1 the rope t” replied Wigfall, mounting
Jx. for sale. Call at
s Draw('APT. CHAS. SAUER’S
westward.—Editor
and
off
same as we get in the French or
American
trotting
STABLE,
On Oak street.
Ja31-dlw
Lloyds for the Mendez. The vessel built here I eu, in Harper’s Magazine for February.
A Hrnlih
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Auousta, Feb. 1, 1872.
we did not comFor want of time and space
of talkers, and now ask
list
the
week
last
plete
left off.
permission to begin where we
stout and roNext in turn presents itself the
distintund form of Mr. Lcbroke, otherwise
Foxcroft He
as “the gentleman from
guislied
florid comis of medium height, light almost

of other Senators who are commonly reputed
to be the representatives of the Executive.
his
Senator Wilson is too good a man to have
an unavailing
peace of mind destroyed by
scramble for a place the occupant ot which
has already been selected by the people. The
Republican voters of the country never gave
their consent to the withdrawal of Mr. Colfax.

his fellow citizens and abandoned once more
the hope of immediate retirement from tin
cares and responsibilities that have becomt

burdensome to him, the idea of dropping liin
for any other gentleman however eminen
and however worthy is not to be thought o
for a moment. The old ticket of Grant am
Colfax is already virtually before the people
and it will be the business oi the Conventioi
the nth of June merely t<

Even mei ,
selection already made.
like Horace Greeley, who are hostile to th
a

administration, virtually

concede that it is t< ,

ular

opinion

and

cheerfully assenting

Mb. Holden of this

■

to it.

with Lebroki

city,

Foxcroft and Walker of Newport
spoke in the House, Wednesday, in favo
of treating seriously the petition of Mrs
Oliver Dennett, President of the Main !
Woman Suffrage Association, and 170 othe r
of

ladies, asking for woman suffrage. The face
cetious proposition of Mr. Wilson of Thom
aston to refer the petition to the committei !
on change of names brought out “Dave’

Mr. Farwell of Lewiston, a young man of modest ways and pleasant bearing, tall, slim, and
straight, with pale irregular features, dark hair,
Is not a forceful
eyes, and side whiskers.
speaker but enjoys with very evident zest the
quick retorts and animated discussions of hit

of"Represeu

tatives were really in favor of reviving thi 1
prostrate branch of Maine industry they coult
hardly have arrayed themselves against a bil '
of so moderate and reasonable provisions. Mr
Cox and his associates want to “revive” ship

when occasion demands,
render good assistance in uncovering the hidden ways of any pet scheme.
Back of him is “the gentleman from Far-

associates, and

building in the already busy yards of the Clyd<
and Thames, and not those of Bath, Richmond
and the coast of Maine.

can

,

Mr. Perkins, who means business
every time and all the time, and evidently believes that this world was made for work and
not forjplay.
Nature has uncovered a large
portion of his head, but what hair remains is ol
a dark brown hue.
The forehead is high and
full, the eyes keen and oold, the nose large and
prominent, the mouth firm and wide, the shoulders broad and full and the whole form stont,
muscular, square and exact. He rises from his
seat in a matter of fact srot of way and talks at
the House with his hands in his pockets or
placed squarely upon his desk and chair as a
means of support to his inclining body.
He
never wastes any time in speaking and goes for
his opponent in the most approved style, laying
him out with a few brief, bold, strokes, pertinently and deftly applied. He is thoroughly a
good-natured man and enjoys a joke as well as
the next one, and can receive as well as parry
a tliust.
Near by is one of the older members of this
general assembly, Gen. Perry of Oxford, with
stout, erect and powerful form notwithstanding the well whitened hair that attests advancing age. The large decided features,and sharpa deal of
ly
penetrating
eyes betoken

mington,”

Judge McKean refused to admit the Utal
murderers to bail, saying that should he admi
these desperadoes to bail the case wonld be usei
as a precedent
for all future murderers in thi
terrritory and Judge Lynch would ere long til
the beneh that he (McKean) would thus prove
himself unworthy to all. There are eleven, six
being held in custody in Salt Lake City at no
expense to the government, and five at Camp

Douglass

at

cents per

day each.

the expense of the nation for

thirty

The English Savings Banks System.—
The Boston Advertiser says that the mishaps to
savings banks in New York and Brooklyn has
given occasion for a discussion of th* English
■

irutnrn a/nnrrvoftini* tho

l.nnl.

_1L

post-office, the post-offices receiving deposits
which may be drawn at any other post-office in
the country, with interest, the government taking charge of the money and using it as an investment.
It appears by investigation that Gov. Hoffman’s father-in-law, Mr. Starkweather, received through his son-in-law’s appointment in the

Tammany, from May 11, 1867, to July 31, 1871,
the snug little sum of 8544,231,96, or 8353.39 a
day, for fees of Collector of Assessments. This

firmness and decision, softened, however by
mirth lines that deepen away from the strong
angles of the mouth up into the smoothly shav-

is worthy of the attention of the
papers who are
constantly harping about the matter of nepotism.

cheeks. Earnest, conciesse and able in argument, with a fund of humor and apt illustrations, he rarely speaks to disadvantage or advances ideas not worth listening to.
Inclined
to lie conservative and lenient, but showing no
mercy to tricksters, he commands always the
attention of the House, aud when beaten in debate accepts the situation with the best possible
grace, seldom or never getting angry though
the emphatic manner iu which he emphasises
his periods with his boot-heels would naturally le ad one to different conclusions.
Again in this same section is to be found another persuasivejogieal and entertaining speech
en

Tn« stale <l«--lent of the G. A.
R., did a
t its meeting Wednesday
imittee gto investigate the

Sheridan,

of Biddeford,
ry scheme, and by voting
»uat any Post in the department that should
countenance any lottery or scheme contrary to
the statute laws of Maine should forfeit its
charter.
__

Public 1)kbt.—The public debt was diminished 85,633,461.64 during the month of JanSinoe the inauguration of President
uary.
Grant It has been reduced $287,258,310.51.

maker, Judge Humphrey of liangor, a modest,
unassuming and pleasant gentleman, whose
dignified yet courteous hearing secures for him
the highest respect and esteem of all, seldom
spaking except on matters of special importance, or those particularly applying to his lo-

Treasurer Caldwell's Bond hears the
names of Abner Coburn, Geo. K. Jewett, B.
H. Cuslnuan, Geo. W. Stanley, Samuel E.
Spring and Nathan Dane.
Tub State Liquor Agency.—In alluding to
paragraph published in the Press of Monday
respecting a bottle of liquor exhibited at a
Temperance meeting in Gardiner,which, it was

cality,

and then

briefly

and to tlie point withauy attempt to marshal an array of words.
He gives one the simple facts stripped of all
sophistry of argument, and seems inclined to
tlie opinion that men will threby judge honestly. In physique he is neither stout nor the reverse, and could not possibly he called a handsome man.
Is dark complexionod, medium
height, and easy, irregular features, plcitsaut in
address quiet hut instructive in conversation,
and with a large knowledge of men and measures, he Is also one of the justly popular
members of the House.

a

out

was obtained at the State agency in this
and hod been analysed by Dr. Marble and
found to bo very impure, the Gaidiuer Home
Journal says;
Rev. Eaton Shaw, State Liquor Commissioner, seeing it, came down Monday afternoon to
see almut It.
It will be remembered that after
the raid made on the Liquor Commissioner,
last year, a eommittee was
appointed by Mr.
Shaw’s request to investigate tue charges that
he sold Impure liquors. They eame there, took
specimens from certain casks ami their analysis as made by Mr. Uoodale, and eaeli
sample
was separately analysed by competent chemists
to see if It agreed with the analyses as held by
Mr. Shaw. It was found that all were as represented. Curiously it turns out that this very
impure liquor that l>r. Marble analysed anil
Mr. Chadwick lectured upon, cumc mil of those
very casks that have been Mice analysed, once by
Prof. <loodale, and once by the Chemist of tho
State Agricultural College, wo lmlicve.
Now there is one of three things almut tills
liquor; the two chemists who analysed it for
the State must have been mistaken: or Dr
Marble must have been mistaken ; or Mr. Norton or some one else lias adulterated it.
Now
we think this (ximmunlty has u
right to know,
whether Mr. Chadwick or Mr. Shaw is correct
iu this matter, and we hope the city authorities
will cause what remains in the cask to be an-

said,

city,

Away

the opposite side of the hall sits tlie
humorous man of this institution, who is large
of slie, slow of speech, and horn with a natural
inclination to be tired, ('apt. Knight of Porton

land, who makes

bright aud reliable a newsready versutllo pen us any mini
as

paper with his
in tlie kingdom, aud who contrives to say about
as many
sharp, laughable things as anybody
else. He is gotten up without any *|ieoiul reference to a scarcity of flesh, standing over six feet
in Ills stockings, aud tipping tlie scales up

The Aptortionmkht Bill.—1The bill as passed by Congress provides for 283 Representatives on a basis of one in every 156,845 of impu-

among tlie two hundreds. He has dark hair
and eyes, a smooth fooe, save a closely trimmed
moustache that lias an existence nbout tlie
large full mouth, aud in his movements is slow
and methodical and dropiug into his sent as if
it was a relief to get near a chair, lmiks at one
with u certain sort of vacaut stare as if unconscious of their presence,but contrives to And out
ull there is about you wortli
is not

tation.

ready

alysed.

of

bill:

Matties

K

an

New Hampshire. a
v ermout. a

Tcnnesaee. 8
I milium.

12

Kliode Inland. 2 Mlnenurl.13
Connecticut. 4 Arkansas
4
New York..32 Michigan.8
New Jersey. 7 Florida.
1
Pennsylvania.211 Toras.
6
Delaware. 1 Iowa.8

Maryland.

Wisconsin.8
Virginia.8 California. 4
8

North Carolina. 8 Minnesota.
3
Carolina. 5 Oregon.' i
8 Kansas..
3
Alabama. 7 West Virginia.
3
Mississippi. 8 Nevada.
1
Louisiana. S Nebraska. 1
Ohio.20
Venuant and Now Hampshire lose one member each as compared with the present repreSouth

Georgia.

sentation.

The following States gain one each:

Massachusetts, New York, Maryland, Virginia,
North Carolina, South
Carolina, Alabama,Mississippi, Ohio, Kentucky, Tennessee, Indiana,
Arkansas, California, Minnesota. The follow,
iof* ghin two each: New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Georgia, Texas, Wisconsin, Kansas. The following gain three each: Michigan, Iowa, Missouri
gains four, Illinois live.

knowing,

in siveecli when debating yet always manages to hit the mark before concluding, and
comjtels the attention and regpect of all his
listeners, by his earnestness, and very evident

The

following tables show the number
Representatives from each State under the

new

liouesty of

Washington Notes—Mr. Frye presented
petitiou of citizens of Androscoggin county,
uskiDg for the repeal of the stamp duty on contracts, It was referred to the Ways and Means
Committee.
Representative Read is receiving from all
parts of the country commendations of his bill
for

removing taxation on knowledge by repealing all laws imposing duties on printers’ types,
ink and paper.

k* reply to a
delegation of manufacturers
who called
Thursday, the President said he
understood it to be the
policy of Congress or
rather his desires
regarding their action on this
question were that articles not
produced in this

»ouTAr ,en^ri,!K ,into General consuinp-

on0“ho^ldcom^Cewit
reou^,ile
£hu£d,

“*? dut!«9

should not be
thus
dustrv and maintenance of tl.e
working
B
in at least their present
station
The delegation called also
Boutwell where the same views ivere
and the Secretary clearly indicated
his
tion to any
policy which would
the production of the country or
injure thee m
industrial

protectfng^T’Tn

dasies

_-

evn™taIJ
opposiinterferePwith

classes.

It was entirely
through inadvertence that the
clever sketch of “Percie” which we
published
yesterday was not credited to the Advertiser.

PitttciK.

purpose.
r—
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in Scribner's Monthly, has
been issued in book form. Like all really successful novelists, McDonald lias now quite an
American constituency'.
Not even Anthony
Trollope and Wilkie Collins, favorites of much
longer standing, have warmer admirers.
ll'ilfred Cumbermede Is regarded as one of his best
efforts. The present edition has fourteen full
page illustrations. (PublUhod by Scribner &
Co., and for sale by Hoyt, Fogg & Breed.)
Father Taylor, the Sailor
Preacher, is a record
of the doings and sayings of the
well-knowa
man who was for over
forty years pastor of the
Boston Seaman's Bethel. It has been
hastily
compiled by Rev. Gilbert Haven, editor of
Zion's Herald, assisted by Hon. Thomas
Russell,
collector of the port of Boston. Of course it
is

intensely interesting, and will
Sunday school library as

find a place in
well as in the

private collections of all who are interested in
religious literature. (Published by B. B. Russell, Boston. J. Russell, 48 Exchange street,
is agent for this
city.)
The fourth edition of Hymnsfor Mothers and
Children has been issued by Nichols & Hall,
Boston. It is a collection of devout, entertaining and suggestive poetry, morning and

evening hymns, and those calculated
late the imagination, refine the
taste,

the child

by

to stimuand train

heart to become strong, humane and
brave, as well as keep it gentle, reverent and
pure. A second series of the
Hymns, compiled
by the editor of Hymns of t te Ayes, contains a
more mature and
apparently a much more attractive collection of
poems. Both are handsome books.
(For sale by Bailey &
Noyes.)
The Detection of Criminal
and
s

a
Abortion,
studyof fmticidal drugs, by Ely Van de Warkcr,
M. D., of Syracuse, New York, is a pamphlet
published by James Campbell, Boston. Price

50 cents.
of

Stockbridge, Mass.,

asks

the

country through the New York Times to suspend judgment relative to the statement that
Jeff Davis is a native of that town until
he can
ascertain the facts. At
present he considers it
a

foul slander.
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FACING THE
When soldiers face the

ONE PRICE, AND NO VARIATION t

“

“
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“

Lyan Peplia*
91.43 yd.
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by

mistake.
The New York Tribune thinks a murderer
ought not to lie allowed to hold a seat in a Legislature. Did It say so when Graves shot Oil-

93 ST yd

T Baa Tails! Cavers wartk 91 OO far OOc.

.>*")> M I

93 Piece* Plala FrenchCaaahricksfsr 93c

*

THE ENTIRE STOCK.

190 Pieces Best Qaality Scatek Ginghams

lOO Baa Turkey Bed Buylies, 93c.

INJURED AND XJNlNjrTJBKX)

ley?

oaks the Boston Pott. The Pott forgets
that the 7'ribune was not in existence when the
duel between Graves and Cillcy took place.
Massachusetts received the past year, as a tax
on

savings banks, 8825,854.40,

of which

8504,-

824. was credited to the towns.
During the post year there have been shipped
from St. Albans 4,270,180 lbs. of
butter, and
430,000 lbs. of cheese.
A Buffalo (N. Y.) Democratic
who

politician,
“surprised” by a serenade when ho returned from Europe a few months ago, has
meauly
refused to pay for the band, though the surwas

prise
A

of his own suggesting.
New York writer recommends

was

Henry

Wait! Beecher for the Presidency. Guess lie
would accept the office—salary the thousand
dollars more than ho now receives.
There are

nnnually

consumed iu this country,

by our young and aged peanut lovers, eight
hundred thousand bushels, valued in the wholesale market at about one and a half million
so

of dollars.
Horace Greeley does not appear particularly
overwhelmed with the proposed honor of a
statue erected to his honor as “our late Frankliu.” He says that after ho is dead—au event
which he does not care to hasten, even for the
sake of a statue—if any should see tit to pile
granite or marble above his dust, he can make

Will be sold at from

no objection; but, so long as he shall remain in
the flesh, he is content with the stones thrown
at him promiscuously, aud would rather not
have any of them consolidated into a statue.
Newfoundland exported last year 1,164,535
quintals of codflsli, but less than seventeen
thousand quintals came to the United States,
because of the hieli dutv. About half of the

GOODS

IN ODE STOCK,
AT BQVALL.Y LOW PRICES.

9b PER CENT.

25 TO

ty*Pnrchaaer8 should

OUR

! i;

i

■,

V

herring

LADIES’ FURNISHING
AND FANCY GOODS!

a»3S

linn
commence

Saturday, January 27th,1.&72.

BLANKETS,
vvO* UfJsi-x

£

»*»

salmon exported
during the
year came to this country. The value of imI>ortfl from the United States was over a million and half of dollars. The trade is
likely to
be largely increased under the

Treaty.

Wasliiugton

__

STATE NEWS.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
The Lewiston Journal says the
shipment of
boots and shoes from Lewiston and Auburn the
past week were 1)32 cases—something over a
hundred cases more than the
previous week.
The receipt of leather were
(10,820 pounds to
51,200 pounds, the previous week.
The Journal says a few days since a sou of
Rev. A. B. Jordan of Turner,
aged about nine
slipped in the road, fell, and broke both
ones of his arm, between the wrist and
elbow.
The Journal is informed on good
authority,
its
that
Augusta correspondents (“Observer’’)
intimation that the Collector of Internal Revenue for the 2d District, had been at
Augusta
this winter working in the lobby interest of the
Maine Central railroad, and against the Lewiston and Auburn bill, is founded on an entire
misapprehension of the facts; anil that gentleman referred to lias done nothing *f the kind.

Sears,

DAMASKS,
-•

HANDKERCHIEFS,
UNDERWEAR,

WORSTEDS,

HOSIERY,

CORSETS.

We hare the best line of Corsets In Portland, and
will sell them cheaper than any other house.
Every Indy looking for

REAL AND

Beautiful
IMITATION

can

find them at

our

Laces!

store at

The Farmington Chronicle in alluding to the
necessity of a night watch in that village, says
several years since, a
gentleman drove up
to the Stoddard
House, had his team put up,
and was conversing with
persons in tne barroom

lord

when one of

citizens asked the landif he could give him the

our

lot nt 25c; worth 37.
1 lot st 37c; worth 50.
1 lot st 50; worth 62.
These Ooods are all very low and should attract attention.
Every lady is invited to visit onr store and examine
the goods and prices; this being our first semi-annual sale w* shall offer great Inducements to *11 desiring to purchase.
1

UMBRELLAS,
LACES,
EDGINGS,

&

Old Stand Pruy Sc Smith.

Janaary 27,

1872.

an

dtf

inadvertently
name of the night watchman.

Before he had

riAl\

fancy goods,

t'aheaa llleck, aext City Hall, Caagresa et

CUTLERY,

State of

aid R. B.,.

«’•

Maine,.

®’»

R.R.,.

Hm the

JEWELRY,

Exclusively Agency

«’«
O’.

Portland A Ogdcasharg R. B. Gold,..

O’,

Portland A Rochester B. B...

?’■

Chicago.......

7’»

Toledo,.

8’o

W K B E H

Also other standard makers all sold at the lowest
reduced prices.
oe&sntf

DRESS GOODS,
BEAVER C

OFFICPTtO
C O N A N T

CORSETS,

llta been occupied since the Are for Insurance.
Inquire of
H. M. PAYSON,
32 Exchange St,
JuuSOankw

AND THE
%

LEA A PERRINS’ SAUCE,

TEN THOUSAND ARTICLES

Pronounced by Connoisseurs

The

Only

Good Sauce.”

ltlm roves appetlla and
aled lor lu flavor.

WITH WHICH THE

digestion, and It Is unriv-

We are directed by Messrs LEA A PEHRINS to
prosecute all parties making or ranalagcounterfeits.
JOHN DUNCAN** *ONN,
augl'isnSm
Agsuls. New York.

HALFORD

COGIA HASSAN STORE

Linen Handkerchiefs,
From 0 1-4 to

FOB HALE BY

TABLE
PACKED !

The

Beat

SAUCE

Sauce

anti

Relish!

stock will be

FOR

closed out
TO

HR

FAMILY

RAD

ALL

or

XT 810.

FIRST

CLASS

loo
oc23s.v

-Df-

LYONS

STREET.

MIDDLE

mwt___
LIVE BAIT !

Also

general assortment of Gaas, Fishing
Tackle and Sporting Goods,
G. L. BAILEY, 48 Exchange Si.

Scotch

Men from the effect*
of errors and abuses in early life. Manhood restored.
Impediments to marriage removed. New method of
treatment. New and remarkable remedies. Book*
and Circulars free, in sealed envelopes.
Address
HOWARD ASSOCIATION, No. i South Ninth St.,
nuvl*tul3m
Philadelphia, Pa.

we

offer

For Halt in Portland by
SINK

Me

NKVIWa.

BURNETT’S

STANDARD FLA YOKING
FOR

EXTRACTS!

FLAVORING

Myra pa, Ice Creams, Casinrds, Pies,

WB SHALL BUSH OFF

Monps, Gravies,

ALL THESE GOODS

The superiority of these Extracts consists in their
PERFECT PURITY AND GREAT STRENGTH !
There is no subject which should more engross at-

WHAT

than the

purity of the preparations which
flavoring the various comiKmnds prepared

used in
for the human stomach.
These Extracts art warranted perfectly free from
the poisonous oils and acids which enter into the
composition of many of the factitious fruit favors
now in the market.
They are not only true to their
names, but are prepared from fruits of the best quality, and se highly concentrated that a small quantity
only need be used.
They have stood the test of eighteen years time and
competition, and are pronounced unrivalled by the
most eminent connoisseurs, proprietors of the leading
' hotels, and prominent dealers in the United States
and Canada.
They are neatly put up in five size
—unpaneled bottles, holding more than imneled
sizes api>earing much larger. They are the best
and cheapest Fruit Extract the market affords
Their Standard quantity and quality will be strictly
maintained.
jy It is necessary in some cases for arsons desiring ‘Burnett’s Superior Flavoring Extracts,* to insist upon obtaining them in order t
avoid many of the factitious brands offered, becaus
of their larger profits.
are

THEY

WILL

BRING?

AMD TUBS BUY

AN

ENTIRELY

NEW FRESH

STOCKt

I

OEO.C. ROBINSON 4c CO.,

JOSEPH BURNETT & CO.,
Sole Propriet ors, Boston.

R
PROPRIETORS OP THB

For sale by first-class Grocers and Druggists gendcSsveod
erally.

Batchelor’s Hair Dye.
-This superb Hair Dye Is the beet in the world-vo,r

COGIA HASSAN STORE,
ia»

Middle,
6

Janl2

and
Temple S treets.

(

Duponco’s Golden Pills are fully appreciated
as they deserve.
jan23-eod&wl w

For Sale
two
Cushman
new

THE
the modern

st.;
Sebago,
piped
improvements. Enquire on the premises
J. A. TENNEY.
No 25 Emery st.
on

or

French roof house just finished
storynouse
for
and all

sepSdtf

sn

25o.

ALSO SOME PRETTY LIGHT

Dress

Goods,

12lc,

at

CHEAP AT 3 So.

a

superior article for Opes Grates. These
prices are for the Coals delivered, and are
certainly low enough to satisfy the most
penurious purchasers.
JOS. H. POOR k BRO.
j

We have

greet variety of

a

Dry and Fancy Goods.

JanlT-sntf

HOSIERY, &c.,
MAKBIKD.

In

the officiating clergyman.
In Camden, Jan. 13, William H. Trim and Ella

which

E. I

Street.

January 27-<ltf

n

STATEMENT
OF

—-

THIS-

NARRAGANSETT
INSURANCE CO.,
-OFPHOVIDKMK. R. I.
On

KKOU

roil

the 3t«t day of December, 1871.

Amount of Capital actually paid in caah

$373,8711'

A 8 8 EX 8.
National and othar Bank Stock*.
New \ ork, Chicago and Cleveland
City
*
on

mortgage,

Chinn...New York. Uverpool.Feb 7
Abyssinia.New York.. Liverpool.Fob 7

...

8

a. a. a. ..

...

fjJW 000 00

...

• *? mu*.

10
16
Perotro.Now York Havre.Feb 10
Parthta.Now York., Liverpool.Feb 10
Feb 10
uttropa..1..Now York.. Glasgow
Minnesota.Now York. .Uverpool.Fob 14
More Castle.Now York.. Havana.Feb 13
India.Now York. .Glasgow.Feb 17
City of Washington.New York Uverpool.Fob 17
Fob 17
Republic..Now York..
Batavia.New York. Liverpool... Fob 17
Erie...; .New Y’ork..Rio Janeiro...Fob 22

«<

#47*618 01
$Ix'.44n 30
$8,101 00

#173,1675$

_

Caspian.Portland
Uvor|<ool.Fob
City of Now York New York.. Uverpool.Keb

00

8188 8P3 33

being tlr«i

I'01*.*.
Amount In hands of
ugeuts, hi course
of trailsuihudou.
Amount Premium Notes
Amount Pash on hand and In Hank.
Amount other Asaets not specified.
.. a

Missouri.New York..Havana.Feb

8310,071'

Bond*._

Amount loaned

3
3
3
6
7

Liverpool.Feb

8U

$773,833 80

HATlt
....

$300,000 00

8«n»lu«

DEPARTURE OP OCEAN STEAMERS
Sarmatlaa.Portland.... Uverpool.Feb
Australia... ..Now York. Glasgow
Fob
City of Puls....... New York. .Liverpool.Fob
Hamuionta.Now York..Hamburg. ..Fob
York.

I ndrrwld !

FIRE and MARINE

In this city, Feb. 1st, Mrs. Ruth Warren, aged 35
years.
In Uorhani, Jan. 19, Miss Abide Bolton, aged 0»
years.
In York, Jan. 8, Mr. Franklin M. Littlefield, aged
to years 9 months.
In Berwick, Jan. 13, Mr. Joshua Wentworth,
aged
69 years 4 months.
In Augusta, Jan. IS, Mr. Tlmothv Hilliard, formcrly ol Berwick, aged 73 years.
In Bangor, Jan. 30, Mr. Wm Moody, aged SG years
1 month.
In Bristol Mills, Jan. 17, Mr. William Huston,
aged 80 years.
In Union, Jan. 28, Mr. Abel Walker, aged 93 years.
In Rockland, Jan. 13, Harsh I., dauguter of Edw.
Marlin, aged 13 years.

Wyoming..New

be

not

A. B. BUTLER.

In West Camden, Jan. 11, Edw. Starrctt, of Warren, and Jennie E. Benner, of W. C.
In Tremont, Ben). L. Wade, of Mt Desert, and i
Nellie M. Latty, of Tremont.
In MariavtUo, Jan. 18, Arthur A. Total, of Bangor,

KAM*

will

wc

152 Middle

In Lewiston, Jan. 31, at the residence of the bride's
father, by Rev. A. Libby, Capt. F. White, of Bowdolnham, and Miss Jaue H. Libby, eldest daughter of

LlA B1 LITI1I.
Amount of outstanding losses adjusted
and

unadjusted.

#74,614 30
** ‘'urrent rale*, Marlue
»“* Freight taken at cur-

n&m}" *
rem ,2.

...

Portlnml

..

1«« FORE

Office,

STREET,

JOHN W. ItIUNCiE (, A Ml.

Miniature Almanac.February 9,
Sun rlsrs.7.14 I Moon rises.12.30 AM
Sun sots...3.13 | High wntcr. 5.00 I'M

Mi2«hs13nt

MEW

MARINE ISTEWB.

N. O.

CROP

MOLASSES.

PORT OP PORTLAND.

90 Bbls.

Thursday, Prb. I.
ARRIVED.
Steamer ('arietta, Colby, Hallfhi, NS,—msaengora
and mdse to John Porleous.
Sch Ullian M YVarren, YVarren, Baltimore.
Sch K L Dowling, iBr) Stillwell, Boston, to load for

February 3.

Sch Mary H Lewis. Or, Harpswell.
CLEARED.
Steamer Franconia. Bragg. New York-Henry Fo*
Barque Glenulladale.lBriMe Donald.
a iv

9 r<

annng.
&

!

Mataiiww—Goorgu s

j

McI)o,ul1'1. Sigua-Fhiniwy

Hunt*

L*1'* Ttmrlow' Corb«“.

Choice N.

Soh May Evelyn, MeLonn, New Yurk-W S Jor- I
dan & Co.
8ch Nevada, Davis, New York—Bunker Bros.
Sch Seuator Grimes, Phil brook, New York—Bunk- !
er Bros.
LIST OP VESSELS BUILT IN TIIE DISTRICT OF
•
ELLSWORTH IN 1871.
Steamtug Round Top, 32 tons. Schs W H Archer,
95 tons; Eastern Queen, 68 tons; Omaha. 116 tons;
Ella Kudora, 31 tons; Mary A Dow. 14 tons; Ianthe,
49 tons; Angola. 98 tons; Onward, 63 tons; Agues
Mabel, 29 tons; D S Lawrene, 69 tons.

dlw

CHOICE_APPLES.
A

CHOICE LOT OF

Baldwin and

Greening Apples,

JP3T RECEIVED.

SMITH

*

PHILBROOK,
N*.

year,

3d—1To transact such other buBiness
be acted on.
J. S.

may prop-

First I law Apothecary Store For
Sale.
a leading thoroughfare;
thoroughly established
ONwell fitted up;
good rnu of regulnrhnd tranaieut
butdneaa; chance aeldoui met with, aa the preaent
owner haa other buaineaa
demanding hia Immediate
attention.

Sagua 19th, brig Hattie E Wheeler, Bacon,

Portland.

MEMORANDA.
Sch

Leonessa, Meyers, at Charleston from N York
reports heavy weather, and lost foretopinant and jibboom.
Brig Marine, (of Richmond, Me) Reed, cleared at
Pensacola Dec 1 for New York, with 140,000 ft lumber, and as she has not since been heard from, it is
teared she is lost. She registered 243 tons, was built
at Belfast in 1848, aud hailed from Richmond.

TAYLOR A CO„ 20 State ,t.. Boaton.

First Flaw Bar Room For
Sale.
TFEST location in Boaton; eBtabliahed
many year.’
wortby uf

‘■"•£32;

|

TAYU1R*C0.,

20

State St.,

Boaton, Maw.

IJRid For Sale.

York; sch

Colcord, do.
MOBILE—Ckl 26th, sch David Collins, Townsend,
Providence.
PENSACOLA—Ar 26th, barque Lucy Frances, Upton, Cienfuegos; brig Ellen Bernard, Coombs, New
David Babcock.

L°T f,fb^!w

U“

Bt*Cketl

<£ York St.

For Sale.

Orleans.

SAVANNAH-Ar 03th, brig Ida L Ray, Clark
Boston; sch Sonora, Glover, New York.
Cld 30th, sch Tarry Not, Timmons, Brunswick.
Sid 26th, ship Europa, Fulton, Liverpool.

as

CUSHING, Secretary.
fe2dtd

Augusta, Feb- 1,1B~2.

Portland.

New

Market Ml.

t o.
HE Annual Meeting of the Stockholder* of the
Portland tfc Kennebec Railroad Company, will be
bolu at the Directors' rooms of said company, in the
Portland Dei»ot, on
m*ndn7, thr Uih day of February, 1N?4,
at three o’clock In the afternoon, for the
following
purimpen, vU:
1st—To hear the reports of the Directors and
Treasurer »f said Company and act thereon.
2nd—To choose a board of Directors fbr the eusulng

Wilder’ I erly

Liverpool.
Sid22d, barque Aberdeen, Treat,

|.,

Portland X Kenaeboe Railroad

barquo

DOMESTIC PORTS.
GALVESTON—Cld 23d, ship Squando, Driver, for

Molasses,

GEO. S. HUNT.

fei-nlw*

FROM MERCHANTS EXCHANGE
Ar at Havana 22d,
Alex McNeil, Kelloran.
New Orleans: 25th, Cephas Starrett, Babbage, Pensacola; brig Daphne, Fountain, Newix>rt, E.
Sid 23d, brig L L Wadsworth, Shackford, Matanzas.
26th, barque Arlington. Costello, Mobile.
Arat Matanzas 25th, brig Minnie Miller, Portland; Clara M Goodrich, Me*'art, ftn do; 24th, L L
Wadsworth, Shackford. Havana; sch Abbie, Cleaves
Portland; 25th, Faustina, Belfast; sch T I)
Kiiuxney, Portland.
8Id 25th, barque Sarah B Hale, Whits, New York.
Sid fin Cardenas 25th, brig Geo W Chase Bacon
Arat

0.

Just receive direct and for sale
by

Boston.

Blaar Mange, Jellies, Maaees,
etc.

Gingham 121c,

WORTH

TONS ehoice Furnace

$8.00

YARD.

ALL OUR

Happy Relief for Yeane

and at

PER

STILL THEY GO !

jan6oodsn

$8.75;

81.50

WORTH

on

a

Coal at

POPLINS!

Marked Down to $1.20,

Live Klutwi for Whiter Fishing constantly
on hand, and snppHed In any quantity.

UHOCKRS

IMMEDIATELY

them.

Bee

Bankers and Brokers.

Made In any part of the World

ThU entire

Don’t tall to

91.

WE HATE ALL THE COLORS

Llver|>ooi.

LEICESTERSHIRE

tention

SSSt alForuggists!88*1
SN FKtV&W B0S|y8n*^iY
Jy11

BLOCK,

EXCHANUK STREET.

30

of

'nJuri°'“

r

OTH,

TOWELS,

FOB

fectly harmless, reliable and instantaneous no IrL'
appointment; no ridiculous tints or dtaa^^Mj'
“
Hair Dye nJ^d
iJKS8&?X!RvA- Batchelor’s
es IMMEDIATELY
a splendid Black or
Brown, leaves the hair clean; soft beautiful:
dees nrJ

LEI1

On the second floor, front of

THIS HOUSE is established for tho
transaction of
General Banking Business.
DEPOSITS received subject to check at
sight. Interest at the rate of Four per cent.
i>er annum allowed on all Dally Balancos. Accounts
rendered and in,
crest credited
monthly.
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT Issued
interest as by agreemo and available at bearing
maturity in
Portland, Boston or Now York.

Ogdensbnrg R

"

And the elegant Jkwktt
ff Co., Plano Fortes 1

MILLINERY,

A~!a7yvra

Notes, Drafts, Coupons, and
Dividends made in all parts of the
United States and
Canada.
DEALERS in Government and other
Investment
Securities and in Gold and Silver Coin.
STERLING BILLS drawn on
Englnnd, Scotland
and Ireland. Sight bafts on Paris, Berlin
and other
European cities, M< ntreal, St. John and Halifax
Gold and Currency Drafts on Boston and
New York
APPROVED Commercial Bills purchased.
FACILITIES aflorded for the transaction
of the
Special as well as the General Business of corns non1
dents.
Agents for the sale of the

ALSO LOTS OF

j

__DIED.

for the

$1.75,

CHEAP AT 82.20.

A. B. B., Gold,.

& N.

MORNING

Felt Skirts at

•’«

Lonia,.

and Augusta M. Chase, of M.

PLATED WARE,

LOWER L

ONE MOKE CASE

ED. B. ROBINSON,

a

‘ny

J

Thomas.

RANKERS,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

STILL

OPENED THIS

CO.,

MORTON BLOCK,

8000 Dozen Spool Thread

WAS

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

anti
cad-

ALDRICH* CO.,
22 Exchange §t.

remarkably low prices.

NELSON

anxious to dose their customers with
‘‘local bitters,” of a worthless or
pernicious character
whlch.they represent to be equal or superior to the
great national tonic, the public Is hereby forewarned
against tlieir “tricks of trade."

“

and

FOUR HUNDRED

Elegant Hamburg Edgings!

HAIR GOODS,

very

su

Dairy

On. Marriage.
CORSETS,

j

Bombay.

21, lat 49 M, Ion 26 10, barque Deodo, from
Portland tor Glasgow.
Jan 2G, Barnegat NW 60 miles, brig Annie W Stacey, steering SW.
*«

"BONDS!"

Entire Stock marked at 14 cents per or.'

KID GLOYES,

Indigestion, biUouaneaa, constipation, rheumanervous headache, should ever be
without
\ ttal Elixir. Aa a certain class of
country deal-

jn3

County, English

AARON.K.
snjal5-m,w,f tf

WORSTEDS!

WOOLEN GLOYES,

PHYSICIAN,

for
Jan

BETTER,

SWAN & BARRETT,

50c.
25e.
50c.
price 20c.
38c.
3Tc.
Bosoms, 25ots,
Misses’ Fleeced Hobo 17c, former price
25c.
37c.
25c,
Ladles’ Fleeced Hose 20c,
25c.
38c.
25c,
Misses' Merino Under-Vests, 62c, former price
75c.
Ladles’
75c.
62c,
something extra, 1.00
Linen Handksrchleib 5c. Hoop Skirts
35c.

UNENS,

sraim; remedies

Bonds of the Portland &

YT.

Factary Cheese (plain and sage)

A

dies.

1 lot Neck-Tie*
25c; former price
1 lot Lace Collar*
20c:
«
••
1
38c;
A splendid line Linen Collar* loots, former
Cuffs, 25 etc,

DOMESTICS,

or

COLLECTiONS

&

NPOKEN.
Nov 1, lat 1 S, Ion 26 W, ship Simla, from Liverpool

stock of choice

Pine Apple Cheese.
Also a good varietv of Beans, Dried Apples,
Canada Peas. Lard in tierces, tubs, pails and

l.osk at the Bargains!

ed to

and

Dairy
Worcester

fresh

a

YORK

Rockland aid

Will

LEWIS

R. RROWM

Just received,

European

1

J

|

BUTTER AND CHEESE.

Portland Maaicipal,.

SEMI-ANNUAL SALE!

j
b-Oiffs??

Boston.

AratM&tanzas 24th ult, brig Liberty, Devereux,
Havana.
Sid 30th, brig Novelty, Havener, Bostou.

no24eodtf sv

>

;r;u

.-:

Cienfuegos.
Ar at Cienfuegos 18th ult, brig Sami Lindsey, Wilson, Aspinwall.
Ar at Havana 23d, brig Sportsman, Morton, from

O. L. BAILEY, 48 Exchange 8t.

St.

i.

etc.

gy Also a good assortment of Machinists' Tools,
wholesale and retail.

time,

GREAT

TO THE HICK

An Appeal
Hr naan.
Health would he much more carefrilly guarded than
It I. at preeout, ami the average of human life
lengthenwl by mauy year., If common m and the
llglit
of exjierlenee wore accepted
by the universal public
a. their modleal monitor and
guide. Tho true phllosophy of hoalth 1. altuple. It eonalata In refraining
from Indulgence* and Imprudence* which
Impair the
vital IbrcoH, and lu supplying any
deflelvncy of vital
power and constitutional vigor that may exiat, by hi
rlgoratlng and alterative treatment. To rclnforc
and regulate a feeble system, and to prevent a more
vlgorou. phy»l(|«e from yielding to unhealthy and debilitating Influence*, Hoatetter’a Stomach Hit torn 1,
unquestionably tho moat potent of all vegetable purifier.. A. a Mtluiutaut, it 1. the purest ever administered In meUioal practicet (V, . rente and
stumachic, the
most hifalllhle; aa an anti-bllltoua
agent, the aafc.t
and »uro«t, and aa an aiierlent and
regulating medicine, mild and painleaa, yet lrrealatlblo. It la a protection against dlaeaao of every kind, and all
aeaaona,
and la particularly efficacious aa a mcana of
forearm big
the ayateni against the nilmenta
generated by a raw,
damp, ungenlal atmoaphore. Hence Its groat value
aa a wluter tonic and
invigorant. No one predispostlda

Ammunition, Sporting Goods,

Portland

■■

Galveston.
Off Deal 12th, ship F B Catting, Tyson, from Antwerp for New York.
Ar at Falmouth 12th alt, ship Rkhd Bustoed, Johnson, Guanape.
Ar at Cienfuegos 14th lust, barque AugustaC Small
O’Brien, Pensacola.
Sid ftn St Jago 11th ult, brig P M Tinker, Bernard,

NUZZLE LOADING

feblsnlw

xvrvYi /r-oj. yvmr
ua TUX COST

S, GUNS.

Double and Single Barreled Guns.

bear in mind that Dry

Good*, were never cheaper than at the Present

all tho principles of Life.
Dr. Lewis's Root am! llerh Bitters are a sure remfer Urer complaint in all Its forms, and
purify
the blood and humors of'the
blood; also

era arc

GUN

NEW

ALL OTHER

in
no

dressing after dyeing, use

a

Vt.

*Hly

tism

As

130 Bas Spaal Silk Wartk OO far 93c Baa
-AKD-

Liverpool.

Sword

Iy Sign of the “Golden Rifle.”

White Tuck Skirts, wartk 91 SO, ST l-9e.

*

the

FOREIGN PORTN.
Calcutta 27th ult, ship Whittier, Sway, from

Sid ftn Sangor Dec 15, ship Lottie Warren, Lur;u»,
Boston.
Ar at Genoa 7th ult, barque Tidal Wave, Crosby,
32 days; 8th, Fury, Loud. do.
Philadelphia
Ar at Malaga 5th inut, brig S P Smith, Dodge, New
York.
At Gibraltar 7th ult, brig Navasota, Slater, ftn New
York, wtg orders.
Sid ftn Havre 10th, barque St Marys, Hallo well, for
Savannah.
AratCuxhaven 10th Inst, ship Emily Farnum.
Lord, Callao.
Ar at Liverpool 30th ult, barque Lep&nto, Smith,

CHRISTADORO’S HAIR PRESERVATIVE.
w2-4
jan5-eodlm

19 l-9c.
•'

■'*:**

Ar at

is not more dangerous than the lead compounds
the market, and that the Excelsior Dye contains

BREECH AND

O I T ]/
^

f i I $4 RC >

COUNTY.

Scrofula,
l>ysjH»psla, Costlvcness, Indigestion, Bilious Diseases
and Ucucral Debility. They cleanse the
regsystem,
ulate the Bowels, Kostoro the
Strengthen
Appetite,
the Body.and thoroughly prepare
ft to resist diseases
of nil kind.
t)R. I.RW1S 1* a true aborigine. of lit. natlv.
rauntry (America, and ha. no on. Ralm with which
ho propo.0. to our® all tho dl*on*o. the Human flesh
I. heir to, but carefully diagnosticate* each cane iu
all
the minuteness of detail,and treats all upon rational
and scioiitlflc principle*.
[feblsnlw*

Sid 28th, hcIih L M Warren, Pickering, New York;
C&liNta, S|K*ar, do.
W1 SC ASSET—Ar 25th, ach Elizabeth, McFaddt n,
Boston.

Idea

no

Let the wise and widen t stick to that. It imparts
of color that art •erfectly life-like, and is in
all respects the very best.

lO Baxes Nubias, wartk 91 OO.far 30e.

Cam all Frmnle Diacallift.
The success attending his treatment in tills
particular line has always been perfectly satisfkctorv to the
patients who have honored him with their confidence,
lie also includes all maladies of the Liver.
Luuga,
Heart. Stomach, Kidneya and Bladder, and for all
iakrritrilrhronirdiaraaM hitherto deemed incurablo. W ill take all those who are troubled with
old Htandiug complaints.
Dr. Lewis* Medicines are
not oompounded with murcury and other
poisonous
but
are
Pure
drugs,
Vegetable Commotion, such as
has been known and practiced
tho natives of
by
America fer centuries, are in jxsrfect
harmonyJ with

the groomsman aud bridesmaid,

uy
poisons

shades

lead.

93 Pieces Best Quality Men Plushes

160
Where ho will attend to the treatment and cure of all
diseases incident to the human body.
All kinds of
Humors disappear as If by magic, by the use of his

Items.

jfwtaiv

Remember

COXTIXCU TO DAY.

consulted flree of charge, at his office
€oagr«M St., Cor. JVIoautfort St.,

Blaine is to give a dinner party on
Saturday, complimentary to the newly wedded
Mr. aud Mrs liugeue Hale of Maine.
At n Springfield wedding the minister came

BAYONET!

Christadoro’s Excelsior Hair l)jfi

■eel Quality far 5#r. yd.

Can bo

Speaker

vu» uut-u

uwiwi,

wi

NEWBURY PORT—Ar 21st, sch Rebecca J Evans,
Morgan, Baltimore.
ROCKLAND—Ar 2#th, schs James Henry, Trueworthy, New York; Mattel Hall, Bartlett, Boston;
Atlantic, Pierce, do.
Ar 29th, schs Rebecca S Warren, Johnson, Baltimore; Leoutine, Brewster. New York.
Ar 21st, sells Herald, Hall, I’m New York; Convoy,
Vr.m.ili
iLiPtl.m.l

bayonet they take the chance

pretences of unscrupulous dealers, apply

Oa« Cue Auer led JtpueM Silk*,

T11K TRUE

1im a a

Also cld 31st, barque Nyphon, Day, New Orleans.
Ar 1st, schs Callsta, Spear; Cornelia, Eflems, and

Mary Hawes. Elwell, Rockland.

to change the color of their hair,
of the terrible risks they run. The
first analytical chemists have endorsed one hair dye
as “free from everything deleterious to health,” viz:

COG-IA HASSAN STORE,

“While There’s Life There’s Hope."

uiifcAT

uiv

they have

SPECIAL NOTICES.

pay any damages which the Geueva Confermay award. If that is John’s intention,
what in thunder did he consent to an arbitration for” He was a voluntary party to the
bargain, aud it won’t do for him to back out
now.
Sepoys and Txioshians may consent to
be "bullyragged,” but us for us, O! Johu, give
us “damages,
or we’ll damage you.

York.J

TO their heads

The Belfast Journal says Mr. Frank Knowltou and wife were thrown out of a
sleigh last
Saturday iu that city, by coming iu contact with
another team, the horse of Mr. Knowlton having run away. Mr. K. was seriously injured on
the hip, Mrs. K. escaped with some bruises.
The Journal says a man calling himself Capt.
Cutler, last week engaged in some financial operations in Burnham. Professing to have nothing less than a $100 bill, he borrowed $3 from
Mr. Brown of the hotel, and afterwards $10
more.
Then he negotiated a loan of $8 with
Mr. Bagley, by using a neighbor’s name. He
then took the cars for Pittsfield, where Mr.
Brown and others found him hid in a
woodpile,
recovered $18 of the money, and let him go on
a promise never to return.
Judge Dickerson has been chosen a director
of the Belfast & Moosehead Railroad, to fill the
vacancy occasioned by the death of Prescott
Hazel tine.

to

v»«

the

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

ence

full line of

His motto will be as usual. “QUIC K (9ALKI
AND SHALL PROFITS.”

AT THU

The Bangor Whig says some reckless
burglar
who evidently hadn’t the fear of small
pox before his eyes, broke into the pest
house, at the
City Farm, and carried off a cooking stove,
three beds and bedding, and all other articles of
value therein stored. No clue to the robber has
.been found, hut when the small pox breaks out
in his familyjhis guilt will come to
light.

INDIAN

a

*'

SOMERSET COUNTY.

NATIVE

formerly,

as

Hoping by diligent attention to business and honest dealing, to meet his old friends and former customers.
jan20sntf

The Auson Advocate says that C. Steward of
that village has two cows, Ayrshire and Jersey,
from which he has received the last four
years
in butter, cheese and milk, twelve hundred and
fifteen dollars and sixty-seven cents—has sold
three calves for one hundred and thirty dollars,
making the gross proceeds one thousand, three
hundred and
forty-five dollars and sixty-seven
cents. The cost of keeping the two has never
exceeded one hundred dollars a year, leaving a
clear profit of nine hundred and forty dollars
and sixty-seven cents, on an investment of
eighty-five dollars.

The New York Commercial Arf.iertiter says:—
It is reported that Johu Bull is determined not

will keep

In all the usual varieties.
i i'"‘

/•

The Wiscasset Oracle says Deputy Grand
Master Cargill of Augusta and Grand Tyler
Phillips of Portland, on their way to dedicate
Anchor lodge at South Bristol (Rutherford’s
Island) visited Alma Lodge on the evening of
the 22d inst., and on the day following quite a
large number of Damarisootta brethren accompanied them to South Bristol, and assisted at
the dedication of the Lodge in the afternoon and
the installation of officers in the evening.
The
visiting brethren received a most hearty welcome and were generously and
hospitably entertained by the brethren of Anchor Lodge. An
excellent time is generally reported.
Mr. Randall Brookings, of Wiscasset, who
had the misfortune io have his leg crushed
while working on Stinson’s “canal,” at Birch
Point, some four months ago, and has since
been confined to his room, recently had a visit
from some
twenty-five or thirty gentlemen, who
took along a goodly quantity of flour, and groceries to the amount of some
thirty dollars. A
purse of $40 in greenbacks was also made up
and presented.

DR.

STREET,

DRY AND FANCY GOODS,

Amihttaau Atari .if

WOI7I.D ANNOCNCK

CONGRESS

Where he

DAMAGED GOODS!

LINCOLN COUNTY.

Weston the Waliust wants a Divorce.—
A Nashua correspondent of a Chicago
papei
says: “Weston, the famous pedestrian, has s
case pending iu the District Court of this county, at its next term, asking for a divorce. Iu
his petition he says that he is ‘a person of very
sensitive nature,’ and that his wife talks saucy
to him sometimes, which injure^ his feelings sc
as
to constitute such inhuman treatment as
to endanger his life! Why he came to this
county to obtain a divorce is a little curious.”—
Davenitort (Iowa) Gazette.

NEWPORT—Ar 30th, brig Jennie A Cheney, Arey,

Rio {grande for orders.
Iu port 30th, schs William II Mailer, Crowley, fm
Portland for New York; Nathan Cleaves, Atwood,
and Sea Lark, UuptiU, do for do.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 29th, sch ChlUon,Whitlow, Portland for New York.
Ar 30th, schs Grace Cushing. Baltev, Elizabeth port
for Boston; Nathl Stevens, Sanders', Baltimore ibr
Boston.
Returned, sch M E Amsdcn.
Ar 31st, sch Sandalphon, Aylward, Klizabeth]s>rt
for Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 31st, schs E H Baldwin, Morton, ftn
Rockland; Northern Light, Ward, Boothbay; Olive
Elizabeth, Soule, and J Baker, Johnson, Portland.
Cld 31st, barque Acacia, Robinson, Matanzas; brig
T Kciuick, Rose, Cardenas; sch Lilly, Hughes, New

ABOUT JANUARY 934.

The Free Press learns that the liquor traffic
has been carried on to such an extent in
Thomastou, that the public spirit there, which
has hitherto smiled blandly upon it, and passed
it with no words of condemnation, is ,at last
aroused to a sense of the fearful ruin it has
wrought, and proposes to take some steps to
check it

The members of the House oommerce committee held a general conference this morning
upon the subject of the revival of American
commerce, upon which at least four of the
committee now have bills pending.
Messrs.
Lynch, Conger, Sheldon and Townsend each
advocated their individual theories; and Secretary Boutwell, who was present, will at an
early day offer to the committee his views upon
the same subject. The two important indications
developed were that the committee is disposed to make an honest, united effort to perfect a bill which will revive American commerce, and that they are not likely to recommend any measure involving subsidy or direct
government aid.

Baltimore.

Exchange St., Portland.

Will return to his okl Store.

335

Francisco; brig

PROVIDENCE—Ar 31st, sch Oliver Ames, Cook,

MR. L. E. BTROUT

G

OFFER THIS MORNING

KNOX COUNY.
The Rockland Free Press intimates that the
suicide of William Tarbox, the gnard at the
State Prison, on Wednesday morning, was the
result of indulgence in liquor.

WALDO

Baltimore.
Sid 30th. ship Sacramento, for San
Clara P Gibbs, for Barbados.

Banker A Broker.

NO.

disease, as she has been some subject to it,
Franklin Division, Sons of Temperance,
Augusta, reports one hundred and two more
members than its October
quarterly report The
“Sons are (not) played out/' in that citv, says
the Gardiner llome Journal.

The Revival of Commerce.—The Boston
Advertiser’s Washington special of Wednesday

Below, brig Madonna. Jordan, ftwm Jamaica.
Cld 31st, schs Gen Hall, Wade, Point a Petre; Ella
Ann KUza, Clark,

Hay, McFarlaud, Cape HayUen;

II. n. PAYSON,
&!

TUB

Norfolk.

ings

^

^

in her usual health,

The Cost of Living.—This subject has be
come a regular topic in the New York Times
The following is a sample of cheap living wit!
the exception of rent:
In the first place, our family consists of eighi
persons—myself, wife, five grown-up daughter:
and an old negro whom we
keep to wait oc
the door and help about the kltcben, which h<
does for board and clothes. My salary is $1,281
per year. We have a nioe house, which costs
us $700 a year for rent.
Our table expeuses dc
not average $3.50 per week.
I allow my daughters $40 each per year for clothes. We manage
to live in good style this wav, and people think
we must be quite well off.
We are very liglil
eaters, and do not care much for meat. Foi
breakfast we have stirabout and flappers, and
for supper bread, tea, and cake.

marrying

These bonds are on an old anti pavi- g road; the issue is less than #17,000 per mile, and they are <*uurnnleed, principal anti interest by the Blaine Central
It. H. Co. Hut a limited amount ot them remain In
the market. They have been taken largely by :SavBanks throughout ths Statr.
For further particulars address

hum

The Augusta Journal says Mrs, John Dunn
died at the city farm house of Hallowell, Jan.
25, a»ed one hundred and eleven years. She
was bom in England, came to this
country in
early life, married a man of prominence and
property, who died Oct. 2. 1857. The residence
where she dwelt for many years on W a ter street
and where she said she hoped to die, passed into other hands, so that the last few years she
has been an inmate at the oity farm house.
The Gardiner Home Joxtrnal says the wife of
Morrill Gove, of West Gardiner, awoke him.
on Sunday morning, by a gurgling noise in her
throat. He raised her up ana she diod almost
instantly without saying a word. She had been

$25,000 01
Making a total of
The farm superintendent gives a detailed re
of various experiments on the farm, stocl
ept, and improvements made.
In the Senior class there are six students
Junior 6,Sophomore 6, Freshman 24—a total o:
42. Candidates for admission must he not lesi
than 15 years of age; and must pass a satisfac
tory examination in Arithmetic, Geography
English Grammar, History of the unitei
States, and Algebra as far as Quadratic Equa
tious. Satisfactory testimonials of good mora
character and industrious habits are rigidly ex
acted. Great prominence is given to the stud;
of the natural sciences. Nearly a whole yea:
is devoted to Botany and Horticulture, embrac
ing a thorough drill in Botanical;Analysis; th<
study of plants as to their relative importanci
and distribution, etc. The student is tangle
practically the operations and processes in th<
department of Horticulture. A year and a hal:
is devoted to Chemical Physics and Chemistry
including Agricultural Chemistry. Other de
partments of science are taught, as far as rna;
be. Students are required to labor a certair
portion of each day, not exceeding three hours
for five days iu the week, the design of thi:
manual labor being educational. Students als<
have the use of tools, and acquire „a fitness foi
mechanical pursuits.

near

—or THE—

Leeds and Farmington Railroad

*

Bangor Commercial

CHARLESTON—Ar 30tb, schs Lsou.wsn, Meyers,
S* w York ; Kate Foster, H sst rxk, Baltimore.
Sid 30th. ship Martha Bowker, Curtis. Liverj»col.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed in 30th, brig Lima,
irom Demarara for Baltimore.
Passed out SOth, barque L T Stocker, (from Baltimore) lor Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 20th, barque Ellen Dyer, Iceland.Now Orleans; set.* Maria C Frye, Bunker, Calais; Lookout, Thompson. Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—CUI litKh, brig (Hide, Hill, for
Cienraegos.
Cld 30th, sch L A Johnson, Malilman, Caibarieii.
NEW \ ORK—Ar :(0th, schs Arthur. Patterson, fin
Brazos; M A Folsom. Rose, SatUla River; Mary W
Hopper, Oilman, Darien, Ua; <haa H Kelley, Chase,
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DARIEN—CM 23*1, ship N Mosher, Johnson, for
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KENNEBEC COUNTY.

$11,687 7.
1,312 21

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

A native

FF

says on Tuesday,
Mayor l*eok of Ellsworth, had a despatch from
an officer in St. Stephens, saying that for a
hundred dollars he would deliver Brackett and
Mosely, who are suspected of committing the
late depredations in Brewer, Dedham and vicinity on this side of the line. We uuderstand
the offer was deciined, it being feared that the
proof against them may not be sufficient to convict them.
The American says on the evening of January loth, Colonel Rowland Carlton and Mrs.
Susan M. Carlton celebrated their “golden
wedding,” at their residence, in Brooklin. Of
ten children born to them, six are still living,
three of whom were present. The absent three
were
represented by tokens of filial regards befitting the occasion.
The

Eort

,

FFFF

F

route.

the

that the sum paid yearly by the consumers cannot be much less than three millions

Publications.

witvwim'w,

shown

unpaid,

dollars,

published serially

every
the

Bills

The last range of desks upon the Speakers’
left may rightly be termed the champion row
by reason of the great number of orators that
have seats therein. Mr. Wilson of Thomaston,
leads the van, but him we have previously described to you. His immediate companion is

,

as

report,

man

great favorite.

On the outside of this paper will be fount
the Globe report of Representative Hale’i
speech on his bill to revive the shipbuilding in
dustry. The full explanation of the measur
will convince every candid reader that if th

Democrats of the national House

college,

the

of abundant ideas and information,
frank, genial, and whole souled, the Captain,
as he is familiarly termed, is
deservedly s
A

Barker, the poet chairman of that board
who reported favorably as follows :
Yes, let us meet them at the polls
Though dressed In gown and jacket,
If they can stand our sordid souls,
We'u try to stand their racket.

SPECIAL

—-~BCZ~"

The revenue cutter, J. C. Dobbin, at Castine,
awaits a new captain, the late commander having been ordered away recently.
The daily mail liue from Ellsworth through
Hancock, Sullivan, Gouldsboro, Steuben and
Milbridge to Cherryfleld. went into operation
last Friday and is appreciated by all along the

outlay to
valuable, and affords good opportunities for experiments in the different methods of cultivation. The college now enters upon the fourth
exyear of its existence with the too sanguine
to
pectations of its anient friends sobered down
who
a just requirement, the mistrust of those
and

«v»vv

We be
remain in power five years longer.
lieve that a man of Senator Wilson’s sagaeit;
will not be long in perceiving the drift of pop

SPECIAL NOTICES.

HANCOCK COUNTV.

hail no confidence in its plans giving way,
the indifference of the great mass of the community removed.
The buildings commenced last year have
and sedate, the chin hidden away under a long,
and there are now accommolight and pointed imperial. Somewhat reserv- been completed,
In the revision of
dations for 125 students.
matters
in
a
trifle
in
ed
address, just
negligent
the course of study, provision has been made
of
of dress, and with a general air
preoccufor four full courses, viz.; a course in AgriculMechanical Enpation and thoughtfulness. As a speaker dif- ture, in Civil Engineering, in
and an Elective Course. A special
fusive, elaborate and ornate, with possibly the gineering,
course is also provided for students not wishing
readiest command of language of any man in
to take the whole amount of studies required
determined
of
the House, and is an individual
for graduation, by allowing them to select from
term such branches as they deof
ideas, wedding a large influence over the as. the studies any are
sire, provided they
qualified to pursue these
sembled legislators.
studies successfully, Kev. C. E, AUeu, A.J1., u
In his near vicinity sits one of the younger
Bowdoin
College, aud a ripe scholar,
graduate of
IS President of the institution.and has charge oi
members, Mr. Fessenden of Portland, short,
the department of English Literature ana menslight and erect of form, with clear, honest tal Science; Prof. M.
0. Fernald, A. M., is Profeafirm
decided
complexion,
light
eyes,
feasor of Mathematics and Physics; Prof. R. L.
gray
manPackard, A. M, Professor of Chemistry and
tures, and face smoothly shaven. In his
the Modem Languages; Prof. W. A. Pike, C.
ners is an easy afliabiiity that immediately preE., Professor of Civil Engineering; Prof. C. H.
possesses one in his favor, continued afterwards
Fernald, A. M. Professor of Natural History.
his position
by his conservatism of thought and expression. Samuel Johnson, having resigned
as Farm Superintendent, J. H. Farrington oi
Fastidious in dress, frank and genial in conwas elected to his place, and entered
Brewer
vcrsatlon, shrewd of observation, and clear and
oi
upon Inis duties in April. In the completion
concise in speech, Mr. Fessenden seems to have
the buildings, the purchase of furniture and apand
all the attributes for securing for himself u
paratus for the the different departments,
in meeting tl;e current expenses of t he cqllpge, s
brilliant future.
debt of thirteen thousand dollars has been lu
near me uuuue ui mcuuuoc divo
curred. The trustees regretted the creation 01
a
with
solid,
able form of Mr. Atwell of Orono,
this debt; but the alternative was foroed upor
in
them to suffer the college to struggle along in t
robust, and substantial look about him that
ot usecrippled condition, with little capacity
The blonde hair,
dicates a life well spent.
fulness, and no prospect of fulfilling the desigi
tin
exceed
beard and moustache are abundant and heavy,
or
to
for which it was established,
tin
and the broad, stout shoulders, high, full brow,
appropriation of last yeqy, Ity furnishing
suitable facilities for the college to enter upot
clear blue eyes, and shapely features arrange
and
al
its fourth year, with a strong faculty,
themselves .with every indication of an bouesl
the oopditjqni necessary t*> insure spopess. Tin
Trustees deem it necessary that residences foi
purpose and clear conscience within. And the
and one of the Professors shouh
speech and action of the man is in perfect the President
be erected on the college grounds.
keeping with the expressed honesty of hisdact For these
buildings there will be required
and f#rm.
Neither a fluent nor a frequent
the sum of
$8,000 0(
t
3,000 0<
when
he
does
talk
For
In
but
farm
hnprovepients,
talking
speaker,
1,000 01
Apparatus and library,
clear ringing voice that betrays not oulj
of
$12,000 01
purpose,
strength of lung but fearlessness
Add to this the debt incurred In behalf of
and an abiding faith in his convictions of right
Treasurer’s

There was always a determination to induce
at the
him to reconsider his decision to retire
was
close of his present term of office, if it
has at length
possible to do so. Now that he
succumbed to the importunate demands o]

on

time to answer, the stranger said—“What,
have you a night watch in barmington?” Being answered in the affirmative, the man sauntered around the room for awhile, and finally,
remembering that he had important business
in another pluoe, called for his team and took
his departure. That night a robbery was committed at Farmington Falls, and this same individual was charged with the crime, arrested
and oonvicted.
The Chronicle says Mrs. Rebecca Gay. of
North Farmington, lost a valuable cow last
Saturday night, in consequence of eating dry
meal. It is supposed that after the family retired the cow broke loose and made her way to
tlie meal barrel, and there helped herself too
freely for her own benefit.

The farm, though requiring some
bring it to a high state of culture, is

callings.

on
and with more seriousness depicted
would seem
his face than his material weight
brow lias a trick
to warrant. The broad, fuU
but arising
of wrinkling itself on all occasions
defect of the pleasant gray
somo
from
jHissibly
sheltered behind a pair of
eyes that are nicely
The nose is straight
gold-bowed spectacles.
and well-proportioned, the mouth well cut

to the President and to the country than that

assembles

active pursuits of life.
The training provided
in this college is just wliat is needed for practical men who are to engage in the industrial

plexion,

present

ratify

Hon. Abner Coburn, President of the Board
of Trustees of the State College of Agriculture
aud the Mechanic Arts, has submitted his anIt lias been
nual report to the legislature.
shown that the bold policy of establishing an
independent college best meets the requirements of those who are to be educated for the

I.ONO—AND HOW THEY BOOK.

The Old Ticket.
the friends of SenIt is to be regretted that
to push his claims
ator Wilson are inclined
It is all the more
for the Vice-Presidency.
of the acknowledged
deplorable on acotunt
of
ability, honesty and uniform good conduct
his
the Massachusetts Senator. To our mind
the adjudicious and conciliatory support of
ministration during the first weeks of the
session of Congress was of greater use

College.

RETORT OF THE PRESIDENT AND FARM SUPERINTENDENT.

THE
MORE PEN PICTURES OF THE ORATORS OF
BKHOUSE—WHO THEY ARK—WHERE THEY

FRIDAY MORNING, FEB. 2,

that

The Agricultural

Notes From the Capital.

I

w>“>

iSSS™.,.

The School-House Project.

THE PRESS.

The plan proposed to the City Council bi
the S|>eoial Committee of the School Commit
tee was to abandon all the school-houses wes
of Oak and Green streets, and to build a nev
school house large enough to accommodate al
the scholars in that section of the city, to thi

FRIDAY MORXINU, FED. 2, 1S72.

CITY AND VICINITY.
Advcrtiwemrnta

Nrw

To-Day.

AUCTION COLUMN.
Iteecutrix’s Sale—Mary Aim Osgood.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Busmens Chances—Taylor & Co.
Still Lower—A. B. Butler.
Insurance—J. W. Monger.
Land for Sale—F. G. Cummiugs.
Molasses—Goo. S. Hunt,
Apples—Smith & Phlbrook.
Portland St Keuneboe R. R. Co.—J. S. Cushing.
Supreme Judicial C'oart.
JANUARY TERM, WALTON, J., PRESIDING.
Thursday.—Mintie Holbrook vs. James Holbrook.

for divorce.
F. 0. J. Smith.

Libel

Cause, desertion.

municipal

Court.

BEFORE JUDGE MORRIS.

Thursday.—The complaint against Henry S.
Brown, for obtaining goods under false pretences,was
continued till Saturday iu the absence of an important government witness.
Jotting*.
The subscribers to the Odd Fellows’ assemblies are reminded that the third one comes off
this evening at Lancaster Hall.
The “Alcyons” are to have a grand hop on
the 13th inst, at Lancaster Hall, and will have
something new and rich for an order of dances.
Rev. John Collins of Gorham delivered his
Brief

lecture on Romanism and the American Republic in the Methodist church iu Saccarappa
Monday last.
The legislative Committee on the Reform
School made their formal visit to that institution yesterday, arriving by train from Augusta
3 o’clock and taking the School omnibus for
their destination
They remained at the
School last night and will return to Augusta
this afternoon. Most of the Committee were
accompanied by their wives.
Ash Wednesday and St Valentine’s Day
come at the same time this year.
The Ancient Harmonies will meet at Me-

number, it is said, of twelve hundred.
A special meeting of the City Council wai
held at the request of the Committee, and a
patient hearing was given them in joint convention. A free opportunity was afforded each
member of the Committee to present his views
and to urge the reasons why such a change is

expedient, and why it should be made

at once.

There was no one at this hearing to urge
the disadvantages of having so many schools
piled up one above the other to the uttermost
story of the building, nor the inconvenience of
the increased distance from the homes of most
of the children; and the Common Council did
not think it worth while to go into that question, for even admitting that the Single School
House system might on the whole be the best,
they were decidedly and almost unanimously
of opinion that it would be inexpedient to make
such a radical change, involving an expenditure of one hundred thousand dollars or more,
in the present state of the finances of the city.
Furthermore the Council did not feel assured
that the new policy if adopted would be permanent; that after the change should be made at
great cost and inconvenience their successors
might not be called upon to reverse the policy,
and establish the separate school houses
agaiii.
The very representations made by the Committee in regard to the unfitness of the present
buildings tended to shake the confidence of the
Council iu entrusting the School Committee
with the expenditure of further large sums.
There is not probably a city in the land that
has raised more money for school purposes in
proportion to its population than Portland.
Most of this money has been expended under
the direction of the School Committee, and
now we are told that the accommodations for
pupils are wretchedly poor, ill contrived and
out of repair.
Tlie order passed by the Board of Aldermen
required the Committee on Public Buildings to
obtain plans, specifications, and estimates for
n.
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Hall

(Friday) evening

this

at

7J

o’clock, sharp.
A special meeting of the City Council will
take place Saturday evening to consider the
proposer! loan to the Portland and Ogdensburg
Railroad Company.
The parlor entertainment at Putnam Hall
last evening was given in excellent style and
was listened to by a goodly audience.
The parlor dramas will be repeated to-night, when all
who enjoy such a refined entertainment, united
with a charitable object in its proceeds, should
attend.
Lincoln Hall was overflowed last evening and
the ladies of the St. Lawrence Street Society
furnished abundant good cheer to their many
guests. Capt. Edward Waite, long the honored senior deacou of this church, was made the

recipient of
and

mons

a
a

complete set of Robertson’s serlarge, framed chromo, birth-day

gifts.
at Woodford’s
enter the Lecture Room of

Congregational Society

The

Corner, expect

to

their new and comely sanctuary ne xt Sunday
The second lecture of the Seminary course at
Kent's Hill is given by Rev. E. P. Thwing
this evening; “A Summer Tour in Scotland.”
This institution has a small slice, $25,000, from
the Rich estate, Boston.
The cantata of Landing of the Pilgrims is
to be repeated at an early day with a new after-

piece

from Dickens.
This is Candlemas Day, or the Feast of the
Presentation of Clirfst in the Temple.
The City Clerk recorded twenty-eight intentions of marriage during the month of January.
Mr. A. B. Gee’s dancing school will give an
exhibition ball at City Hall Monday evening.
His school numbers over one hundred scholars,

^

^

and the ball will doubtless be a pleasing affair.
Miss Nellie Barker, Mrs. G. M. Cummings
and Messrs. Will Stockbridge and Watts, with
Charles A. Libqy as pianist, will give a concert at

Calais shortly, in the course, under the
of Geo. A. .Tones. The Calais

management

people may expect a fine entertainment.
Capt. Parker, who has been appointed one

of
the Governor’s aids, took his farewell of the
Mechanic Blues at their armory Wednesday

evening.
The mercury stood at

zero

yesterday

morn-

ing.
Mr. George Waterhouse has purchased the
interest of the late Mr. Coombs in the Preble
House, and will henceforth be associated with
Mr. M. S. Gibson in the management of this
popular hotel.
A Ramble in Norway.—Wm. W. Thomas,
Jr., Esq., gave a very pleasant and instructive
lecture to a good audience last idght at Fluent
Hall, descriptive of this northeruland of which
we Americans know so little.
First alluding to
the old story of northern mythology that the
country was formed of stones which the devil
hurled at the works of the Creation, he remarked that although it was a barren, sterile region
it had its compensations in a soft climate and
valuable fisheries and was not entitley destitute,
in all its parts, of agricultural advantages, and
described the general face of the country—a
broad table land 3000 feet above the sea, gapped
and seamed with deep fissures and defiles,
through which noisy aud tumultuous streams

course,and abounding in majesstic water falls of
immense

plateau.

height,

the drainage of the sodden
Then followed an entertaining narraride through the country in a cariole

tive of a
with its juvenile postillions, sometimes boys
aud frequently girls—the life and habits of the

peasantry and farm life. The Maelstrom, that
awful whirlpool of our school-day, degenerated,
under
his description, to a mere
ocean
current between two islands, less dangerous than many upon the coast of Maine.
A
market town upon the northern coast,
at the head of one of the numerous fiords which
summer

pierce

the land

was

sketched,

and

a

picture of

Hammerfest, the most northern town in the
world was given. The political condition of the
country was explained and its educational
system referred to. All citizens receive at least a
tolerable

education,

intelligent in regard

and
to

the people are very
America and her institu-

tions.
the Rebellion the Norwegians, as
their neighbors, the Swedes, kept them-

During
well

as

selves informed in regard to the struggle, and
uniformly sympathized with the North.
Thomas gave a graphic description of a month

spent in Northern Norway in midsummer,
when the sun never goes below the horizon,
aud gave a very exciting account of the salmon
fisheries in the rivers. The lecture was fnll of
anecdotes, incidents aud glowing delineations
of the scenery of the country.
Board of Trade.—The stated

monthly meet-

ing of the Managers of the Board of Trade was
held yesterday forenoon, and this being the first
meeting of the new Board the chief business
was organization, and appointment of committees of which the following are the standing
comittees for the year, viz:
On Arbitration, —William Deering, Francis
K. Swan, Geo. S. Hunt, Chas. B. Varney,
Thomas E. Twitchell.
On Railroads and Steamboats.—T. C. Hersev,
H. N. Jose, Geo. P. Wescott, W. F. Milliken,
John Porteous.
Committee on the Merchants’ Exehanqe.—A
K. Shurtleff. Chas. R Millilreu Wm w Timm.
as, H. M. Payson, M. N. Rich.
The Committee on the Exchange were authorized to employ and fix the compensation of
the liuperintendence of the same and to secure
a

reduced rent.

The annual subscriptions to the Merchants’
Exchange for the coming year were fixed at $t>
and 810, the same as last year.
A Goon Joke on a Reporter.—A night
since Officer Corliss went into the Preble
House about midnight and threw down his
overcoat and his handcuffs. Shortly after he
came out but forgot the latter.
An enterprising reporter who was anxious to know how it
was himself put his hands inside the aforesaid
handcuffs, and before he knew it they were
tightly clasped around his wrists. They went
on easily enough, but it was rather more difficult to get them off. Thinking that the officer
named would come back in a short time, he
kept his courage up and was rather jovial over
the affair, but as the niglit wore on he became
uneasy and anxiously sought some one who
could release him, but all in vain. About 7
o’clock the next morning he presented himself
at the station looking like an escaped convict,
with his hands securely fastened. There he
found Officer Corliss and was liberated. He
will probably let handcuffs alone for the future.
or two
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this way, when their minds were made up
the whole project, after hearing all that
could be said in favor of it; and they did not
consider that courtesy to the School Committee
required the passage of an illusory, order, but
rather that true courtesy consisted in speaking
the plain truth, and the vote to iudetiuitely
postpone the wholejnatter expressed the views
of the majority as clearly as they knew how.
The Special Committee of the School Committee complain in their published report “that
the matter had been prejudged; that the hearing was a mere farce; that the citizens acting
through proper representatives were to have
summary leave to withdraw,” &c.
The Council did havs a prejudice against tearing down half a dozen school houses and building a mammoth new one, but as they listened a
whole evening to the representations and arguments in favor of that course, it is hardly fair to
say that the matter had been prejudged, merely
because they were of the same mind after the

I against

hearing.

The audience did not know that the hearing
was a mere farce. If it was so to the actors,
they
kept their countenances throughout with remarkable gravity, and imposed on the Council
who listened to them in all honesty and sim-

plicity.

If it be true that the Special Committee of
the School Committee were the citizens acting
through their proper representatives, then indeed tiie Council should have given up their individual notions on the subject, and set their
committee at work to get up a West End
school house
regardless of expense. But as
the school committee were not elected by the
citizens and as the Council were, the common
impression is that the Council are the Representatives of the citizens, and must nse their
own judgment in such matters and act
upon
their own responsibility.
The suggestion in the Report of au
appeal to
the people is a timely warning to all those
Councilmen who are anxious for a re-election
and are conscious of the need of the aid of the
Special Committee in obtaining it.
And the positive prediction “that the matter
cannot end until the the improvements imperatively demanded are obtained,” whether it is
an original prophesy of the Special Committee
or is an extract from Zadkiel’s Almanac for
1872 is of equally fearful significance.
Common Council.
The Antiquity of Man.
The last lecture of the supplementary course
of the Army and Navy Union course was given
last Wednesday evening at the hall of the
Union by Prof. Edward S. Morse. In com-

mencing,

the lecturer said that he would not go
into the question of the exact number of years
of man’s dwelling upon earth, but it must be
of perhaps millions of years. He alluded to the
museum of

arclneology and ethnology lately
established at Harvard University by the munificence of the late George Peabody, which is
one of the rarest in the
world, many specimens
of remains of races extinct having been secured
new

from Europe. The rudest implements used by
the oldest inhabitants of earth, the arrow
heads, and the fragments of stone pots were
illustrated. The great shell deposits on Goose
and Peak’s islands in our harbors and at Damariscotta were touched upon. Medals of all
kinds and their early uses next were taken up
and their use explained, and the'strlking of Are
and its uses were thus accidently discovered.
In Switzerland some of the oldest traces of man
have been recently found.
The bones of extraordinary mammals have been found having
lat urning up in front, and in St Petersburg the skeleton of a mastadon of wonderful size is kept.
The lecture was

very interesting one as usual
audience highly enjoyed the
subject, and the many impromptu illustrations
upon the black board by the Professor so quickly and so accurately made were singularly well
and

an

a

intelligent

executed.
cnllanse

a swindling mercantile agency in BostoD will
naturally have a tendency to shake the public
confidence in similar existing institutions; but

of

without reason, for when one is found that has
served the people faithfully for thirty years it
ought to be appreciated. Bussell's agency, now
represented in Portland by Mr. T. F. Jones,has
its offices in twenty-six cities of the United
States, in Halifax, St. John and Montreal, and
in London, and at all these points collects and
digests an amount of information concerning
the responsibility of persons seeking credit
which could in no other way be secured so
cheaply or so accurately. The business of the
agents is simply to collect and report faithfully
the facts known in a man's own neighborhood
his

standing, giving

him elsewhere
the same credit, no more and no less, which he
enjoys at home. The branch office of Bussell’s
agency in this city is recommended by published letters of Woodman, True & Co., J. B.
Brown & Sons, John W. Perkins & Co., and
other leading Portland houses.
Odd Fellowship.—A very pleasant meeting
held at Odd Fellows’ Hall on Wednesday
evening last, on the occasion of installing the
officers of Ivy Lodge No. 3, Degree of Bebekali.
M. W. G. M. D. W. Babb officiated, assisted by
P. G. M.’s Cummings and Ladd, and P. G.’s

was

Littlefield and Mariner. The officers installed
are Chas. H. Bich, N. G., Mrs. A. Woodman,
V. G., J. K. Merrill, Secretary, and Mrs. J. E.
Green, Treasurer. The lodge commenees the
new term with a membership of about 120 and

receiving accessions at every meeting. The
meeting was enlivened by the presence of about
sixty members of Naomi Lodge No. 1, D. of B.,
of Saccarappa, which, with the large number
present of our own members, completely filled
the hall. After the conclusion of the installing
ceremonies, speeches and music were the order
of the evening, making the hours pass rapidly
and pleasantly away uutil 10 o’clock, when a
most excellent and bountiful collation, prepared
by the ladies of the lodge, in the upper hall
is
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After the collation speeches, songs and conversation filled up the time until half-past 11,when
the company united in singing Auld Lang
Syne and then separated, well satisfied with
the evening's entertainment.
M.
Rubber

Goods.—Hall,

at

his rubber

ware-

house, Milk street, Boston, is offering the diffvarieties of rubber boots and overshoes
at unprecedentedly low prices.
His advertisement in another column ought to attract general attention.

erent

The large tract of timber land in Jefferson,
N. H., which is offered for salo by an advertisement in another column, appears to present
a good opportunity for capitalists to make profitable investments.
The ball of the Irish American Relief Association at City Hall last night was a very successful affair. Quite a large company was present, and the evening passed very pleasantly.
JIISCEMiANEOl'N NOTICES.
Coola Hass Ay is selling off his stock damag-

—[Advertisin'.

ed by .fire.
It is said that the reporter came from Boston
janl5tf
to the village of Portland to enlighten his
A sale to close out a variety of Dry Goods
brother professionals and “show them how the ! and Woolens with all the remnants in store reold thing worked”—and he did.
gardless of cost. Will commence Monday, Jan.
29th, 1872. At 153 Middle St. C. A. Vickery
Portland Institute and Public Library.
jan27th-2w
—The members of the Girls Library Association of the Portland High School are hereby
notified that the conditions under which they
were to have the use of the library of the Institute are as follows, viz:
All members of the association upon payment of one dollar per year.
All members whose' terms of subscription
have not expired, for the balance of such unexterm without pay, dating from Feb. 1,

jbmd

All past librarians have the use of the Library of the Institute for life without charge.

All of the volumes have been transferred to
the Institute
catalogue and placed upon theii
appropriate shelves, and are ready for de-

livery.

Annie Kelly was arrested
by the police last
night for the larceny of wearing apparel from

Catherine Lilly,

on

Monument

street.

Nature is completely relieved from the pros
of kidney, bladder and glair
dular diseases, mental and physical debility

trating influences

diabetes, gravel, female weaknesses, uterim
complaints, and, in fact all maladies of th<
urino-genital organs, in either sex, by partak
ing of Smolauder’s Buchu, which has prove<
itself to be a valuable vegetable remedial agent
jan29th-eodlw
We shall continue our sale
until our stock is closed out.
129 Middle street.

day

and

eveniuj

Cooia Hassan

jan30-3t

Ladies, by far the most satisfactory medi
fe2-eod&wlv
cine to adopt is Duponco’s Pill.
a

AUGUSTA.
[Special by Internationa Line.]
THE PORTLAND & ROCHESTER PETITION.

Augusta, Feb. 1.—The petition of the Portland & Rochester Railroad Co., by its President, Hon. John Lynch, is for an act to authorize the city of Portland to loan its credit in aid
of the construction of the Western extension
of the Company’s road to the amount of $450,000.
CONGRESSIONAL APPORTIONMENT.

The Congressional
tee met this evening.

CommitThe committee will make
no change thus far in the present limits of the
districts except to transfer Rockland and South
Thomastou from the Fifth to the Third district.
THE

Apportionment

EDUCATION COMMITTEE.

The Committee on Education voted to-day to
report a bill providing for a County Board of
Education in each county, to be composed of
the Superintending School Committees of the
towns and cities of the respective counties.
These Boards shall elect, at the time of the

County Institutes, a County Supervisor. The
members of the Board are to receive per diem
pay and travel from the towns.
The committee also voted to report resolves
to

appropriate $300 each per year for five years

the Fort Fairfield High School and the Oxford Normal Institute.
to

THE COMMITTEE ON LEGAL REFORMS

voted to report a bill fixing the pay of County
Coinmissioners in every county of the State except Cumberland, at $3 per day and ten cents a
mile for travel.
DANIEL

PRATT, THIRD.
The gentleman from Whitetield, in the B. &
M R. R. debate, travelled out of his way, after
the manner of Daniel Pratt, Jr., the great
American Traveller, to hurl liis pigeon English
at the Press.
He was glad it was their lot to
live in the 19th century instead of the days of
Balaam. If they had lived then they would
have been caught, saddled and bridled, &c., &c.

MAINE

LEGISLATURE.

Augusta, Feb. 1.—Orders passed.—Relating
to the expediency of further legislation respecting paupers; to expedience of prohibiting the
Legislature from making grant or endowment
for sectarian literary institutions; in regard to
damages by location of Railroads; relative to
what amount ought to be appropriated for repair of Roads in Indian Township; In regard to
building a bridge across Moose River, Somerset
Co.; as to propriety of requesting our Representatives and Senators in Congress to use their influence to provide relief and idemnity to our
fishing interests for losses, caused by the late
Treaty of Washington. A Resolve relating to
industrial Statistics of Maine was presented and
referred.

Bills, Petitions, dec., presented and referred—
Petitions to set off part of Chesterville to Fayette; petition for charter for Railroad from
Dexter to Brownville; of citizens of Penobscot
to incorporate the Western Hancock
Agricultural Society.
An act establishing salary of Judges of S. J.
Court came up by assignment and was passed
to be engrossed. It allows each Judge $3000
Leave to withdraw was reported
on petition to build dam across
Passadumkcag
Stream. The act relative to insurance and insurance companies was laid over to be printed.
per

annum.

Legislation inexpedient was reported on order
relating to changing the weight of oats and
beans to conform to other States. Bill an act
relating to Savings Banks was presented, also a
minority report—both laid over to be printed.
An act authorizing Buckspo rt to subscribe ad.
ditional stock in the Union R. R. was report-

ed, and assigned for to-morrow. Also acts to
authorize W. C. Holway and W. H. Hemmenway to extend a wharf into Macliias River. The
committee on education reported a bill to authorize the town of Porter to accept a trust in
accordance with the will of Randall Libbey;

also, ought not to pass a bill an act to repeal
an act relating to County Supervisors of Schools,
which was assigned; also an act to incorporate
the Hallowell Classical and Scientific Academy;
also bill an act allowing women to enter the
College of Agriculture as students.
Wm. Hinks presented an order that the Committee on Railroads visit Portland for the pur
pose of becoming acquainted with the certain
matters pertaining to the general railroad interests of the State.
Passed to be enacted.—An act to repeal an act
to prevent the destruction of trout and pickerel
in the town of Turner; an act to authorize the
Camden Wharf Co. to erect and maintain a
wharf In Camden; an act to incorporate the
Bangor Insurance Company; an act to authorize the town of Robbiuston to erect and maintain
a wharf in tide waters; an act to amend the
charter of the Pittsfield, Hartland & St. Albans R. It. Co.
The Maine Central loan bill
came from the House on its passage to be
engrossed. Mr. Foster moved to postpone and
assign to Tuesday next—motion carried and it
was assigned to 11 A. M. Tuesday.
An act refiirrincr t/i nil (l n nn

schools

was

n

liitua

rul Q t

recommitted.
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The committee

oil

Printing reported a contract with Sprague
Owen & Fash, of Augusta, which was opposed.
State

Table linens, towels and crashes cheap fo r
few days at Vickery’s, 158 Middle St

Petitions, bills and resolves presesented and

re-

ferred.—Petition of Maxima Daucette and others
of Great Isle, for deeds of their farms; resolve
in aid of the road across Indian Towpship in
Washington Co.; resolve abating State taxes of
Van Buren Plantation; petition of A. Wiswell
and others asking to be incorporated under the
udme of the Hancock Fire and Marine Ins. Co.;
remonstrance of Shaw & Kingman and others
against incorporation of Independence Plantation ; petition of V. A. Sprague and 222 others
of Dexter in aid of petition of J. G. Mayo ami
others for the Dexter & Brownville Railroad;
act relating to the purchase of land by the
United States for forts and batteries; petition
of the inhabitants of the town of Perry for
an act
charter of Penobscot Shore Line R. R
enabling the Knox & Lincoln R. R. Co., and
R.
R.
Co.
to
River
&
conthe Penobseot
Bay
tract by lease; petition of Isaac P. Fall and
others of South Berwick praying that they may
be protected from the contemplated acts of the
B. & M. R. R. Co.; of Thos. N. Egery for authority for city of Bangor to loan its credit in
aid of Northern Arrostook It R. Co.; of Sarah
Sabine, president of the Children’s Home at
Bangor, for aid for support of soldiers’ orphans;
of inhabitants of Robbinston for charter of St.
Croix and|Penobso»t R. R. Co.; remonstrance
of E. I). Prescott and others against petition of
A. M. Egery and others; petition of L. B.
Bodges for lot of land; act to incorporate the
Dixneld Manufacturing Co.; petition of H.
Nelson praying to be set off from Lee to Winn
for school purposes; of John F. Kenard and
others, trustees of the Elliot Academy for aid
for that institution; an act to ameud an act to
enlarge the powers of constables of the town of
Eastport; of selectmen of Columbia Falls to
have ceatain moneys refunded paid into the
State treasury in 1864 without authority of law;
an act to incorporate Universalist Church at
Kittery.

Orders passed.—That the committee on legal
reform be instruct,Hi to inquire whether any
farther legislation is necessary to protect the
rights of purchasers of real estate in unincorporated townships at tax sales of the same by the
State Treasurer and the owners of lands sold at
such sales; that same committee enquire what
is necessary to enable debtors to pay up and discharge levies or executions
on their real estate, where the creditors reside
out of the State or in parts unknown; that the
committee on the judiciary inquire whether further legislation is expedient respecting the lifurther

legislation

ability of partners in certain cases; that

same

committee be instructed to inquire into the expediency of amending Chap. 205 of the laws of
1871 relating to limitation of the time for commencing actions; that the same committee inquire into the expediency of a law that all vessels carrying passengers, propelled in whole or
in part by steam, navigating the interior waters
of this State be subject to all laws relative to
steamboats in the United States; that the committee on fisheries inquire into the expediency

changing sect. 20, chap. 40 of Revised Stat
utes, by adding lobsters after the word s
j
the
fish in the second line, a

of

words “and also lobsters” in the fourth line;
that the same committee inquire into the expediency of enacting a law prohibiting the catching or taking lobsters between the 1st day of
July and the 1st day of September, also that no
egg or spawn be taken at any time; that the
committee on public buildings be directed to
report some plan for the proper ventilation of
the rooms occupied by the Land Agent, Superintendent of Schools, and State Treasurer, and
rooms adjoining; that the committee on edueacation be authorized to investigate whether the
M. C. Institute has compl.ed with the condilions set torux

in tne resolve

187U, granting
aid to said Institute; that the annual report of
the Liquor Commissioners of the State of Maine
for 1871. be referred to the committee on Prohibitory Law; that the committee on State
Lands and State Roads inquire into the expediency of appropriating a sum sufficient for the
completion of the road from Houltou to Fort
Fairfield, in Aroostook County.
oi

Leave to withdraw was reported on petition
of Tobias Roberts for the incorporation of the
Bar Harbor and Mt. Desert Telegraph Company.
Reference to next Legislature was reported
on the petition of W. Duren and others for an
act to prevent the throwing of sawdust into the
St. Croix River.
Head and assigned.—Printed bill relating to
duties of sheriffs and county attorneys; an act
to incorporate the Millbridge and Cherrytield
Telegraph Co.; an act to amend the Aroostook
Railroad Co.; an act relating to building a jail
and house of correction in York County.

Passed to be engrossed.— Bill

an

porate the Kennebunkport Sea Shore Co.; ai
act to authorize the construction of a private
way in Biddeford; an act to incorporate tin
Lubec Savings Bank; an act to incorporate tin
Kennebunkport Hotel Association; an act t<
incorporate the Foxeroft Manufacturing Co.
an act to
incorporate the Cumberland Centra]
Railroad Co.; resolve establishing the valuation

act to incor-

washixoton.

bor,

ML

Desert;

authorize David F. Church
and others to extend their wharf into the tide
water at Bristol; to incorporate the Millenocket
Dam Co.; to legalize the purchase of the Arrjwsic Bridge purchased by the town; to incorporate the Winthrop Savings Bank; to authorize J. F. Stetson to build and maintain a
wharf in tide waters of Camden; resolve to

Washington, Feb. 1.—The disbursements of
the Treasury
during January were:—For War,
83,204,601; Navy, 82,538,124; Interior, 8000,004;
ervd and miscellaneous, 80,193,235; total,
812,another one.

W. T.

amend resolve of 18f>9 relatiug to lot of land in
resolve in favor of Judge Main; resolve
in favor of Oliver S. Dow and others; Bill an
act authorizing the formation and regulation of
railroads was taken from the table and to-morrow at 11 o’clock A. M.
assigned.

LXIID CONGRESS-SECOND SESSION.

Coilins,

U. S. Pension

Agent here,

lias
compulsory resignation, there being
deficiency in his accounts, as far as known, of

tendered
a

a

810,000.

THE PRESIDENT’S RECEPTION.
The second public reception by the President
to-night was attended by the largest crowd seen
at the White House on
any similar occasion for
years.

to

Amity;

The German authorities iiave
prohibted th<
sale of French journals i« the streets of Stras !

JANUARY DISBURSEMENTS.

of the towns of Deering and Westbrook.
fussed to be enacted.—An act to incorporate
the Godfrey Falls Dam Co.; to authorize Tobias Roberts to extend his wharf at Bar Har-

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
DESTRUCTIVE FIRE AND FATAL ACCIDENT.
Bath, Feb. 1.—A fire m this village this
morning destroyed the dwelling house of L.
Diet, loss $500, no insurance; E. C. George’s
dwelling house, loss $150t, insurance $500; the
Congregational Church, loss $10,000, no insurance; O. Carlton’s store, $<J00, no insurance;
and the stable of H. Carlton, loss
$12,000, insurance $4000.
Morton reDeputy Sherifffrom
ceived serious internal
injuries
inhaling
hot air. David Chase had his skull
badly fractured by falling bricks and has since died.' Win.
Minot also dislocated his shoulder by falling on
the ice.

bill was introduced
between America,

Mr. Lewis in a personal explanation said
he favored equal colored rights and will vote
for the civil rights bill.
A bill was introduced by Mr. Morrill of Me.,
authorizing the Secretary of the N avy to distribute among the officers and crew belonging
to the steamer
Kearsarge while engaged in the
capture and destruction of the Alabama $190,000 as prize money in lieu of the bounty authorized by the act of June 30, 1804; providing
that that the money be not paid to the assignees of marines, but
only to themselves or le-

gal representatives.
A bill

introduced by Mr. Kellogg, estabdrawback on all foreign materials used
in the construction of American built vessels;
increasing the compensation of letter carriers
to $1300 per annum and re-establishing the
branch nunt at New Orleans.
A resolutiou to reconsider the
Chicago relief
bill was debated until the expiration of the
morning hour, when the amnesty bill was taken
up.

lishing

was

a

BILL.

Mr. Carpenter made an argument in favor of
the principle of Mr. Sumners amendment, but
against the provisions forbidding the exclusion
from churches as unconstitutional and also undesirable for the colored people. If this objection was obviated by an amendment he would
insist if those who wanted amnesty did not accept this civil rights bill he would let them
wait for amnestv.
r* Carpenter said lie should vote for the
civil rights bill but would offer a
substitute,
leaving out the provision applicable to churches.
Mr. Thurmau asked Mr.
whether
Carpenter
bis substitute retained the provision
relating to
schools.
Mr. Carpenter—Yes sir.
Mr. Thurman—I remember listening to an
argument by the Senator a vear or two ago, in
which lie combatted the idea that the federal
government had any right to interfere with the
schools and I would, like to know on what principle he now claims for the federal government
the right to interfere with education in the
States?
Mr.
question is easily ans-'
Carpenter—The
wered.
What I doubted then was whether
Congress had the power to enter v.pon a government scheme of education in the States and
appropriate money to support schools, but
while reflection let! me to doubt still more, I
liave no doubt of the power of this government
under the constitutional amendments to say
that the colored man shall have his rights in
common schools ami on that
subject I hope the
Republican party will never back one inch. The
destruction seems to me perfectly clear between
voluntary institutions whether incorporated or
not, which ought not to be interfered with and
those institutions which are founded and maintained for the general good and at the public
expense.
Mr. Thurman—The question is not whether
colored people shall have the benefit of the
public schools,the question is whether the power of regulation is taken
away from the States
so that while you do not give colored
people the
benefit of common schools,
shall he comyou
pelled to give it in a particular way.
Mr. Carpenter—I ask whether under this
Constitution we cannot provide that no State
shall exclude a colored man from, for instance,
the right to
brin^ a suit or produce a witness,
and does that take away from the State the
right to regulate their courts? Not at all; hut
it does say to them that in this particular, you, |
shall not discriminate.
Mr. Davis of Kentucky, said Mr. Sumner’s
amendment was to be nut
upon the amnesty
bill for the purpose of defeating it. Those who
insisted on the amendment knew very wefl^that
the Southern people would rather do without
amnesty than accept it saddled with such conditions, and for one he would say that human
ingenuity could not devise a proposition of the
character of the civil rights bul that he would
accept. He then discussed at great length the
history of the doctrines of secession, the unconstitutional acts of the Republican party and
announced that having been born in a land of
freedom, he would go down to his grave in the
assertion of the right of free thought and free

speech.

Without reaching a vote the Senate went into executive session and soon after
adjourned
until Monday.
HOUSE.

The debate was resumed on the Way* and
Means Committee report on the syndicate negotiations and Mr. Maynard of Tenn., a member of the committee defended the Secretary of
the Treasury, supporting the resolution of the
of the committee.
majority
Mr. Kelley of Pa., followed on the same side
of the question, and asked what sort of an outcry the Democrats would have raised if the Secretary of the Treasury had refused the offer of
foreign bankers to take $130,000,000 of the public debt at five per cent, and had continued to
pay 0 per cent. ? He ridiculed Mr Cox of N. Y.,
pretensions to public virtue in this matter, contrasting with it the ring frauds of mayors and
referring to the fact that Mr. Cox had spoken
it a meeting in New York in favor of tne reslectiou of Mike Norton, Tweed’s Lieutenant,
to the Senate of the Stbte of New York.
Mr. Cox said in his speech on that subject he
condemned the rinar frauds. He honed the Corruption of the men who managed the public affairs of N. Y. to the humilation of the Democratic party, would not form a justification in
the House for this syndicate transaction. As to
Mike Norton, he had presented only! the reform
city charter in the State Senate and it was carried against him by purchased Republicans.
Mr. Kelley said he had to resume the floor.
Mr. Cox of New York, said it wras time.

(Laughter.)
Mr. Kelley

would not pause to

ask

who

bought up the Republicans, but they were certainly bought up by largesses from millions
stolen by Tweed, Norton & Co.
Mr. Eldredge—They were cheap men.

Kelley—Tnat was not necessarily so as the
man who stole 820,000,000 could afford to
buy
pretly high priced men as politicians go.
(Laughter.) He did not mean to assail Mr.
Cox, who was pure in his personal character,
butwas nevertheless a partizan.

Mr. Dawes of Massachusetts, chairman of the
aud Means Committee, closed the debate.
If the charges made against the Secretary of
the Treasury that he Iliad made transactions
with the syndicate in defiance of law were true
and if the House pronounced it true that fact
would deal a blow at the credit of the nation
more severe than any it had sustained even
from rebellion and war.
He argued that it
was not in defiance of the law hut it was
carrying out the law according to its plain object
and purpose and under the very necessities of
the case.
The Secretary has been arraigned,
not for want of economy, but for violation of
the law and to that arraignment he had pleaded aud had victoriously shown that lie had not
violated but executed the law.
Supposing the
syndicate hail made such profits as alleged and
made them at the expense of the government,
which was not the case, wliat profit had the
United States made out of the transaction? In
negotiating $200,000,000 of|tive pcrceut. bonds
and withdrawing the same amount of six per
cent, bonds, it made a saving of $2,000,000 a
year or $20,000,000 at the end of ten years.
That put at interest would make $20,000,000 at
the cud of ten years.
The present value of
that saving was $14,840,000. If the calculation
were carried out on the whole, one billion five
hundred million dollars for thirty years—when
the longest bond shall cease—the saving in interest invested semi-annually at six per cent
would amount to $1,773,000,000. The present
value of that saving was $330,700,000, the bene
fit of the success of funding that $200,000,000
did not end there; it had so strengthened
American credit abroad as to render it certain
that the balance of the debt could be funded at
four per cent.
In that connection he read a
letter of Assistant Secretary Richardson, dated
London, Dec. 30, relating to a conversation
which the writer had with the Governor of the
bank of England, who is represented as saying
that until recently he had always thought the
debt could not lie funded but that it had been
shown that the resources of the country were
so universal and the determination to maintain
the credit so fixed anil settled that we should
soou be able to borrow money at four per cent.
Such sentiments expressed by the Governor of
the bank of England, could not fail to have a
favorable effect on Ameriran Securities.
The Secretary might turn from this puny arraignment to the public judgment upon his
course.
Having reduced the public debt about
$300,000,000 and having by funding $200,000,-

Ways

liw,

uoi

omy

saveu

.^_o,uw,uuu

out assureu

rue

saving oi $300,000,000 more aud whatever
might be the vote of the House on the resolution the

Secretary

could turn to that other and

greater verdict of the American people and of
the countries of Europe.

A vote was taken and the resolution declaring that the Secretary of the Treasury in negotiating the loan had neither increased the bonded debt nor incurred expenditure contrary to
law was adopted. Yeas 110 nays 80.
INDIAN APPROPRIATION BILL.

The House then went into Committee of the
Whole and resumed the consideration of the
appropriation hill.
After the Committee got through forty pages
of the bill aud while thirty pages were unread,
an arrangement was made that the Committee
rise and report the bill allowing a certain
amendment to be offered in the House.
Mr. Taffe of Nebraska, offered an amendment providing that no payment be made to
tribes that are at war with the United States,
but that if portions of such tribes shall remain
at peace and observe their treaty, obligations
and payment may be made to such portions pro
rata, aud also providing that all appropriations
for Indians shall be liable to payment for depredations committed by any of those tribes.—
Without disposing of this or any other amendment, the House adjourned.

IQETEOROIiOGICAL.
OF WEATHER REPORTS FOR THE
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Boston, Feb. 1.—The case against Wm. E.
Harris, John Wilson, John Spencer and Wm.
Mullen, for mutiny on board the bark Hallet,

OF

A MAINE

H. S. Chapman,
formerly a well known merchant in Belfast, Me., fell dead of heart dison Congress street
to-day.
THE BOYLSTON BANK

W. A.

Glover, en trial for robbing the BoysBank, underwent a long examination today, during which he swore he never knew
about the robbery till he saw an account of it
ton

LOSS OP

in the paper. He did not know there was such
bank before that; and never had anything to
do with the stolen bonds either iu Boston or
elsewhere

wreck.

Four of the crew were lost.

CONNECTICUT.

THE TRIAL OF STOKES.

New York, Feb. 1.—There was a large attendance at the Oyer and Terminer Court this
forenoon. Stokes was brought in but Mr. Graham, one of his counsel, did not appear. Judge
Ingraham, accompanied by (jmef Justice
Mosher of South Carolina, occupied the bench.
Judge Ingraham announced that the motion to
quash the indictment against Stokes had been
carefully considered by him and could not be
granted, consequently the trial will proceed.

Feb. 1.—The imperial deappoints Baron Von Offenburg. late Conat Uno1io*.vat

Place
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obtained atMAHEK & CO*S, oppoaite the Boat Oflice
and of the Committee of
feldtd
Arrangementa.
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Manufacturing Company.

BUSINESS! NOTICES.
A Beautiful Woman.—The
perceptive faculty of women is usually keener than the same
phrenological organ in men. Women know
that beauty rathcj than geuius is
worshipped
by the sterner sex. A man may talk of the latter t# his lady-love, hut the keenness of the
knows that he is thinking of the former.
Women are fond of admiratiou; hence one
of their longings is to be beautiful. The
grand
secret of female beauty is health, the
power to
eat, digest and assimilate a proper quantity of
wholesome food. Take Vineoar Bitters. It
will cleanse the stomach, tone the vital organs,
woman

a
perfect digestion, purify the blood,
cf&ar up the complexion and produce a state of
mental and physical electricity, which gives

give

symmetry of forpi, bright eyes, white skin,
glossy hair and a genuine type of female loveliness, which no cosmetic can produce.

City

517®
Ill
725

Sedalia, Mo.,

have a limited amount of these
very desirable Investment Bonds fbr sale at 06 and accrued
interest. The bonds are dated November
1st, 1871,
and have thrty years to run, with Coupons
payable
May and November, at the Bank of America, New
York. The total Issue of these Bonds Is One Hundred thousand dollars.
Total debt of the city, including these bonds, one hundred and sixty-three
thousand dollars.
Assessed value taxable wealth,
two million dollars; actual wealth
double that
amount. Population over six thousand.
Bonds delivered free of Express charges.
NAlH'Eli A. GAYLORD Sc
CO.,
Brokers in Western Securities,
No 33Wall 8t., Now Corkr-.i26dl0t

RAILROAD ACCIDENT.

vigorating medicine. —Journal, St John, N. B.,
Dec. 7, 1868.
A

factory

Scranton, Feh. 1.—A horrible accident occurred this morning on the Lehigh Valley railroad near Rockport. As the Buffalo Express
train was nearing that point the rail broke, precipitating the train over an embankment about
thirty feet high, wrecking the cars, which were
set on fire by the stoves.
Four of the passengers were instantly killed and four more have
since died of their injuries and some eighteen
others are more or less wounded.
PRINCIPAL OF A GIRLS’ SCHOOL SHOT.

Sedalia City Mo. Bonds
Mo. Bonds.

38 Bnkugc street.

January ID, 1872.

jau27th-ded&wlt

Steamboats.
Grand Trunk Railway—250 cans milk. 200 bbls
flour, 1 car pickets, 1 do paper, I do spools, 27 do lumber, 3 do heading, do laths, 1 do shingles, 1 do oats,
1 do bark, 6 do corn, 1 do hides, l do
wheat, 1 do barley, 3 do sundries.
For Lower Provinces—1000 bbls flour, car sundries.
For Allan steamers—11 cars grain, 1 do flour, 2 do
provisions.
Steamer Forest City from Boston—10 bags
oysters, 3 bbls glass ware, 308 hides, 12 pkgs castings,
10 bills leather, 50 boxes cheese, 1 hhd
hams, 5 jars
*nun 100 bblB sugar, SO bbls
pork, 25 bales domestics,
20 firkins lard, 35 cases oranges, 10 tes
lard, 85 bdls
iron, 20 casks nails, 90 bbls molasses, 100 empty bbls,
1 horse, 100 pkgs to order.
For Canada and up country—140 bdls leather, 3
bbls paint, 6 casks oil, 10 coils cordage, 110 bbls flour,
40 bales wool, I horse, 86 bbls phosphate
lime, 40 do

pnilUUiU

of Union school at Washington, Pa., was shot
and dangerously wounded this afternoon by
Thomas McGiffen. The Prof, had refused to
deliver a note from McGiffen to one of the
young ladies, and on being ordered from the
premises, McGiffen shot him, the hall entering
above the hip. McGiffen is about 17 years of
age-

sand,

41

_

hides,

TEXAS.
SAGUA.

THE INDICTED STATE GOVERNMENT.

75

pkgs

to order.

Foreiga Exports.
Brig Daring—3315 shooks and heads,

51.975 hoops, 50 kegs nails.
BUENOS AYRES. Bark Olnnnllntsle—MQ

j

—

S1Q ff

lumber, 51,000 shingles.
M ATANZAS. Brig Lena Thurlow—8240 box shooks,
82 empty casks.
Foreign Imports.
HALIFAX, NS. Steamer Carlotta—7 crates skins
to Hart & Co.; 2 cases metal to H & A Allan; 6
pkgs
merchandise to Eastern Express Co.; 2 boxes halibut
to master; and goods for Canada, Boston and Phila-

w4-3w

Money Market.
New York. Feb. 1—Morning.—Gold 109$. Money
6 per cent.
Sterling Exchange 109
109$. Stocks
steady. Southern State bonds dull.
The following are the forenoon quotations of South-

ILLINOIS.
THE WEST.

Chicago, Feb. 1.—Reports now coming to
hand from the northwest show that the change
in the temperature Saturday night and Sunday
to be much greater than at first stated, and that
there has been great suffering and some loss of
life on the plains. A dispatch from Sioux City
says that several deaths occurred near that city
Two men, father and son,
from exposure.
named Patrick and Michael Jordan, were frozen
to death on Percy Creek, ten miles north of
that place. When found,the bodies were within twenty rods of a house. They had come six
or seven miles for a load of wood nml were
overtaken suddenly by the storm, when they
became bewildered aiid could not reach a shelter. Three men, Hollanders, names unknown,
were frozen to death on Rock River, Sioux eo.,
Sunday. A dispatch from Vermillion, Dakota,
says that several persons perished from cold in
that valley.
Two boys were cauglit in the
storm near Ladi; oue was frozen to death and
the other bad bis arms and legs so badly brozen
they will have to be amputated. Two more
deaths are reported from cold in Turkey Creek
in Dakota, about fifteen miles from here, and
several other deaths are reported, the parlluulaus of which have not been received. The
storm was of unprecedented severity and will
be long remembered. A train on the Illinois
Central railroad, due at Sioux City, Saturday,is
lying at Lcinars with uo immediate prospect of
getting through.

A murderer confesses.

Chicago, Feb.

1.—Frederick Shafer has been
arrested and confessed that he was the murderer of the Prussian nobleman,
Calvin V. l’anwitz, residing near Dwight, Jan. 23d, placing
the hody in a compost heap. He came here,
ane assumed the name of the victim.
opposed to free lumber.

The legislature of Wisconsin and the St.Louis
Board of Trade have protested against the admission of building material for Chicago—duty
free.
TELEGRAPHIC ITEMS.
Ex-Minister Catacazy arrived at Liverpool

Wednesday.
The strike at Blaenavon, in Wales has ended
and the mem are at work again.

Steamship Hibernian from Portland has arrived out.
Fisk’s will was admitted to probate Thursday The estate sworn to does not exced SI.000,000.
Steamer City of Mexico from Vera Cruz and
Tillie from Havana, lias arrived at Ney York.
The latter had on board Cant. Lothrop and
seven of the crew of the brig Thames, taken off
that vessel while she was fit a sinking condition. She was bound from Abaco for Boston.
The Utah House has passed a resolution
unanimously, calling a convention to form a
State constitution to meet Feb. 19th, with the
hope of slipping into the Union before 1873.
The claims made by the United States before
the Geneva board of arbitration under the treaty of Washington, contribute to occupy the
The leading articles in all
public attention.
the prominent journals are devoted to the sub-

ject.

The Mormons are working hard to secure the
removal of Judge McKean while the Gentiles
SYNOPSIS
PASI
would
retain him but condemn District AttorTWENTY-FOUR HOURS.
ney Bates.
War Dep’t, Office Chief
Signal)
It is Gov. Brown of Missouri, who is conOfficer, Washington, D. C.,
>
stantly complaining of Executivce tyranny that
Feb. 1 (7.00 I’. M.) 1
is
now accused by his legislature of usurping
The barometer will continue falling Eridaj
the legislative functions by using the petro.
over the Southern and Gulf States and Missis
A lire Tuesday forenoon damaged Nos. 10 and
sippi Valley with northeast winds. Southern
terly winds with a rising temperature and in ) 12 State street, Boston, Boston, 825,000 and
caused small losses to occupants of offices therecreasing cloudiness will prevail over the Middh
and Eastern States,

securities:
Tennessee 6’s, new. 651
Virginia 6’s, new. 36$
Missouri 6’s. 95
Louisiana 6’s, old. 55
Louisiana 6’s, new. 50
Alabama 5*s. 60
Georgia 7’8. 65
North Carolina 6’s, new. 15$
South Carolina 6’s. new. 29
The following were the quotations for Pacific Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.1021
Union Pacific do. 911
Union Pacific bonds. 371
Union Pacific land grants. 81$
Union Pacific income bonds. 86$
New York. Feb. 1—Evening.—Money active at 6
@ 7 i>er cent:Sterling Exchange at
@ 118$; loans
5 tg 7 per cent.; clearances were $55,000,000.
Governments dull and steady. State bonds unchanged.
Stock dull but firm. The closing prices were about
the best of the day.
ern

108$

following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881.115$
United States 5-20\ 1862.110$
The

United States 5-20’s 1864.110$
United States 5-20’s 1865, aid. Ill
United States 5-20’s 1865, new.110$
United States 5-20’s 1867.112
United States 5-20’s 1868.112$
United States 10-40’s., coupon.1 log

Currency 6’s.114$
The following wore the forenoon quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co. 71$
PniHflt' Mail

*71

Central and Hudson River consolidated.... 97}
Central and Hudson River consolidated sop 93}
Erie.
31}

N. Y.
N. Y.

Erie preferred. 64
Harlem.116
Harlem preferred.120

Reading.114|
Michigan Central.118

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.
90}
Illinois Central.129
Cleveland & Pittsburg.
915
Chicago & North Western. 73}
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 91

Chicago &

Rock Island.110}
Milwaukie & St. Paul....
55}
Milwaukie & St. Paul preferred. 741
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne.. 97
Statement of the Pablic Debt.
Washington, Feb. 1.—The following 1b a recapitulation of the public debt for the month of Januarv

it apisiars on the books of the Treasury:
Debt bearing interest in coin; bonds
at 6 per
00
Bonds at 5 per cent.
339,441,650 On
Bonds at 4} per cent, none.
Bonds at 4 per cent, none
as

cent.*1,812,708,550

Principal. 1,852,150,200

OC

Interest.
Debt bearing interest in lawful money
certiflcates of indebtedness at 4

30,395,795 2t

percent.........

678,000 0{
14,000,000 Ot
20.300,000 (X

Navy pension fund at 3 per cent.
Certiflcates at 3 i>er cent.

at

February 11, 1868.

rity.
Principal.

Interest.
Debt bearin g no Interest—old demand
and legal tender notes.
Fractional currency.

Coin Certiflcates.

$1,700,897 2<
283,751 41
357,592,681 21
40,619,016 9:
S6,507,500 01

Principal. *434,719,198
Unclaimed interest.....

13,814

ENCOURAGE

Portland Manufactures
In again calling the attention of my patrons
large Stock of FITRNIT17HB, nearly all
my assortment of

PARLOR SUITS!
Which I can furnish in any style of
upholstering,
with coverings of the finest quality of

Plush,Rich Patterns of Striped Terrys, the best quality of all Wool
Cloth and
Terrys, Hair
French Lasting*.
My WALNUT CHAMBER SETS,

and original
this market. I am
new

ETEtiERLS

WARDROEBS,
DRESSING TABLES,
HAT TREES,
CENTRE AND
LIBRARY TABLES,
OF

2,354,416,950 81
103,371,730 1.
Currency.
12,840,271 2

Total.
Cash lu Treasury (coin).

1'otal...

116,212,0013 [

MANUFACTURING AND PRODUCING,

91.33

per

prepared to sell my goods on the moat favorable
terms, and at the very lowest market prices.
Having greatly 'enlarged my Ware
Rooms, can now exhibit one
of the most complete

am

and finest assortments of

FURNITURE!
LN

NEW ENGLAND

pair

pair

GEO. A.

Ladies’ Snndnls, All sixes, first qual>
•>7
33c. per pair
Hen’s Plnin Rubbers,sixes 3,3 1-9,6,
9 1-3
40c per pair
Hisses' Plain Rubbers’ sixes lO la 9,
30c per
la O

I

To my friends and patrons, I return mv sincere
thauks for their very liberal
patronage, and hope by
strict ateatlon to business to merit the same In the
future. 1 shall be pleased to see auy of my friends
and patrons at my Warerooms, and will take pleasure
in showing my extensive stock, which is one of the
best in the Country. For Spring trade I shall offer a
large line of OFFIC E DEtlK.fi, also a large line
of BOOK C AHEM of my own manufacture, at
lower prices than have been offered In this market.

Meu’s Wntor-proof Buckle Amirs
first quality, sixes fi, » 1-9 and T

93c per pair
Women’s

Water-proof
Cloth-tap
Overs,
quality, all sixes, T3r per pair
Hen’s Los( Hip Rubber Bsols,
94.00 per pair
Children's Water-proof Buckle Arcsixes
O
to
9
tics,
73c per pair
Hisses’ Hubbcr Bools, sixes lO lo 9,
91.40 per pair.
Ladies’ Wool-lined Bobber Bools,

No. 5G

sixes 3 1-9 lo 8

91.30 per pair
Bools, sixes 0 lo 9
91.93 per pair
Boys’ Bobber Boots, sixes 1 lo •
99.30 per pair
Youths’ Rubber Boots, sixes O lo 13
99.00 per pair
Hen’s Heavy Rubber Bools
93,00 per pair, upwards
Women’s Rubber Bools
91.30 per pair

Children’s Bobber

self-acting or Kiek-oflT

Overshoes
Boys’ Water-proof, cloth
shoes

BELOW

90

els.

Please call for Anction Goods,
stating size and price as advertised, and not oblige ns to show you

other goods, when you only want
advertised. Thus
time for yourself

Hall’s Rubber*

Warehouse,

35 MILK STREET.

lm

ALLANJJNE!
Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.
CARRYING

Passengers Booked to London-

derry

niieu

at

store,

slipsliods.
Send cash, thereby saving yourself the expense of Express collection.
lw

Don’t
A

FOOT

The

for

Steamship

Capf. Wylie,
will leave this port for Liverpool on
Saturday, February 3.

Immediately after the arrival of the Train of the
previous day from Montreal.
To be followed by the steamship

Matarday, Feb. lOtb.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (acto
accommodations).. ..970 ta 990
cording
*

Payable in Gobi or Its equivalent.
or Cabin Passage, apply to
ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage Inward and outward, and tor
For

Freight

H. & A.

Sight

Drafts

on

England

Portland, Dec.

for small amounts apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.

5-tf

—OR—

STUTTERING !
PROF.

LIBBY,

Late of the School of

DRS. WHITE AND OATMAN,
Will open a School,

JANUARY 23d,
-AT

NO.

209

——

CONGRESS

Slip Down!

GOOD ASSORTMENT OF

HOLDS,

for Men & Women,

a large stock of Rubber Boots
Men, Women and Children.
iH. O.
ja6eodis 3w

and

Overshoes,

dts Q ^7 Ti A MONTH to sell our Universal Cement
«n>0 4 tJ Combination Tunnel, Button Hole Cuttor, and other articles, Saco Novelty Co., Saco, Me.
tw4v* 2

STREET,

PORTLAND, ME.
Where he will treat aud cure all canon of Hesitation
of the speech, or Stuttering, In from 30 to 60 day*.
The Prof, will take no pay until the patient la en-

tirely cured.

__

gjromce hours from SJ A. M., to 11 P. M.

JnlO*in»idelm

Morazain,

Jules Oh. L.

At 133 Middle Street.
Also

Liverpool.

MAKH ATI AN,

out

call for one size larger than you
wear of leather, and you are safe
to buy the rubbers aud save shoe
leather, aud be comfortable, for
with them you cau make a good
appearance, eveu if worn over old

febl

ami

Return rriokets
granted at Reduced Kates.

CURED.

The above named goods
ue

THE

Canadian aad VJaited Mtate* Halls.

BOSTON.

uui iu

HTHKET.

STAMMERING,

AT

ntc

MIDDLE

Janl3

Bobber

top Over73c per pair

Exchange St.,

Aad Ortr Stl aad 34,

first

P. 8.

WHITNEY,

Rubbers, sixes 6

saving

STATES!

With my facllitea for

relatives snffer, especially if they
have small understandings. Remember that nobody ever took cold
who kept their feet dry and warm.
We offer for five days,

you are
and us,

SETS !

THE

UNITED

Small Feet in Luck.

are

HOST

MODERN STYLE AND FINISH !

nc

Don’t go with cold, damp feet,
nor let yonr poor neighbors and

those which

THE

CHAMBER

WE WERE AT THE AUCTION, YOU BET.

Hen’s

embrace

designs, and the best finish in

offering besides

SECRETARIES,
SIDEBOARDS,

Rubber Overs.

A hildren’s Plain

to my
of my

manufthcturc, I would call special attention to

own

Rubber Arctics

If
3

Total debt principal.*2,323,548,295 4
Interest...
30,868,655 4:

dtf

The Beet Style and Finish, Palate.

Principal.

34,978,000 0(
Interest.
175,293 85
Debt on which the interest has ceased since matu-

during the day in lots to suit
on ail

wholesale prices. Cash advanced
Sorchasers
escription of goods. Consignments not limited.

di*3w

hia.

Hew York Block and

on

NO

RUBBERS.

and

County,

R. K. HUNT,
Commission Merchant and Auctioneer
316 Congress St., will sell every
evening a large
assortment of Staple and Fancy Goods.
Goods will

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
Receipts by Railroads

in said

TWO THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED
ACRES,
said estate consisting of valuable timber
lands, many
of the lots well covered with pine and avsllabla for
money-making punioses. No better opportunity can
be found for capitalists to invest their
money.
Conditions made known at time and place.
Dated the 25th day of January, A. D. 1872.
fe2d3w
MARY ANN OSGOOD, Executrix.

has been established in the United

States.—Editor.

FURTHER PARTICULARS.

Jefferson,

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 21st,
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, all the real estate of
Enoch Osgood, late of Gorhaui In said
county deceased, situate In said town of Jefferson, con tain trie
about

WE

A Good Medicine.—The sale of Mr. Fellows
These Bonds are issued for internal improvements.
Syrup of Hypophosphites has ine nedaiia titf to pay for introducing water into
been quadrupled within a year or so. It is real ! the
city upon the -‘Holly plan,” and the Idiriagaly a good medicine, well adapted to build up the ton County Banda for Bridge Improvements
and
system
impart vigor of mind and body. It within the County, and like all the Bonds which I
is recommended by our best physicians, aud we
offer are purely fcONDS of the City and of the County respectively. Parties seeking both a safe and reare glad.for the sake of the public as well as of
munerative
investment will do well to examine them.
the manufacturer,who is one of our best ChemThe
ists, that Mr. Fellows’ Compound Syrup of Hy- haveSedalia City Bonds bear 10 per cent, interest,
semi-annual coupons which, as also the principophosphites is in such demand in all parts of the
pal, are payable at the Bank of America, New York.
Dominion. Owing to fiscal obstructions, they Particulars furnished on
application either in person
cannot]he sold in the United States, whose pa- or by mail. Government Bonds received in exchange.
tent-medicine-affiicted citizens are thus deprivCHARLES H. HAWKES,
ed of the advantage of using a
really good in-

Mauch Chunk, Feb. 1.—An accident happened to tlie Lehigh Valley train this morning
by which two cars were thrown from the track
at Rockport above the town. It is reported that
five persons were killed and seven injured.

In

Ten Per Cent. Water Bonds !

Compound

PENNgTLTANIA.

public auction at the
WAUMBBK HOUSE,

be sold

of

Livingston Co.

_jan6th-4wf

O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

BY

131
01
70
87
115
107
1802
117

Manufacturing Company.
Pepperell Manufacturing Co.

Feb

the subscriber will sell at

U8®

Bates

at Auction.
3d, at three o'clock P. M. we
shall sell at our salesroom, 18
Exchange st,
1-32 Barque Saro’l E. Spring, MO
tons, built in I860.
1-32 Brig Ernestine, 423 tons, built in 1868.
M- Tucker, 51£ tons, built in 1870.
}*£
1-32 Brig Etta M. Tucker, 270 tons, built In 1866.
1-32 Sch. Margie, 100 tons, built in 1867.
HT Tlie above interests will be sold without re-

I

M.—Rentes at 5Gf 70c.

Franklin Company, Lewiston.
Laconia Manufacturing Co

Shipping

Saturday,

Executrix’s Sale.
virtue of a license from the Judge of Probate
for the County of Coos, State of NewH&mpshire.

France has decreased 157,000 francs I

[Sales
1.]
Railroad.
Michigan Central Railroad..
Portland, Saco and Portsmouth R R.
Union Pacific RR Sixes.
Union Pacific Laud Grants 7s.
Vermont Central 1st Mortgage 7s.
United States Sixes, 1881,.
Central Pacific Railroad 7s, 1884 gold.

31-dtd

serve.

Eastern

Fair
Fair

O. BAILEY Sc CO., Aaclleaeen.

January

ja3utd_F.

Boston Utoek List.
at the Broker’s Board, Feb.

Fair
Fair

N
N
Calm
SW
N

for export and speculation.

P.

LAKGE CONSIGNMENT

Dry and Fancy Goods.

ON

M.—Rentes closed at 56f

London, Feb. 1-1.30 P, M.—Consols 92® for money

during the week.
Paris, Feb. 1—5

Exchange St.,

A

F.

American securities—U. S. 5-20.1862, 92®; do 1865.
Old, 92®; do lRf7. 92}; U. S. 10-40*s 91®.
!
Liverpool, Feb. 1—10.30 A. M.—Cotton strong; 1
Middling uplands 11 ®d; do Orleans llld; sales 25,000 !

In the Bank of

Clear

BAlLEBROOIM

16

for*

money aud account.

American Securities—U. S. 5-20’a 1862, 92®; do 186s
old, 92®; do 1867. 92®; U. S. 10-40’s. 92®.
Paris, Feb. 1-5.00 P. M.-The amount of specie

Clear

O'CLOCK,

tySALE POSITIVE.

Earopeaa Markets.
London. Feb. 1—11.00 A. M.-Consols at »2»

for money aud account.

Clear

Friday, February 2d,
AT TEN

Corn, No 2, Mixed, 30s. Pork, 58s 6d.
Havre, Jan. 31—Evening—.Cotton closed firmer;
low Middlings 139f.
IjONdon, Feb. 1—Evening.—Consols closed at 92®

NW

SALES.

_AUCTION

uplands 22® @ 22®c.

A.

ABRANUKMENT8:

COMMUTE OF

Knights. A. Leighton, «J. Maher, F. Ham, G. N.
Briggs, G. Wilson, C. Gookln.
Tickets 91.00, admitting Gent and Ladle* to be

W.

Liverpool, Feb. 1—1.30 P. M.—Cotton firm and
unchanged; sales 25,000 bales, of which 10,000 bales

ca

NE

...

roddery.

IN

p

^2
^
S

is

Boston.30.33
Charleston,S.C..30.28
Cheyenne,W. T.30.03
Chicago.30.46

Five burglars attempted to rob the house of
Mr. Creed at Jamaica last night. Creed found
them with a portion of his furniture ready to
cart away, and fired at them, one falling as if
dead. His companions threw the body into the
wagon and escaped, leaving a hat covered with
blood and hair.

TERRIBLE COLD SEASON

Music by Raymond's Full Quadrille Band.

i

were

2
*

tj

g

17
38
19
14
Corinne, Utah. .30.24 2 4
Indianapolis....30.26 22
Montreal.30.17 17
Mt.Washington.29.81 -9
New London... .30.38 14
New Orleans. 30.02 45
Norfolk.30.41 24
New York
30.30 20
Omaha.30.18 18
Pittsburg.30.37 18
Portland.30.31 12
San Francisco .30.00 54
Savannanh.30.23 37
Washington-30.41 19
Wilmington.. 30.37 35
|jk Barometer corrected for

~

—

%

A
**

*

ff

§

g
C

«

a
-h

|

£

of Lynn, Mass., while seated
in a car at the New Haven depot at 7 o’clock
this
was seized by the throat by an unmorning
known ruffian who stole his gold watch and
chain, successfully escaping the pursuit of the

Galveston, Feb. 1.—A dispatch from Austin says that the indictments against Gov.
Davis, Secretary of State Newcomb and Attorney General Alexander were to he returned to
Court to-day by the District
Attorney. One of
the charges is for misdemeanor in giving a false
certificate of election to W. T. Clark as a member of Congress from the 3d district, whereas
Giddings was elected by a clear majority of
6000.

■£

^3

BOLD BOBBEBV.

noun,

fe

3

observation.

Dillaway,

tt

FLUENT HALL,

1.—Pork drooping at 13 25®
asking 9 @ 9Jc- Bulk Meats dull;

Paris, Feb. 1—11.30

BALL!

Wednesday Evening, February 7.

—

Feb.

65c.

ll fellU,

ANNUAL
—AT—

and account.

§

The Congressional committee resumed their
session this forenoon. A letter from one Perkins, of Dover, N. H., saying he can give important revelations regarding the Custom House
business of 18<i9, led to an order for his subpoena. The committee voted to take the testimony of Porter and Babcock iif Washington.
It is evident that the committee will soon adjourn their further sessions to Washington.
Mr. Rogers testified as to his cargo of cannal
coal being returned as six per cent, in excess of
what it really was because lie declined giving
three loads to Custom House officers, and mentioned Mr. Bennet, of New Haven, as having
the same experiment.
John C. Hopper complained that an official
did not call on him relative to his baggage after
Mr. Boutwell promised that it should be done.
The Secretary of the National Reform Association, who was formerly an appraiser, gave
several instances where the damage bureau of
the Custom House estimated damages at only
one per cent, when insurance companies placed
them at fifteen per cent He said he was supported by the subscription of merchants who
want the tariff reduced.
F. M. Bixby testified as having been in the
general order business under Grinnell and paid
money to Lindsay as a share of the profits. He
thought the rates were higher than they need be.
HealIso stated the whole profits of the North
River general order business at $1)0,000 to $75,000 annually. His relations with Col. Leet
were friendly.
There have been complaints
about the general order business, and the only
remedy is to divide it among a number of stores.
To give the steamers their own general order
stores would afford greater facilities for smuggling. Always have been a Democrat. Grinnell and Leet knew it—Adjourned.
At the Custom House investigation to-night
Gen. John Cochrane contradicted Mr. Mudgett’s account of the latter’s interview with
Gen. Porter in Washington.

a.-uui.

__If_

h

NEW YORK CUSTOM HOUSE INVESTIGATION.

rcu.

GRAND

jejc.

Weather Report, Feb. 1, 19 P. Id.
War Department, Signal Service, U. S.
Army, Divisions of Telegrams and Keports for the benefit of
Commerce.

NEW YORK.

uiaoi'iui,

WILL G1VK

13 37. Lard dull,
sales 200,000 lbs; clear rib sides 61c; shoulders saleable at 5k- Bacon dull and
drooping; elear rib sides
7|c; clear sides 7Jc; shoulders 6k- Live Hogs in fkir
emand and tirrnat 4 6$ @ 5 00; receipt 3500 head.—
Whiskey lower at 88c.
Toledo, Feb. 1.—Flour nominal. Wheat quiet and
unchanged; Amber Michigan 1 47* @ 1 471; No 3 Red
135. Corn dull and a shade lower;
high Mixed 471*
low do 47c.
Oats dull at 401c for No 2:
It

went
total

exhibition

80

P'rforIuer

y

THE RESOLULE BASE BALL CLUB

Shipments—2,000 bbls flour, 1,000 bush wheat, 13.1,000 oats,0000 bush rye, 6000 bush bar-

ley, 4,000 hogs.
Cincinnati,

®

Resolutes to the Bat.

000 bush corn,

and Minister Plenipotentiary of liusaia to the
United States. By the same decree
Catacazy,
late Minister at Washington, is attached to the
foreign office in this city.

jail.

WHOLESALE

jan24td

&}

Petersburg,

Hill (IGIlGPol

cents. Music by
A cordial invitation 1.
noon pupils to join lu the

—

& 4l2

tojitaoS ‘eLT*?1’
Chandler', V77V

requested

are

Feb. 5, 187*.

ex"iiJd

Chicago, Feb. 1.—Flour i8 dull at 5 25 @ 6 50 for
extra Spring. Wheat is easier; No
2Sprimr 1 ‘>34
Corn active and
No 2 Mixed at 41
Oats firm at 321 for No 2c.
Rye in iair demand and
No
2
at
firm;
& 69k- Barley quiet ;*o 2 Snriu*
at 60Jc. Whiskey quiet and weak at 88c.
Hogs active at 505 @ 5 10. Pork quiet and steady
dry salted shoulders 4Jc; rough sides 5Jc; short rib
middles 6c; short clear do 6k. Hogs active and
steady at 4 25 @ 4 60. Cattle active at 2 75 @ 5 75.
Receipts—3,000 bbls flour, 6.000 bush wheat, 38,000
bush corn, 13,000 bush oats, 3000 bush rye, 3000 bush

higher;

HALL,

ntoftf'?lSk*aTti,‘i¥.Vy * be scholars until half-

pa*

;

at!2131'1LE’

cree

CITY

JWwuday Evening,

00

li°L»2trai2,e<J.'

MINISTER TO THE UNITED STATES.

St.

ME. GEE S
Annual Exhibition-Ball with his Afternoon Class In
Dancing will take place at

1

00

|

Feb. 1.—A party of dog lighters
from New York and Boston, rendezvoused here
last night arriving on the midnight train and
proceeded early this morning to Vernon on the
line of the Hartford and Providence road.—
Chief of Police Packard was advised of the
movement and in connection with the sheriffs
of Hartford and Tolland counties organized an
official posse, and the fight was interrupted
and thirty-five of the human participants, were
arrested and taken to Rockville for trial. The
penalty is seven dollars fine and thirty days’ in

police.

00
00
00

In the case of Newly vs. the chief resident of- 1
Charleston, Feb. 1.-Cotton firm and 4
quiet:
ficer of the Colt Arms Co., of
Hartford, Conn., Middling uplands 21®c.
Justice Blackburn has rendered a decision that
Feb. 1.—Cotton firm; Middling apSavannah,
a foreign corporation
may be sued in the Courts | lands 21® @ 21}c.
of England, through its representative
living in
^—^°tton firm; Middling uplands j
this country.
RUSSIA.
New Orleans, Feb. 1.—Cotton quiet; Middling

Hartford,

S. B.

EXHIBITION BALL

New York. Feb. 1—Evening.—Cotton in fair resales 5644 bales; Middling uplands 22§c- Flour
bbls; State 5 75 @ 7 25; round hoop
Ohio 6 60 & 7 30; Western 5 75 @ 7 40; Southern 6 75
® 7 90. Wheat more active; sales 42,000 bush; No 1
Spring 1 57 @ 1 58; No 2 at 1 50 @ 1 54; Winter Red
«8tem 1 60 @ 166.
Corn less active; sales 65,000
bush; new Mixed Western at 73 @ 74k, closing at
74 @ 74k! Oats firmer; sales49,000 bush at 53
1@ 55kBeef dull. Pork dull: new mess at 14 50; old do
13 50.
Lard heavy.
Butter steady. Whiskey dull
Kice in ^mited request at 7} @ 8kSugar
firm; Muscovado 9 @ 9k; refining 91 <® 9fc; Havana
9c.
Coneequiet and very firm; Kio 194 @ 22c. Molasses steady; New Orleans 45
(g 60c. Naval Stores—
Spirits Turpentine quiet at 74c; Rosin dull at 4 60 @
Petroleum
dull; crude at 13c; re«
fined
22fc- Tallow quiet at 9 (a) 9k’.
Freights to Liverpool dull; Cottou, ^
per steam kl;
Gram, per sail—Corn, 5k.

AN IMPORTANT DECISION.
LOW DOWN FELLOWS.

ENTERTAINM ENTS.

iu
19
**

3uest;
ull; sales 5100

SHIP AND LIVES.

A

*

bailey, 23,000 hogs.

London, Feb. 1.—The Bark Manitoba
ashore yesterday off Penzance and is a

a

*»*!*'5’bJ1
Jot

Domestic JIarket*.

Paris, Feb. 1.—The return of Minister Washburn from Nice is is announced.
A committee of citizens of the United
States,
sojourning in Paris, yesterday presented a service of plate to Col.
Hoffman, Secretary to the
American Legation.
OREAT BRITAIN.

ROBBERY.

22-»41?
ft
iNSfiSi

Interest accrued ami not yet paid.
323,094
Interest paid by the United States. 14,631,040
Interest repaid by the transportation of
mails.
3,440,125
Balance of interest paid bv the United
States. 11,190,915

VARIOUS MATTERS.

ease

.*.

Principal outstanding.$04,618,832

FRANCE.

MAN.

during

March

FOREIGN.

up for examination to-day before United
States Commissioner Hallett and resulted iu
holding the defendants for trial iu $1000 each.

5SS5F6b-

*• '72
Debt
Decrease
the month
Decrease since March 1, 1871.
Decrease sluce March 1, i860, to

1,1871,.
204,754,413 09
The following are the total amount of bonds ishued
to the Pacific Railroad Companies, interest
payable
3
in lawful money:

The Japanese
embassy was received by the
California Legislature
Thursday.
A Mexican dispatch says that a battle it
hourly expected in Sinaloa.
The Board of Appeals of the American Trotmg Association have declared that the bay mare
Goldsmith Maid honestly trotted at Milwaukee
Sept. 6th a mile in 2.17.
Henry C. Comegys, agent of Jay Cooke &
Co. s Life Insurance Company in
Baltimore,
and Drs. Swonsteidt and Ludwig of the same
city were arrested for quite extensive forgeries
in the South and West, principally by
raising

came

DEATH

tunnel at Rondout, N. Y.
and trains began to run
through ii

The Secretary of the Treasury decides* that
the restriction of the selection of crews for
American vessels was abolished by the act of
June 28th, 1864.
The Missouri Senate passed the resolution to
pay the State bonds in greenbacks over the
Governor’s veto.
The Union Pacific Railroad is blockaded between Laramie and Rawlin’s station.
Marshal Packard and Senator Campbell testified before the Congressional Committee at
New Orleans yesterday. The former
presented
thirteen charges against Gov. Warmouth and
the later state that he held several offices.
Goodwin’s
tannery in Janesworth, N. H.,
was bunted
Wednesday. Loss #6000.

HELD TO BAIL.

SENATE.

Washington, Feb. 1.—A
to encourage
telegrapliing
Asia and Europe.

bourg.

notes.

MASSACHUSETTS.

THE AMNESTY

SENATE.

HOUSE.

MpnriWTTT.B Amcvnnca—Thfi

concerning

BY TELEGRAPH.

FROM PARIS,

Teacher of the French Language.
Late Master of Modern Languages in the Provincial Training School, High and Grammar School*, St.
John, N. B.
References: Gen. J. M. Brown, J. W. Symonds,
Eaq.
Apply from one P. m. to three o'clock r. n., at *
Appleton Block, Congress St., or lu writing P. O.
Box 1866.

ocAdly_*

Western City and

County Bond.

TJVOR SALE at price, which
vieh| lO to >» P«
Jl cent, interest. A very desirable security for mvestment.

tUAKLES
dclltf i,

M.

HAWKES,
Kxchang, St.

-OF

It may be mine to drag for years
Toil’s heavy chain;
be tears
Or, dav and night, my meat
On bed of pain.

-AT-

85 in Currency and Accrued Interest.
94,000

Dear faces may surround my hearth
With smiles and glee;
Or I may dwell alone, and mirth
Be strange to me.

the helm there rests
Other than mine.

AT

I have

on

board;

I have my Lord.

If

holds

me when the billows smite;
1 shall not fall.
sharp, ’tis short; if long,’tis light,
He tempers all.

Safe to the land!—safe
The cud is this,

to the

THIRTY YEARS.

OF

commodated,

FREE OF GOVERNMENT TAX.
The Central Railroad of Iowa, a
running for 203 miles through the finest

land!

And then with Him go hand in hand
Far into bliss.
—Dean A ford.

Primary School Education.
“You would, then, if I understand you,”
said I, “have the children learn English, even
in school, by reading good authors, and by
writing down their thoughts the best way
they could, without regard to rules ?”
“Yes,” said he, “under the guidance of
teachers who, having been taught to think
and feel themselves, know how to make the

children feel and think. How do you write
yourself? Do you square your elbows and say,
Now I will illustrate my subject by a metaphor? or, Now I will be sublime according
to the rules of the much-to-be-dis-commeuded Mr. Quackenboss ? Do you keep that vast
abortion, Mr. Goold Brown’s ‘Grammar of

agricultural

September, before the Chicago fire which temporarily deranged the movement of freights, was
even better.
The company owes no floating debt,

sult in

indebtedness incurred for construction
a mile.
The earnings are
sufficient to pay the interest upon this light debt and
leave
A Nurplus #f 918)000 a month.

and the funded

only $16,000

The entire debt is

by charter

limited

to

To Let.
BARBER'S

New House for Sale,

ON

He Will Never Try it Again.—There
a man in Maunch Chunk, a few
days ago,

was

tiiuu

u

pu-vv.ui

uiuivu iui

mi

IWIIUOU

sale.

1UI

CcUO,
a train

He claimed that it would stop
going at the highest rate of speed in half its
own length.
There was a certain railroad
man up there who treated this
suggestion
with scorn, and said he would wager large
sums that the air-brake would not stop a
train any quicker than any other brake.
So
he borrowed the fldbtrivance and fixed it on
an open car on the Switch back railroad, and
went up to the top of Mount Pisgali to get a
fair start. He let her come down the^-inclined plain for a while until she began to move
along at the rate of sixty miles an hour, and
then he suddenly placed his foot on the brake
and put it on with full power.
One minute
later the eye of any solitary traveler passing
those
wilds
have
observed a
through
might
■car standing perfectly still on the track and a
railroad man going down hill among the
blackberry bushes and underbush headforemost at the rate—say of forty-six miles an
hour. He was carried home on a streteher,
and now that railroad man not only has perin the availability of the air-brake,
fect
but he is convinced that it would be a good
thing if some man would invent a machine
for taking the flatness and general demorali
zation, as it were, out of mutilated noses.

To Let!

Urino-Genital Organs.

$20,000 a

Mice Rent for $200.

mThe

about suspicious little bites in the sides of a
dozen choice apples, answered:
“Perhaps,
mamma, they may have been frost bitten, it
was so cold last night.
“The mother retreated.”

The Great Preserver of

and then be renewed. Iu this way I have seen
chronic granular vagiuitles remedied in a few days
that have resisted the ordinarv remedies for
weeks;
and I have seen granular erosions, with
leucorrhcea,
disappear very rapidly under Its use, I have not
time to do more thau call the attention of
my professional brethren to this newJSxtract, which I am sure
will soon be recognized as a valuable addition
to our
materia medica.
267 Madison Avenue,

UNFAILING REMEDY
chronic diseases of the mucous surface and a
specific iu the removal of morbid discharges, of whatever

DO

^

Third Block below the
Said Stores have

new

Prescribed by the medical profession with signal
and uniform success in the treatment of Chronic Diarrhoea and Dysentery, Night Sweats, Uterine and
Pulmonary Hemorrhage, in Cough attended with
profuse Expectoration, and as an injeotion in Leucoroea or Whites, Ulcerations of the Os
Uteri, and other
vaginal diseases; iu Catarrh, Piles, Fisures of the
Annus, Burns, Scalds, Excoriations, obstinate Ulcers
and m all cases requiring a powerful
astringent and
tonic
Those afflicted with any of the above difficulties,
and not wishing to call
upon their physicians, can
purchase from their druggist one or two dollar packages of the medicine, with physicians full directions
for use.
For sale by all Druggists.

remedy.

W. W.

Whipple & Co.,

Let.

IF

For LADIES AND

I

STATE
dec!6

Store No 142 S 144 Commercial st
CORNER ot
Wharf, particiilarl
CJ adapted to theWidgery’s
Fit .r aud Grain business, larg
capacity, having a fron-age o« 36 feet, and depth 15
feet, accessible by water or rail, fifed up with every
H. N.

PLEASANT

Iront
third

one room on

st.oc28tl'

nn

Fore st.

194

Front Rooms
at 28 High

TWO
board

351 CONGRESS STREET.
Annual CASH sale of Goods at greatly reduced
prices, for ten days omy.
A full assortment of
LailieH’IJnder

Clothing,Infanta’Clothing,
Vest* and

iTlcrino
and CuflH,

Drawer*, Collars
Hamburg Edgings,
Ildk’fs, Worsted and
Fancy Goods.

rooms, Sebago
LINCOLN

31

11_

To Let.
No. 36 Anderson street; nearly new, contains six looms, eight closets, good cellar, and
plenty 01 water. Apply at No. 3 Lincoln st.
Jy28tt
Let.

DESIRABLE House of ten rooms.
C O. BAKER, 37 Wilmot street.

jylSdtl

Enquire of

E. W.

LOCKE.

xo De Leu,
whole or part ot the block ot Brick Stores
Portland Pier.
Apply at the Merchants National Bank.
iyl8tl

Furnished Room
without board.
wanted. Apply corner

WITH

or

to

on

Let,

Also Ladv Boarders
Center and Free st. No

_jun30tf
TO
LET.
Either Single

or

W. P.

&

SALES-

EXCHANGE

ST.

Physicians

best
their merits.

GENTLEMEN.

CHAS. CUSTIS &
Agents

S&W tf

no29

for

CO.,

Portland

AMERICAN

Jany 27-dlw

The Machiue is portable,
ready, cannot get out
of order; harmless to life and
sudden outbreak of fire invalua-

_always

property,

and at the

It has been adopted by the United States Government, the leading Railway Lines, and by many of the

prominent Ocean and Inland Steamship Companies,
and is in daily use by the Fire Departments of the
principal cities of the Union. It has the emphali
and practical indorsement of the wisest and most sue
cessful underwriters; bnt its
prime recommendation
is in its record of solid work done—over one thousand
actual fires put out, and millions worth of property
saved from the flames.

HENRY-TAYLOR,
STATE
AGENT,

I .1

Jat7

!•' TDliraian..v

BUND FOR
2m TuThS

k!lh„

s

ments.
lalso have

sold out my stock of Groceries to ELIAS
HAVING
THOMAS & CO., 90 Commercial st., I would

respectfully refer my

old customers to them.
I oiler for sale my Office Furniture,
consisting of
Safe, Desk-Chair, &c. For further particulars enquire at the office of .ROSS & STURDIVANT, 179
Commercial st.
H. M. STURDIVANT.
Portland, Jan. 30,1872.
2w

HAVE YOU SEEN

Broad’s

EXTINGUISHER

Will sell to be paid for in Install-

NOTICE.

Consolidated
FIRE

13 Moulton St.

Under the “Old Bethel Building.”

and many of the oit-

izensof Portland, who have tested
For sale by

BERRY,

11 and

Patent

Shawl

WHITE TEETH, HEALTHY GUMS,
BREATH.

upcintd

l.v

stunt use or

Thurston’a Ivory Pearl Toothpowdrr,
It is the best Pentritlce known.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price
25 and 50 cedts per bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
__102 Fulton Street, New York.

CIRCULAR.
tf

BAUMBACH’S

WANTED,

9§0 to 9^00 per month by Helling

CJREAT

FORTUNES,

How they were
Made; or, the Struggles
Trutmuhs OF our Self-made
Men, by J. D.
McCabe, Jr. By forty eminent examples, it teaches
how to succeed in life, and ut the same time benefit
mankind, tor par tic ulars.notices of the
press and
extra terms, address, GEORgk HACI.kaiv
Publisher, 3 School St., Boston.
fw4w 2
and

NEW ENGLAND

FARMER.

Fifty Years Eatablinhcd.
$2.50 A YEAR IN ADVANCE. We are
offering special inducements for new subscribers •
m the shape of
arg-e cash premiums
Specimens and circulars sent on receipt of stamp
R. P. EATON Ar
for postage.
CO.,
dc21a&w w5l-4w_
Ronton, Minna.

ONLY

_

FOR SALE!

TEBBETS^ HOUSE,

SPRINGVALE.
WILL BE SOLI) CHEAP!
As

the

owner

■’an31

THE

wants to go

Annual Xming.
annual meeting of the
Maine Steamshin fki'v

SACRED*

offlcl, ® Wharf^T
1872,

Order.

"ant
Plain
TH
M. will find it to tlieir

o’clwk,

HENRY FOX Clerk
jasotrl

Fancy Job Printing
advantage to call on W m m
the Daily Press Job Printing Office, k,_

Marks, at
clige Street, Portland.

or

wtU be

sic. le

_2m
-A. Certain Cure !

dc20 eod&wtf

FISHERMEN!
TWINES AND NETTING,

Franklin Family School,

R.

18t

institute

Mass,

FOR

SURE CURE for intemperance. It is a
vegetable
imwder, to be mixed with water; will remove all desire for intoxicating drinks; cures delirium,
tremens in
““d is approved by the Grand
Lodge
1 of
Good Templars of Mass.
Send for evidence. Sold by
Druggists, or sent free
of expense on receipt of
price, 91 per box.
SAMUEL C. KNIGHT’S, Masonic
Block,
Cambringeport, Mass,
wn
1
w liolesale
Agents for Maine.
JOHN W. PERKINS Sc
CO., Portland.
1T&S
4w
A

is hereby given that the subscriber
has
been
appointed and taken upon himself the
trust of Administrator of the estate of

NOTICEduly

EBEN MOODY, late of Falmouth,
in the County of Cumberland,
deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demauds upon the estate of said
deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to
said
estate are called upon to make
payment to
BENJ. A. MOODY, Ad’r.
Falmouth, Dec. 5th,
To

Boston,

Forest City Bowling Alley.
The subscriber has just opened to
public and
parties a new Bowling Alley at

pri-

SILVER

STREET.

GE°'

GORDON.

B‘

COAL! COAL!
A

FUI.L

—

Of all

HAT, CAP

and FUR

abeoubtU»SS5?.P&tt”e&
Addre-HATTEK. Herald Office,
Maine

aft€r Jan*

mu,

N O T IC E

Lewiston, will leave

Junction, AuPortland, at 8.15 P. m.

Danville

viaBrunfw1ick!'tral“WHlruna8
Jan 3.

s.

the Evening train for Walnut

Perley’s, Chandler’s,

and

"I—

Best™, Ma

Central Rail Road.

S P E C I A L
buru

SFPP1Y OF

dtf

AL80

,18ua' t0 Lewi8ton

L' L' LINC0LN> Awt. Supt.

kinds,

Paul

as

COAL!

—

WOOD,

usual, at lowest prices.

Prince A Son,
OF

WILMOT ST.
_FOOT
N OTICE.

ja26-lm

GAMMON AT HIS OLD BUSINESS

Portland, Jan. 30th, 1872.

PLANING AND MOULDING BUSINESS,
as

heretofore,

at

Cross st. Planing Mills.

S. H.
«A. R.

Portland,

Jan.

30th,

1872.

Dissolution of

DOTEN,

DOTEN.
ja31eod3w

Copartnership.

GAMMOfi.

pTaiu
Fancy Job Printing
will find wit^f
TH2?E
it to their
Wii.M
advantage to call
El&rlming
ZSSgSSS&Sr',ob
or

on

which have won the confidence of mankind and
become household words
among not only one but
many nations, must have
extraordinary virtues. Perhaps no one ever secured so
wide a reputation or maintained it so long as Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral. It
has been known to the public about forty years, by a
long continued series of
marvellous cures, which have won for it a confidence
in its virtues, never equalled by any other medicine.
It still makes the most effectual cures of
Coughs,
Colds, Consumption, that can be made bymeuical
skill. Indeed, the Cherry Pectoral has really
robbed these dangerous diseases of their terrors, to a
great extent, and given a feeling of immunity from
their fatal effects, which is well founded, if the remedy be taken in season. Every family should have it
in their closet for the ready and prompt relief of its
members. Sickness, suffering, and even life is saved
by this timely protection, The prudent should not
neglect it, and the wise will not. Keep it by you for
the protection it attords in sudden attacks, and by ts

timely

use.

PREPARED BY

Winter Arrangement.
Ou and after

COUGH!

trains leave Portland
for Rochester and iutermediat e stations
at 7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P. M., making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.30 A. M., and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on Dover and Winnipiseogee, and Portsmouth. Great Falls
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o'clock train making direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Boston &
Maine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 5.30 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standisli, and No.

Limington, daily.
At Buxton Centro for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Limington, daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for

! efficiency of this invaluable

copartnership heretofore
firm
THE
of
name

CLEMENT,

existing

BENSON &

under the

CO.,

is this day dissolved by mutual consent.
The busiof the late firm will be settled by EDWIN
CLEMENT & CO.
nes

EDWIN CLEMENT,
A. M. BENSON,

(1

j

CENTRAL

1872.

Ths undersigned will continue the business under
the name and style of

CUENIENT

&

CO.

EDWIN CLEMENT.

Portland,

1st

January,

ELI HU LIBBY,
F. M. CLEMENT.
1872.
ja23<12w

before realized.

Co-Partnership iNotice.

undersigned liave formed copartnership
der the stylo of SMITH, GAGE &
THE
CO., for the
of
a

11

un-

purpose
transacting a Wholesale. Grocery Business
and have taken the store. No. 92 Commercial.
Street
<Thomas Block,) where they would be pleased to see
their friends and former customers.
F. A. SMITH,
F. A. GAGE,
Late of the firm of Smith, Donnell & Co.

Confining ourselves to practice and not theory we
invite all parties in want of Steam Boilers to give us
a call.
W. T. BROWN & CO., General Agents,
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts
del#

ARRANGEMENT.

On and after November 13th, curreut, the new line between Danville
Cumberland will be open for use,
”i n
■
■»iauj pa85enger and all other trains will
h8 run to all points of tills line from the Depot of
Portland & Keuuebec R. R. Co. in Portland only,
and all ttains from this line will arrive at that Depot
only in Portland. Passenger trains for Bangor and
all intermediate stations, via Lewistou and via Brunswick will leave at 1.90 P. M. Night EJxpress with
Pullman Cars, at 12.30 A. M. via' Augusta, every

BOOK

u

j";•;f:f

13,

station in

W.

aj8

Chicago
!

$10
iy

Finely illustrated.

All

can

9IIDDI.E
B3T*Maslc sent by mail.

STREET.
dcl2eod-6m

dispose
bargain if applied for
Inquire of

C. E. TURNER,

_

Ja29-dlw_265 Hanover street,

Boston.

Gig Saw

For Sale.
GOOD Gate Saw, nearly new. Enquire
dress LITTLEFIELD & WILSON, Cor
and Maple st.
ja31tf

A

SATE THE

adYork

nr

CHILDREnT

for these most troublesome and dangerous of all
worms in childreu or adults is DR. GOULD’S
PINWORM SYRUP. Purely vegetable; sure death to
all worms; a valuable cathartic, and beneficial to
health, Warranted. Price reduced to 50 cts. ner
bottle.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston.
w5-4m
jan31d&w

dfel OKA Week. Best Cheap
fipJL+JtJ Machine in the world.
JT3. HAYES, Great Tails, N. H.

Shuttle Sewin
Agents
wanted
*

dec7-4w§

WILL POSITIVELY RESTORE GRA
HAIR TO ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.
It keeps the hair from falling out. It is the best
dressing in the w orld, making lifeless, stiff* brashy
hair, healthy, soft and glossy.
For sale by all druggists.
R. P. HALL & CO.
Naushua, N. H. Proprietors.
dc6 eod&eow d
eow w w49
2m

i_7~

a

will send to
each,
IjlOR
Splendid Photographs of either
we

JJLS. FISK, JR.,
JOSIE MANSFIELD,

anv

d&w
_

HUDSON RIVER OIL WORKS.

Patterns of Garment

ANHBUTTEKICK’S

And cannot be equalled for

Farity, Brilliancy,

and

PLUMMSB & WILDEB;

Economy.

•n

Furnished in cans, cases, and prime hhls. by
J, R, BARTLETT A CO..
*S lull in Mtreet, Boston,
Gcn’l Ag’ti for New England.
J. J.

j

jn24

Senate,

Us

3, 1872.
Ordered, The House concurring, that all petitions
for private legislation, except ‘‘Petitions for redress
of wrongs atm grievances,” which shall be presented
to this

Legislature

after the first

day of

tor all the

In Senate, January 11,1872
Sent dowu for concurrence.
SAMUEL W. LANE,

Read and passed.

Secretary.

In
..

House

of

Representatives,
January 12,1812.

1

(

Read and passed In concurrence.
SUMNER J. CHADBOURNE, Cerk*
A true copy.
Attest :

SAMUEL W. LANE, Secretary.
janl3 d&wt febl

Purposes of

a

Family Physic,

ctbixo

4w

Co?

tivencs*. Jaundice,

Ml IB

\

t

Dysentery, Foul Stomach, Erytdpelaa. Hi ad-

REWABDi?7iffe?e^^

the proprietor of Dr. Sage’s ■
1 atarrh
Remedy for a case of H
"CoW in Head," Catarrh or O
Ozena,which he cannot cure. H
bold by Druggists at 50 eta,

ache,

Coughs, Coliln

a

Diseases,
Liver

are

FOR THE BEST
HIGH OB

CALL

picture

OF

BIBLE

DICTIONARY.

It coutaius over 250 tine Scripture Illustration* anil
1105 pages, and is the most comprehensive and valuable History of the Bible ever publishes!. The labor
and learning of eenturies are gathered in this one
volume, to throw a strong clear light upon every
page of the inspired Word.
AGENTS WANTED.-Send for Circulars, and see
our terms, and a full description ot the work.
Address National Publishing Co., Phlla. Pa.
ja31t4\v

Street,

Portland, Maine.

who manufacture the best Boiler and best Itn,lw„.
for that purpose ever
Introduced to to themarket
“ho are prepared to contract to successful! v,;...
* arm
»nv buiMlng, without regard to nize.
I>. \V. & Son also keep on hand everv
)f Steam. Gas and Water Pipe and
tittiiim «
iale and retail, and have In their
workmen to put in the same; and emphiv’tw
in
are
shop
prepared to attend promptIv
^
to all
machine work and

..£1

SMITH, L. L. D.

83IITH’S

Engineers and Machinists,
r Cross

HISTORY of the BIBLE.
BY WM.

OE

Daniel Winslow & Soil

[4w j

illustrated

AUTHOR

LOW PRESSURE

Steam Heating Apparatus.

HUMByaH^TendtaT35
color
height
hair,
eyes

IS NO

_

only

take; and being purely vegetable, they are entirely
harmless.
PREPARED BY
DR. »T. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all druggists everywhere.
janl-e3dwl\ -1

immediately

j„29t

Complaint, Drop-

sy, Tetter, Tumors a
Salt Rheum, Worms,
Oout, Neuralgia, as a
Dinner Pill, and Purltying the Blond.
the most congeuial purgative
yet perfected. Their

complaints
physLlans.

ml llonrnrnenn.

■

Rheuma-

Biliousness,

effects abundantly show how much they excel all other Pills.
They are safe and pleasant to take, but
powerful to cure. They purge out the foul humors
of the blood;
they stimulate the sluggish or disordered organ into action, and
they impart health and
tone to the whole being.
the evThey cure not
ery day
of even-body, but formidable and
dangerous diseases. Most eminent clergymen, most
skilful
and our best citizens send certificates of cures performed and of great benefits they
have derived from these Pills. They are the safest
and best physic for children, because mild as well as
effectual. Being sugar coated, they are easy to

Cents
of
and
you will
receive b\ return mail a correct
of vouV future
husband or wife, with name and date of
marriage.
Addrc.-s \\. Fox, 1. O.
Drawer, No. 24 Fultonville,
3

Piles,

tism,Eruptions and Skin

February

next, be referred to the next Legislature, and that
this order be published in the Daily Kennebec Journal, the Bangor Daily Whig and' Courier, and the
Portland Daily Press until that date.

Up Stairs.

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,

CHENERaf,
Agents for Portlnnd.

S500

War
j
I BY i fg**—Y
H S
|
KB

mms

Jan.

it*_m Middle St..

Dyspepsia, Indigestion,

"hh

In

POPE,

Sewing Machines

jn2y-t4w

STATE OF MAINE.

by

intended tor use in ordinary kerosene lamp*,
wherever good light and perfect security from accident are required. It is prepared carefully at the

Don’t be deceived by worthless imitations.
Get
only Wells’s Carbolic Tablets. Price 25 cts ner
box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG. 18 Platt St
N V
Sole agent for the U. S. Send for Circular.

w3

for sale

is

standing.

_

or

Ot band and sawed to dimensions,
hard pine PIaANK,

ELIAS HOWE

Caution.

address

EDWARD S. STOKES.
Address BOX 1221, Boston P. O., Mass.

Hard and WhitePine Timber

Wharf and Hock, first, corner of E street.
iiir29eoiily
Office. 10 State st.,8oston.

are
relieved and statements
are constantly being sent to the proprietor of relief
in cases of Throat difficulties of years’

IT

~pTrson

lyZSdtf_

OIL.!

THROAT

janl3-4w

BROKE*,’

STOVE and CDESTUTT
W
,T,'r?otlotos' market price.delitered on hoard at place
shipment, snd will pi»cure vessels to tratispott the same a
hen desired
ROSS A- STI
RDIVAVT,
HPOowrrclal st.

STETSON &

ECLECTI C
[
i

SELL

STEA.1IEK,

HARD PINE FLOORING AND MTEP*

THESE

RENEWER.

janlSHllw

'

TABLETS present the Acid in combination with other efficient remedies, in a popular
form, for the Cure of all THROAT and LUNG Diseases.
HOARSENESS and ULCERATION of the

HAIR

WE

BOARDS,

For

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

35 cents

!

WE

HALL’S

soon.

:

WELLS’S CARBOLIC TABLETS,

SI l( t
to

jan23t4w

PROFITABLE

jal2tf

of the

by the Car^o !

r.onr,

WICKES'

DR.

The proprietor of Cigar Store No.
265 Hanover Street,
Boston, wishes
of his stock, lease and fixtures.
Great

Price low. Will outsell everything
Address Columbian Book Co.,

YOU DESIRE YOUR HAIR TO BE SOFT
LUXURIANT AND GLOSSY?
I
EMPLOYMENT.
THOMPSON'S
POMADE
OPTIME,
desire to engage a few more Agents to sell the
used daily, will make it so. It is entirely a Vegetable j
SEWCompound, exquisitely perfumed .and specially adapt- ING World Renowned Improved BUCKEYE
MACHINE,at a liberal salary or on Commission
ed for nourishing the Hair. Sold
by Druggists and
A
Horse
and
to
given
Agents.
Full
Wagon
ParticuDealers in Fancy Goods. Price 25 and 50 cents per j
lars furnished on application. Address W. A. Henbottle.
derson & Go., General Agents, Cleveland, Ohio, and
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
St. Louis, Mo.
jn29f 4w
__102 Fulton Street, New York.

DO

great invlgnrator and remblood, or for organic
For the fore-

a* a

impurities

Coal

ft:

R. P. JENNESS has removed to No. 4 Browui
St., Portia d, Me. Office hours from 10 to 11
no25-3m
M., and 4 to r. m.

FOR SALE (HEAP.

Conn.

uue

HAWES & ORIGIN’S Mnsic Store,
11

:

Apmt"

Ot all medicines that give strength and robustness to
body and mind, DODD’S NERVINE bears the palm.
Its sale is large and its popularity
long established.
Probably more families keep It on hand for every day
UHe as a stimulant and corrective, than all other'medicines now before the public. It is pleasant to take
as any wine.
Jan23t4w

oxchauge.)

be obtained at

for all

JERIJBEBA

A Reliable Tonic.

ORGANS!

Piano Stool*.

offered to the public

weakness with their attendant evils.
going complaints

Send fur Circulars.

Maulifactnre,

a

in

edy

‘‘Afoot & A lone.

OF

Aisu

Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jnrubeba

_

Violin*, Banjo*, Drum*, Guitar*,
Cornet*, Concertina*, String*, Mu*ic Box-

es,

mrMdt*

are
is confidently recommended to everv
can
family as •
adapted to other business or manufacturing at small j household remedy, and should be freely taken In all
expense. Vessels can go up alongside of Mill, and 3-4 I derangements of the
It gives health, vigor
system.
milo from Grand Trunk Station, 3$ miles from wharf
and tone to all.the vital forces, and animate* and forin Portland. Buildings in prime order, two stories
tifies all weak anil lymphatic temperaments.
30x65, L part 25x30, and plenty of room to erect othJOHN Q. KELLOGg7 18, Platt Street, New York
ers.
Situated on the most beautiful shore of our harSole Agent forthe United States.
bor for residence. Apply to EDWARD H. BURGIN.
Price One Hollar per Bottle. Send for Circular.
P. O. Box 715, Corner Market & Milk sts.
5w
jn29f
{jQ^Terms favorable.
jau23eodtf

Merchandise,

it

HoU8e*_

JURUBEBA!

ARRANGEMENT, i

wiiwn,

MILLS,

RANDALL ANDREWN,
Late of tlie Gardiner Botel.the Maine Hotel at Damand
Columbian House, Bath.
anscotta,
u»-A good Livery Stable is connected with the
BY

MANUFACTURERS !
Privilege and Buildings of Falmouth
iirimt Mill,
THE
offered for sale;
be easily

TRAINS.

CHOICE and large stock of Nkert Hu»ic,
«

KENDALL’S

-FOR-

CELEBRATED

7.

West by the Penn. R. K. and Sottl

the

FAIKt'lELD HU USE,

OF~

King

,

BTJRDKTT .Sc WOOD’S

lot of

P.ts

GOOD WATER POWER

Bangor, Me.

in

tor

Rifles,

Do not be deceived by “Old reliable office,” or
“best routes’* advertised by other parties, but call at
Grand Trunk Office under Lancaster Hall,or at the
Depot and obtain prices, anti see the saving in
time and distance. Baggage checked through and
Pullman Cars secured from Portland to Chicago.
D. H. BLANCHARD'S, oppo. Preble House,
No. 282 Congress street, Portland, Me.
WM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,

(Old Instruments taken

Freight

by connecting lines forwarded tree of commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
WIlITlfKr A' MAIUPMON, A*eul»,
Jn23-ly70 Leng Whnrf,

“lOO CHOICE SELECTIONS, NO. 4.”
now ready with its precious store of
good tiling for
It is not a physio—It is not what is
Public and Parlor Headings, being a happy blending
popularly
called a bitters, nor is it intended as such.
It is
of Eloquence, Humor, Sentiment, Pathos'and Bura South American
plant that has been used for
lesque, Uniform in style with the preceeding num- m?my
the
medical faculty of those countriea
yearsby
bers, which have won the public heart, and the cry is ! with wonderful
efficacy as a powerffl alter ative
•‘MORE!" Cloth-bound, 75 cents; paper, 30
cents, , and UXEQUALED FttXIFIEK OK THE BLOOD and is
or 4 copies for $1.
a
Also "Excelsior Dialogues,” reSure and Perfect Remedy for all diseases of the
vised, price 41 25.
Liver and Spleen,Enlargement or Obaf ruclion of In teaAsk your bookseller for them, or send price to P.
tines, Urinary, Uterine, or Abdominal Organs,
Garrett & Co., 702 Chestnut st., Philadelphia, Pa.
Poverty nm want rtf in,owi ints....;».,n>
AGENTS WANTED.—Those selling other books
Beni it tent Fevers, Inflammation of the
can sell these by thousands.
jan23t4w
Liver, Dropsy, Slnggisli Circulation of
the Blood, Abscesses,
•
Tumors,
shot-chins, revolvers
Jaundice, Scrofula, DyspepGun materials of every kind. Write for Price
sia, Ague and Fever, or
List, to Great Western Gun Works, Pittsburg, Pa.
their ConcomiArmy Guns and Revolvers bought or traded for.
tants.
4w
Agents Wanted.
ja« t

Or any other point in the

REED

ly^^.bbiiy

ing vessels.

is

OR EAT WEST.

PIANOS of the best

From Long Wharf, Boston, at 3 p.m,
Fl0LU Pine Street Wharf, Philadelat 10 a. m.
insurance one halt the rate of sail-

^fWR

JAMES FISK.
Boy

Line.

Leave each port ev«ry Wednesday A 8atorl*y

A complete History of his life and exploits from a
Pedlar
to a
among Financiers. His triumphs and failures. How he lived and how he died.
Illustrated. Price by mail, 50 cents. Terms liberal.
Address Wm. Flint & Co., Phila. Pa.
jan23t4w

novll-dtf

CALIFORNIA

A

From

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE LIFE

Railway

CONSISTING

Steamship

and its Destruction

Ja8t4w_B.

-FOR-

Musical

PHILADELPHIA

Complete History of

SAMPLES sent (postage paid) for Fifty Cents,
that retail easily for T«n Dollars.
4w
I. Wolcott, N. Y.

X 4md

r-yjpurchastag tickets Yia the

WINTER

A

and inferior histories are ottered. Be sure the book
you buy is by Uptou & Shealuin, a lull octavo, 6x9
inches, nearly 500 pages, and over 45 illustrations,
Send $1 00 for outfit, with choice of territory.
Also two beautiful Chromos, CHICAGO AS IT
WAS and CHICAGO IN FLAMES. Circulars and
terms free. Profits large. UNION PUBLISHING
COMPANY, CHICAGO, PHILADELPHIA, or CINCINNATI.
fw4w 2

1871*

$5.00 SAVED

OF

host O IV

40,000 copies sold. In English and German. Price $2 50.
CAUTION*—Since issuing this work, smaller

*

Trunk

Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk §12.50
time 48 hours; to Baltimore §15, time 65 honrs.
Norfolk. 48 hours. To Baltimore, 65 hours.
For further information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
53 Central Wharf, Boston.
june2tf

84wtO’CLOCK.

AGENTS WANTED.

MERRITT, Superintendent, Boston.

Grand

West.

Through rates given to South and West.
Fine Passenger accominocations.

-AND-

Boston, Haymarket Square.

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
353 Conrniercial Street, Portland.

places

18 A PURE REACH TEA
with the Green Tea Flavor.
Warranted to suit all tastes. For
sale eveiywhere in our “trademark” pound and half pound
packages only. And for sale
wholesale only by the Great Atlantib and Pacific Tea Co., 8
Church st., New York P. O. Box
Send for Thea Nectar Circular.
jan8- 4wt

5506.

Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell, 6.15* 9.10* A. M., 3.30$, 3.45* P. M.
Milton and Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.30$, 3.45* P. M.
NOTE.—The G.15* A. M. train arrives in Boston in
time to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 for New
York, the South and the West 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Route and Sound
Steamers for New York and the South. 3.30t P. M.
rain with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore
or Springfield line.
nr*Freight trains between Portland and Boston

♦Accommodation.
$Fast Express.

Kennedy.**

“McClellan ** Capt.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington by
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail; and by tlie Va. A Tenn.
Air Line to all points in Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama and Georgia; and over the Seaboard and Roanoke R. R. to all points in North ami South Carolina
by the Balt. A Ohio R. R. to Washington and all

THEA-NECTAR

Trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. StapqggggMgigggfjltion, Portland, for Boston, *6.15, *9.10
M., 3.30$, 3.45*, P. M. Returning
—-aa—‘7.30, $8.30 A. M., *12.15, *3. P. M.
For Rochester, Alton Bay, *6.15, A. M.
Manchester and Concord, N. H., via C. & P. R. R.
Junction, 6.15* A. M., 3.45* P. M.

daily.
Passenger

Appold.**
“George
William

is the only work extant which satisfies this want. It
is beautiful and striking, combining an entirely new
and elegant Family Photograph Album, with
a complete Family lliiilory.
Full particulars
and circulars free. Address GEO. MACLEAN, 3
School Street, Bodou, Nau.
ja8-4wt

!

Mixed train from Augusta, Bath and Lewiston, and
intermediate stations at 6.45 P. M.
Freight train from Bangor and all intermediate stations via Lewiston at 4.30 P. M.
From Skowhegan via Augusta at 4.00 P. M.
From Waterville and intermediate stations via Lewistou, at 12.20 P. M.
E3T*The passenger train leaving Portland at 1.00
P. M. connects at Bangor with E. & N. A. Railway
train for Mattawamkeag, same night.
The night express from Portland connects at Bangor at 7.30 A. M. with day train through to St. John.
JAS. M. LUNT, Gen'l Superintendent,
L. L. LINCOLN, Asst. Superintendent.
Augusta, January 3, 1872.

Nor.

Saturdays at 4i*. >i.
►for NORFOLK and BALTIMORE.
F
Steamship:—
William Lawrence.**

novelty In the subscription
at sight In every family. The

Pictorial Family Register

1

except Mondays.

Arrangement,

Tuesdays and

a

line which will sell
HAVE

Afternoon passenger trains for Augusta, Bath and
Lewiston via Danville, and all intermediate stations,
at 5.15 P. M. Mixed train for Augusta, Bath and intermediate stations at at 6 A. M.
FREIGHT TRAINS.—Through traiu for Bangor
and all intermediate statious east of Waterville, via
LeWsston leaves at 3.00 A. M., taking freight of night
previous from Boston. For Waterville and all intermediate stations via Lewiston, at 4.00 A. M. For
Skowhegan via Augusta and all intermediate stations
including Bath and Lewiston, at 6.00 A. M.
Passenger trains will be due in Portland, from
Baugor, Dexter, Belfast, Farmington, Bath, and all
intermediate stations on this line at 2.55 P. M., connecting there with through trains to Boston. From
Augusta, Ba b and Lewiston, and all intermediate
stations at 6.40 A. M., connecting with morning train
for Boston. Night express with sleeping cars from
Baugor, via Augusta at 1.00 A. M., every morning

Winter

Steamships of this Line sail from
of Central Wharf, Boston,

end

AGENTS

long wanted

night except Mondays.

Removal.
a.

Thursday.
IF*Freight for Calais and St. Andrews, shipped
from East{x>rt by sailing vessel.
Connecting at St. John with the Steamer EM
PRESS for Digbv and AiiiiaiHilis, thence by rail to

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington,
V. C. Steamship Line.

cona

—_x*-•_

i__
every Monday, at 5.15, p. m., fo
Eastjtort ami St John.
Ketnrning will leave St. John and Eastport ever

TTTTIYIV

RAILROAD.

above is
Steam Boiler
engraving of
THE
taining 1200 feet of heating surface, built upon

Clnn.

On and after MONDAY, Doe.
25th, the Steamer New Bruiitwick, Capt S. H. Pike, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot of State St.,

:

TURNER, Superintendent.
decl6-tc
Portland, Dec. 15,1871.

MAINE

.AJR RANGEM ENT

ONE TRIP PER WEEK !

WILLIAM H.

new

market, and will continue to do so, as long as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Government Bonds.
The durability of this boiler is greater than any
other for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
to come In contact with the intensely heated surfaces,
the feed water being gradually heated as it ascends
from the lower to the upper compartment.
We would especially call the attention of Railroad
men to the following facts, that while running this
boilerwith coal or wood the sparks arc neutralized,
and none have ever left the smoke-stack or chimney,
which in itself is a most valuable advantage, never

WINTER

is

Limerick, Parsonsficld,

At Centre Waterboro’ for

daily.

Calais and Ml. John, Digby
Windsor nud Halifax.

Windsor and Halifax and with the E. & N. A. Kail*
way f«>r Shcdiac and intermediate stations.
AP~Freight received on days of Bailing unt
o’clock, p. m.
Winter rates will be charged for freight after De
20th.
A. It. STUBBS, Agent
dc20
Is t Sat then oh
tr

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) uuless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger tor
every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 26, 1871.
oc26islw-ostf

nmr

EL1HU LIBBY,
F. M. CLEMENT.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eautporl,

found anything to relieve me from these attacks
until 1 tried Dr. Well*' Carbolic Tablet*.”
Elizabeth T. Root.
!>on’t bt worthless artiA
Vxi. U A Iv/ll • cles be palmed off on you,
be sure you get only Wells’ Carbolic Tablets.
John Q. Kellogg, Platt Street, X. Y. Sole Agent.
Sold by Druggists. Price 25 cents a Box.
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,
nov22-3m
Portland, Me.

J!f????????????iTraiii8
^

power.
We will guarantee that this boiler will shew 50
more power with the same
per cent, Kailiir
weight of coal
aC

for Queenstown and Liverpool.
Returning will leave Domluion Wharf, Halifax every Tuesday, at 4 I*. M.
Cabiu passage with State Room.
$7 00
For further information apply to L. BILLINGS
Atlantic Wharf, or
JOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.
slip latf

never

On and after Monday, Oct. 30, 1871,
will run as follows:
Passenger train at 7.30 A. AI. for
“South Paris, and intermediate stations.
Mail train (stopping at all stations) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West, at 1.10 P. M.
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate
stations at 5.00 P. M.
Passenger trains will arrive as follows:
From Soutn Paris and Lewiston, at 8.15 A. M.
From Montreal, Quebec, Gorham and Bangor, at
2.45 P.M.
Accommodation from So. Paris arrive at 8.45 P. M.
HaP’Sleeping Cars on all night trains.

water.
The smoke and heated gases pass first through the
tubes in the upper compartment, then descend, and
return through the tubes in the second compartment,
thence again descending they pass through the tubes
in the third
By this operation, the
smoke, and heated gases from the furnace on their
smoke
to
the
or
way
stack,
chimney come in contact with gradually decreasing temperatures of
wat«*r.
While doingj average work, coupled with a good
engine, it will supply steam for 150 indicated horse

following

Hallway,

Glasgow and Piotou,

COUGH!

medicine the

makimr close connect ion* with
for Windsor, Truro, New
and with Allan’s Mail Steamers

Nova Scotia

47 Walipanseh Av., Chicago, 111., Jan. 14,1871.
“For the last ten years 1 have been a great sufferer
from frequent attacks of Acute Bronchitis, and have

j

OF

principle, namely,that of stopping the vertical
circulation, accomplished by means of two horizontal diaphragms running through the boiler, and
forming three water compartments. By this arrangement there Is maintained three temperatures of

COUGH!

LINK.

The favorite Steamship CAR
LOTTA will leave Galt's Wharf
SATURDAY
every
at
4 P. M. for Halifax direct

OIIVEK.

Why will you Cough when you can be so easily relieved by using
j
Dr. Wells9 Carbolic Tablets!
They are a sure cure for Sore Throat, Cold,
HoAK.SE.VK88, CATARRH and ALL DISEASES OF THE
| Lungs, Throat and Bronchial Tubes.
From the great number of Testimonials as to the

Hartford,

a

8.

Scotia

Halifax,_N ova
VTKKKLT

Limerick, Newfield, Par-

ALTERATION

an

t'or

I

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

Blanchard Maine State Boiler Co.

|

8onstield and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, returning alternate days.

decl8-d&wevery3dwly

OFFICE

A.

Monday, December, 18, I

sept25dtf

DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
And sold by druggists all round the world.

Steamers Dirigo and Franconia
will, until further notice, run as

!

Will leave the Wettsideof Portland Pier, daily toi
Peaks’ Islam! at 8.45 A M. and 3.15 l* M.
Keurning v i' leave Peaks’ Inland 9 15 AM,
and 3.45 P M.
CP“Priv;ite parties <• in be accommodated by applying to the Cuntain oi board,
Fare down ami hack it cents, children halt price.
Portland.*) one 23, 1871.
je23dtt

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

compartment.

of

stand, No 3} Union Street, where he hopes to see
his former numerous customers.
Being connected with no other business or concern
he intends to devote himself
antirely to his trade, as
*“

as Coughs, Colds,Whooping Cough,
Bronchitis, Asthma and Consumption.
THE FEW Compositions

such

DOTEN.

cause

E. D.

Ayer’sCherry Pectoral

DOTEN,

The undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under the firm name of S. H. & A. R. DOTEN,
for the purpose of carrying on the

has returned to his

3m

dcl5

Mass.

them suffer, linger, and die, beUndersigned
business, at
THE
MULTITUDES
of Pin-Worms. The only known
Painting, Glazing and Paper Hanging, at ids aid
remedy

above-,dc!3

may6dly

of the late firm will be settled by S. H. & A. K. Doten.
DANIEL WINSLOW,

Bodies Made to Order.

Dee. 23-dtf

Price 50 cents.

Dissolution of Copartnership.
copartnership heretofore existing under the
firm name of WINSLOW, DOTEN &
CO., is
this day dissolved by mutual consent. The accounts

EDWIN

J. F. MAYO, No. 7 Casco St.
Orders promptly attended to. jy20eodtf

NO. 1G

Sold By Druggists throughout the World.

Technology.

febldlm

Portland, 1st January,

te

Constipation.

cures

Sick Headache, Diliionsness, and all Humors and
As a medicine for Children

Entrance Examinations, June 3d, and October 3d.
For New Catalogue and recent entrance examination
papers, apply to
Prof. SAMUEL KNEELAND, Sec’y.,

ALSO

HARD and SOFT

WELL ESTABLISHED

o. LINSLEY.

jn4

SALE.—RARE CHANCE.
A

of

S. H.
A. B.

INEBRIATES!

All

Impurities of the Blood.
it has no equal.

FOB BOYS !

TOPSHAM, ME.,
BEGINS FEBRUARY 14.
This School sustains a high character as a Home
and Training School. For circulars
apply to the
Principal, or to Hoyt, Fogg & Breed, 92 Middle st.,

FOlt

manvfactred n

WH. J5. HOOPER a; SONS,
Send lor price-list.
liultimsrr, Md.
dly
B-14_

Open

OP THE

—

ommendation.
Price in Cloth, $2 50; Boards, $2 00.
Sent post-paid, on receipt of retail price.
OLIVER DITSON Sc CO., Boston,
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.
decl2 d&w50tc

tem,

THE

KAIGHTS’ TOIVIC

Carriage

1% eloar.u the Drain, relieves the Burdened Sys-

|

Company
STEAMER

CAPT.

-_

instrument manufactured in the United
States.

FOB gAI.E.

MEDICINE.

For Diseases of the Throat and Lungs,

THE 31st. SEMI-ANNUAL SESSION

FIRST-CLASS

disappointed in the quality of* muDeuras, Benedicites, Responses, Glorias, Anthems, Solos, Duets, Sentences, and all ftrst class
none better.
Large, clear, legible type, a great recnot one

of

care

MONDAY, MARCH llth,1872.
For Catalogues, &c., apply to
;
J. C. SNOW, Principal,
Steven’s Plains, Me.
Ja31t-d

jan31

McPhaiT* Pianos,
leading

been anxiously waiting lor its
may now send in their orders: and

CAN AFFORD TO
BE WITHOUT
THIS

commence on

FOURTEEN WEEKS,
Will

from No. Conway, arrives in

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

Portland.

MUSIC. PH/ETON BODIES

who have
rpiIOSE
A
appearance

tnnS

January 29th, 1872.

COLLECTION

iu

SEMI-WEEKLY LIZSTTC!

Steamboat

^

VALUABLE

Westbrook Seminary

1871._jn23dlaw3w*

West.

SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

for the choice of otieers, and the
b
™
01
any other business that mav legallv ram.kSvT.A
wifi 1* holden at their
W™
nesday, the 7th day of February,
at ten
Per

NEW

ucc

NO FAMILY

FEB. 27,1872.

Under the

_

AGENTS.-

junl4dlyr

;

A Teacher of experience and ability, with a full
staff of competent assistants in all Departments.
Board and Tuition reasonable. Text Books furnished by the Principal at City prices.
THOMAS H. MEAD, Sec’y.
North Bridgton, Jan. 5,1872.
w6t w5
d2taw t marl
jan30d&w

the^Agmcy^fru this State for the

Remember 144 1-2 Exchange St.

Straps.

The only Shawl Strap made with metallic
top.
Silver plated, with ctosb and end straps. Acknowledged by all who have seen them to be the neatest
shawl strap ever invented. Just the
thing for holiday presents. We also manufacture Shawl Straps of
all kinds.
Sole Manufacturer of Broad’s
PatcDts, 27J Market
Street, Opposite P. O.
G. B. BROAD & CO,
decl9-dtf

AND SWEET
SOUND

The

iHiuicu

iiitgu?.

Street, Boston, Mam.

W. G.

ranted.

Price lists sent by mail.

iju

TERM

The Spring Term will

All Instruments War-

APPLES.

61 Hancock

Bridgton Academy.

1869.

BEANS, EGGS, BUTTER,

tuui|iu»iug

address for 25 cents. Address,
Dr. Jourdaiu’s Consulting Office,

MOltllAI, FEB. 19,
Lord, A. M., Principal; Miss
Helen A. Dimock, Preceptress. Please send for circular to the above, or to
ISAAC L. MITCHELL, Sec.
*
Limington, Jan 25, 1872.
jan27dlw then eodlw

Received the HIGHEST
PREMIUMS in the New
England and State Fairs in

BALDWIN, GREENING
And RUSSET APPLES,

,-vic'u.

any

and French

—OF—

144 1-2

Eastern Jackson Potatoes,

jci jiuiu

THE SPRING TERM

ROOM,

NICE

HAS

commence on

MELODEONS
MANUFACTORY

Anatomy, Boston,

causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete restoration; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means of care, be:
ing the most comprehensive work on the subject ever

Limington Academy,
WILL
18*2.

Peak’s Isluud

ton ami passengers by the IP. M. from North Conway can take the Portland steamers arriving in Boston early the next morning.
Tickets for sale at the ticket office M. C. R. R.
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
no9tf
Portland, November 8, lb7l.

OF

—AND—

excellent roadster, will work
is kind and smooth. For
particulars Inquire of PELEG STAPLES, 250 Congress st., or WM, WINCHESTER, 1 Lincoln Place
where the horse can be seen.
Portland, Jan. 29th, 1872.
ja30tf

of

FEB. 5th.

SPRING

ORGANS

harness,

Gallery

THE

just published a new edition of his lectures,
containing most valuable information on the

EDWARD W. WRIGHT, A. M., Prill.

in Suit*.

HASTINGS,

sale.

Parisian

THE

£

mardiltt

HALF blooded Arabian Horse,
together with
A Sleigh,
Harness and Robes. This splendid horse

At Nos.

MONDAY,

HUGHES,

DR.

No. 172 Cumberland Street, Portland

Applications made at the school room No. 430 Congress street.
jau30-lw

TUESDAY,

These offices are the most desirable in the city, being Pleasantly situated aDd heated by steam.
Also, Desk ro«m and desks furnished it desired,

Is seven years old, is an
in double or single

ISAAC

THE

FLUENT BLOCK,

QKFICES I

FEB. 12th.

Spring Term of the English
School, will begin on

taken

of the country, with full directions, !

PROPRIETOR OF

OLIVIA E. PHILLIPS,
MISS A. H. DURGIN.
TT&S J2w*

jan30

HOUSE

jan30

DRIED

MONDAY,

a

Dr. S. J. JOURDAIN,

SCHOOL!
*

Let,

to let,, containing 7
TENEMENT
water. For particular, call at

A

nll865d&w

MISS

st._oct19eodtf

To

Seminary!

Persons not otherwise connected with the School
will be received into the classes in Languages, Drawing and Music, on moderate terms.
For further particulars apply at 22 State st., Port-

land, Me.

to Let.
the second floor without

SL-_aug23

by addressing

commence

on second floor.
Also
floor with board. 49 Frank-

To

St.

in such cases, and

cure

the least injurious to the health, aud may be
with perfect safety at all times.

Spring Term ot this School, for Young Ladies
and Misses, will
THE

room

on

on

Sent to any part

lodging Rooms

ly&w51

for"

JOSE,

To .Let

AGENTS.

deod

convenience.

perfect

a

TO THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 1
Preble Street, which they will find arranged for tbeir
special accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic RenovatingMedicines are unrivalled In efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obsttuctions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in

6t

MONDAY, the 12th, of February.
For further particulars, apply to
eod
J. H. HANSON.
jan24d&w-w4-2w

Casco

THE

II. W. Simon ton & Co.

BUCKSKIN

The Perforated Buckskin Under
Garments are recommended by the

The Spring Term will begin

warrant

can

NEW ARRANGEMENT.

!

tVia 7.40 A. M.
IT Via 3.15 P. M.

]ff¥ffffi 1871, passenger

Co.

For Peaks9 Island.

•Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.

WINTER

Olassical Institute!

NOT sold previous to Oct 1st, the two end houses
in the new brick block of lour, on the corner of
Neal and Pine sts, will be rented oil lavorable
trfcus.
These are llrst class liousea in
every respect, conaining 13 rooms, having all modern improvements,
and Sebago water. Apply to JOaN T. HULL. 48
Union St.
sep16

day passes

Eclectic Alcdical Infirmary.

WATERVILLE

First-t lass Houses to Let.

Apply to
Nov 4 is tf

uepctrimem

wl

a

full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr. can
do so by wilting, in a plain manner, a description of
their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will be
forwarded immediately.
4H correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired.
Address:
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
172 Cumberland St., Portland.
JGS^Send a Stamp for Circular.

■

Bowdoin College^Nov. 1871.
jan 22-Tu Th & S 3w

8tagCN Connect
South Windham for North Windham, Casco,
Raymond, Naples and Bridgton.t
At East Baldwin for Sebago and Bridgton.*
At Baldwin for Cornish, Kezar Falls and Porter.1T
At Browntield for Denmark and Bridgfton.1T

cure war-

There are many men of the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen wiM appear,.or the color will be of a thin, milkisli hue,'again changing to a dark and turbid
appearauce.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.

THE

jan 12-d&wtf

modern

■

perfect

Steamship

Passengers

At Browntield for East Fryeburg.
At Fryeburg for Lovell.1T

Middle-Aged Men,

next Annual Course of Lectures at this Institution will commence February 15th, 1872,
and continue sixteen weeks.
Circidars containing full particulars may be had on
application to the Secretary.
C. F. B&ACKETT M. D., Sec’y.

PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.,
West Commercial Sreet, Portland, Me.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

ANC

UARUENTS,

ivieuiuai

ISLAND 13 miles from Portland aud two
from main land,
containing about 40
acres, together with the buildings thereon, consisting
of new Dwelling House,
Barn, Sheds, and Fish
House, all in perfect repair.
This is a good location for either Farmer or Fisherman.
The land is
excellent—sea-dressing and
muck abundant. The harbor Is good and In close
proximity to good fishing grounds which with several
markets near at hand make it a rare chance to
carry
on the market fishing and lobster business.
Terms
moderate.
For particulars apply to

AN miles

j

fv

and

run as

At

The 8.45 A. M. train

ftp

follows:
Leave Galt’s Wharf, Portland,
_-every MONDAY ami TIIURS}ity.
j >AY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier 38 E. R., New York,
very MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.
The Dirigo and Franconia are fitted up with fine
* ccoimnodalionsfor passengers, making this the most
From Liverpool, Glasgow, Queenstown or Derrv to
4 onvenient and comfortable route for travelers beBoston or New York,
CURRENCY.
1 ween Now York and Maine.
booked to all parts or the United States.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Drafts issued on Great Brittain ami Ireland for 41 !
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec,
md upwards. For Freight and Cabin passage apply
lalifax, St. John, and all parts of Maine. Shippers
it the Company’s Office, KO State Street. For steerto send their freight to the Steamers as
ige passage, at 99 State Street, Boston.
I 1 re requested
< arly as 4 P. M..on the days they leave Portland.
JAHIS ALEXANDER, Aurul.
For Freight or Passage apply to
jn2dly
HENRY FOX. Galt’s Wharf. Portland,
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
M:tv !)-dtf

attached.

but we are consulted by one or
more young men with the above disease, some ot
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by their friends are supposed
to have it. All such cases yield to the proper and on
ly to correct course ot treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoice in perfect health.

I
i*

a

fare.$1

flaine

lold, additional. Return Tickets on favorable terms
ft' Passengers enbark at Cunard Wharf, Jersey

a-^foUoW

-____

Hardly

BOWDOIN COLLEGE.
R I

and

'abiu, $80 Gold. Steerage, $30 Curreuey

|

M.
P. M.
7.40
Leave Portland,
3.15
N.
Leave
UOO
Conway, 8.45
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland ami 1.00 P. M. from
No. Conw ay w ill be freight trains with passenger car

IN SEASON.

ranted.

CLEANER.
It will make them equal to new with scarcely any
trouble. Be careful to get the Genuine.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods.
Price 25 cents per bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.

THOMPSON,*

DBVGCnn,

81 MARKET SQUARE,

youth—treated scientifically

WHY

Post Office.

will

M., (Sundays excepted.)

Deck. I 00
Freight taken as usual.
k. BILLINGS, Agent.
May 1,1869-dtf

*assage Money .(including fare from Boston toN York,
/abin, $*u,$100,$130gold—according to acconmioduion. Steerage, $30 Currency. Tickets to Paris, $15

R. R.

Monday, Nov. 13th,

The new ami superior sea-gain
steamers FOREST CITY, ami
MONTREAL, having been fitted
up at a great expense with a larg
number of beautiful State Roomill run the season »a follows:
Leaving Atlantic Wharf, Portland, at 7 o’clock
ud India \V hart. Bostou, every <lay, at 5 o’clock,
Cabin

Steamers appointed to sail
FROM NEW YORK.
{ ’HINA,
Wed., Feb.7. RUSSIA,
Wed. Feb. 21.
1BVSS1NI A.Wed Feb 14.

—53-A.

Many Thousand* Can Testify to This
By Unhappy Experience!
men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bail habit in

SPEND MONEY IN BUYING A NEW
pair of Kid Gloves every time you go out?
Renovate those you have with
JOU YEN’S INODOROUS KID GLOYE

frontage of 41 feet, and nearly
100 feet in depth, Brick and Iron Safes, Double
Counting rooms, and unquestionably the best show
windows in fhe city.
Tbee-e Stores are fitted up in the nicest manner
for Wholesale Jobbing Houses, and wil be let at a
tow rent if applied for immediately. Apolv to
Mrs H. E.
Lowell. Mass
No 91 Merrimack st., or Box 117.
J. C, PROCTER, 93 Exchange st
GEO. M. HARDING. Architect.
nev2
3m

FOR SALE BY

UNDER

*

'■

Young

Street, N. Y.

192 Fulton

a

Island to

On and after

F^an1

i

(

] Boston.

flow

15, 20 and 30 cents each.
F. C. WELLS & CO-

Price

OGDENSBURG

further notice, trains
Tff*ff*op|!?i|luiitil
S'
S:

Impure

Plasters.

LET.

ANTIDOTE

&

PORTLAND

Confidence.

FOR SOME

BATAVIA, Saturday, Jan. C.
Ssit., Feb. 3. SAM ARIA, Sat., Feb. 24.
Sat,, Feb. 10 SIBERIA, Sat., March 2.
Sat., Feb. 17. HECLA, Sat. March 10.
rP" Passengers embark at the Cunard Wharf, E:i*t

<

BOSTON.

,,

v

1 'RIPOLI,
1 ARTHIA,
1 LATA VIA,

_Supt.

The Pains and Aches,, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow
Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do uot wait for the consummation that is sure to follow : do not wait for unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

#

They will certainly cure.
They are are composed of choice emollient gums
spread on the finest Kid, of three different sizes, and
are worn with ease and comfort.
Sold by Druggists

THOMPSON BLOCK.

nature.

PATENT

PERFORATED

*

FEEL WEAK AND LANGUID IN
CONSEQUENCE OF OVER EXERTION**
Have you taken cold? Are you afflicted with Rheumatism, or pains of any kind? try one of
Wella’
Machiue-aprcad
Strengthening
YOU

MIDDLE ST.,

A pure, aqueous Extract,
possessing superior astringent and tonic properties, and recommended by
the highest medical authorities in the country as an
in all

8EEK

Queenstown, Cork liar.

appointed tc nail
BKOM
BOSTON

DIRECT

tExpress.

All who have committed an excess of any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the tingling rebuke of misplaced confidence of maturer years,

Dealers in Medicine

and

u

N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A. M., and 3.30,3.45 P. M.
Tains from Portland, make close connections to New
Vork by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.
F. CHASE,
no9tf
P. S. & P. K. R.

making

Have

at

*

Steamers

sleeping

know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well-tested experience in
the hands of a regularly-educated physician, whoso
for all the duties lie must
preparatory studies tit him
yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting t« be the best in the world,
which are not only useless, but always injurious.
The unfortunate should be particular in selecting
his physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice;
for it is a point generally conceded by the best syphiland management of these
ographers, that the
plaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in their treatment
and ours. The inexperienced general practitioner,
having neither opportunity nor time to make himself acquainted with their pathology, commonly pursues one system of treatment, in most cases
an luuuwnuuuitic uuc ui tutu, iiuuquuieu aim
uangerous weapon, the Mercury.

eodly

*

days,

Health.
HAMILTON U.SMITH'S

oi

Druggists

51, 53,-47,49

From

I

street,

WITH

TO

all

no28

Nov 1'4-dtf

N. B—All ol ihe genuine article has the
copyright
trade mark of S. H. Kennedy on every
package.

the Medical Gazette of Jime 24th. 1871.
HAVE used Kennedy’s Concentrated Extract of
Pinus Canadensis for about eight months in some
affections of the rectum, vagina, and cervix uteri; I
have used it, considerably diluted, as a vaginal wash,
with great success: but I prefer to apply it to the ostincae oil cotton wool, cither pure or mixed with glycerine. or glycerine and rose water. Thus applied, it
should remain intact for two or three, or even four

lower rent of house 87 Franklin

containing eight pleasant rooms, with suit
nice parlors, and pure Sebago water.
Call on L. TAYLOlt, 178 Commercial street.

0F

33Y J. MARION SIMS, M. D.

by
everywhere.
For sale

PINUS CANADENSIS.

fai^lj

A little girl, when asked by her mother

A Standard Preparation, endorsed by the most reliable Physicians, and its astonishing curative powers
attested by thousands who have used it.
It is a sure, quick remedy for all diseases of the
Urinary Organs existing in male or female, Irritation
or Inflammation of Kidneys or Bladder, Gravel, Dial>etes, Reddish Sediment in Urine, Thick, Cloudy
Urine, Mucous anu Involuntary Discharges from
Urethra, Retention or Incontinuence of Urine, Chronic Catarrh of Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies of the

Calling

I

trains leave Portland dui-

Leave Boston for Portland at t7.30 A. M., $8.30 A.
d., 112.15 P. M., $3.00 P. M.. *8.00 P. M.
liiddeford for Portland at 8.00 A. M., returning at
1.20 P. M.
Portsmouth for Portland tlO.OO A. M., $10.40 A.
d., t2.35 P. M., t5.30 P. M., *10.00 P. M.
car express train,
♦Pullman
tAccommodation train.
§ Midi train.

study

Rent.

or

Emery Street near Pine. Very cosy and convenient, gas throughout house aud cellar,•piiied
for Sebago, cellar cemented, everything in prime condition. Will be sold at low flgure, or rented if not
W. P. MERRILL,
sold.
dec9-tf_Telegraph Office, 24 Exchange St.

KENNEDY^

per’s Magazine for February.

Apothecary shop, cor.

the

_jnlOtf_C. F. CORRY.

mile, and the Equipment Bonds now offered cannot
accordingly exceed $4,000 to the mile, secured by the
franchises, road, track, rolling stock and property of
every description belonging to a company already

WA.IK.

room over

A Fore and Market Sts.

d

fulfil;

at
56 FREE STREET.

13th, 1871.

FOR

1

recently contracted, entirely removing

or

IVov’r

LITs 13

S AILING FOR LIVERPOOL.

I

Passenger
lor Portsmouth and Boston. (Sunlays excepted) at *1.10 A. M. t«.15A.
-“-M., §0.10 A. M., $3.30 P. M., t3.45 P.

_

Caution to the Public.
Every intelligent and thinking person must

146 Commercial street.

FURNISHED
jan28-2w

oiuiuniriug Monday,

cess.

w5

Rooms to Let,
Rooms to let with board,

English Grammars,’ constantly by your side, doing
and search painfully through his 1102 pages
A Prosperous Business.
to see whether by chance you may not have
The proceeds of the present issue of Equipment
violated one of liis, say 40,000 rules ? I tlnnk
Bonds will be used in adding to the rolling stock,
you do no such thing. You know well enough
which proves inadequate to the amount of business
that the two conditions of good writing are,
first, clear thinking, and second, the command oftering, though the company has now 22 locomotives,
of a copious vocabulary, gained through a
500 freight cars, 10 passenger coaches, 5 baggage, exloving familiarity with good authors.. Now 1 press and mail cars, and 9 way or caboose cars.
would have that sortrof training begin in
the primary school, just as I would have the
Equipment Bonds, being secured by a second mortchildren’s training in science begin there.”
gage, are offered
in
science
the primary
begin
“Training in
at 85 ia Currency and Accrued Interest.
school!” exclaimed I. “Is it not enough to
The facts recited above show that the
security is
there?
You
rhetoric
would
not
surely
begin
substantial and ample. At 85 the Investment pays
formidable
all
those
in
besides?”
bring
ologies
“Indeed I would,” said he; “zoology, or- practically
Ei*kt and a Quarter per Cent, in Geld
nithology, entomology, ichthyology, paleon- free oi taxation. The limited
amount of thes
of
and
all
the
rest
them.
conThey
tology,
bonds now ottered ($250,000) cannot remain
long upon
tain the very objects the Creator has providthe market, and we take this occasion to recommend
ed as the stimulants of childish curiosity,
them
to
investors.
and—what is not so ofteu observed—they are
Further information supplied ou application to
the main and proper subjects on which to be•WAS & BARRETT,
gin the exercise of the child’s faculty of lanBankers A Broken, lOO Riddle St
guage. Which would you prefer as' a school
composition—a boy’s description of his last _Portland, Nov. 29,1871. os-nov30-eod2m w2wl
shooting excursion, or a girl’s faint reminiscence of last Sunday’s sermon on the virtuousness of virtue ? Are you going to be
taken in by pedantic Greek names ? What is
entomology but catching and examining
CONCENTRATED EXTRACT
bugs? And can’t a baby catch a bug, and
wonder at its curious form and ways ? And
does not all science grow out of that very
wonder? What is the youthful mind curious
about—at least till we deaden it with our preposterous schools—but about these very marvels of creation which we do our best to spoil
for him with our learned jargon and our
grammar rules? Why, every village school
should be an Agassiz musium in miniature,
and the children should be continually writing learned memoirs upon its contents—
learned to them, though not, perhaps, to the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences,”
“There is certainly something in what you
say,” said I; “and I suppose you would have
natural history begun in the primary school,
you would have physical and. perhaps, chemical science begun there too; for there seems
to be uo limit to the number of studies
you
would introduce into this brave
primary
school of yours ?”
“Indeed' I would,” said he, “and in one
sense there is no limit, save the possible subjects of human knowledge. Children are
even philosophers and metaphysicians in their
own childish fashion, and ask
questions sometimes which it puzzles their elders to answer.
I would, therefore, include philosophy among
my primary-school studies. And surely the
unspoiled minds of children are ‘of imagination all compact,’ and a first and foremost
primary study should be poetry. Our schools
ought to be represented by a series of concentric circles, which should have the primary school for a centre, and then the little
human soul should take its first feeble steps
in all directions out into the vast domains of
knowledge, and no, farther in one direction
than into every other.—From “English in
School,” by William Atkinson, in Har-

jan27d&w-12w

Street,

steamers.

STKAMKHN

MAIL

ARRANGEMENT.

iVINTER

he dregs of disease from the system, aud making a
perfect aud permanent cuke.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of his long-standing and well-earned reputation'
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

RISING SIN UMHKK

MORSE BROS., Prop’rs., Canton, Maas.

BRICK

trunk lin

region iu the world, with a heavy lumber and coal
traffic already developed, lias been in o]>eration since
February last, and is now fully equipped with depots,
water tanks, coal sheds and machine shops. The net
earnings in October, the ninth month after the road
was opened for
business, were 837,293, after deducting all expenses for operation and repairs. The re-

amounts to

To Let!
Store, No. 149 Commercial st., recently ocMessrs.
Purington & Butler; suitacupied by
ble for wholesale Flour or Grocery Business. Gas,
Water and all modem conveniences. Apply to
A. E. STEVENS & CO.,
janlGtf

handing

PENCIL.—No Sharpening
Cheap and Durable—supercedes other articles for purpose.
THK KISINIi 81 N BLA1W LEAH LUBItlt ATOM. 1" or axles!
bearings and machinery. Lasts six times as long as oil
alone. 25 lb. and 5011). boxes, 15 cents per lb. Try It.
THK

Rooms,

Devoting

nothing.”

Also a few table boarders
at 52 Free Street.
jn4-tf

two

Interest at Seven per Cent
IN GOLD,
payable semi-annually, on the 15th days of April
and October, at the Company’s Office,
32 Pino street. New York.

Above the raging of the gale
He

THE END

BKWAKK OK ttOKTHLKSS IMITATIONS under other
names, hut resembling ours in shape and color of wrapper
intended to deceive.
THK. HI8IN0 BIN POLISH IN BILK, for stove deale in’
use, at twelve cents per pound—twenty-five and fiftypound tu xes. “Cheaper thau any other Bulk Polish for

or
ac-

WITH gentlemen.

of

I CUNARD

&

PORTSMOUTH R. R.

riTHERE he can be consulted privately, and with
n
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all
lours daily, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are guttering under the
kffliction of private diseases, whether arising from
mpure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
his entire time to that particular branch of
he medical profession, he feels warranted in Guaranteeing a Cuke in all Cases, whether of long

Polish, Saving Labor, Cleanliness,Durability Sl Cheapness, Unequaled.

Beauty

PORTLAND, SACO,

EASTERN AND

HIS

No. 172 C umberland

POlUSHFor

BE FOUND AT

Medical

Private

Room To Let.
board suitable for gentleman and wife,

PRINCIPAL PAYABLE IN GOLD

who has known in storms to sail,

One

Profitable

a

Investment.

hand

a

of Constructed Road.

the mile

to

Light Debt and

A

My bark is waited from the strand
By breath divine,
on

OF IOWA

CAN

cation for a Boarding House.
The pleasantly located house comer Cumberland
ind Parris st; 10 good rooms; gas and plenty of excelent water.
The brick house No 18 Brown st; 10 rooms; convenent to business.
The cottage house No 6 Casco st; 10 rooms, $300.
Five rooms, (2d floor) Neal st.
Six rooms No 23 Waterville st; very pleasant.
Six rooms No 39 Chestnut st. Also a tenement of
»ix rooms on Mechanic st., $132.
WM. H. JERRIS,
Apply to
*
Real Estate Agent.
ja37-dlw

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

DU. J. It. HUGHES

rRE

THE-

CENTRAL RAILROAD

MEDICAL.

MISCELLANEOUS.

For Rent.
centrally located house No 4 Chestnut st., 17
rooms; Gas and Sebago; rent $500. A good lo-

EQUIPMENT bonds

Trust.
1 know not if or dark or bright
Shall be my lot;
If that wherein my hopes delight
Be best or not.

And

TO LEI.

MISCELLANEOUS.

POETRY.

|

i™
i'1''

tltei/SLhiJS

repairs^

I

|

dc2Maw,f

'em

